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SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.

OBITUARY.

Judge A. R. Savage of Auburn, Presiding.
Business Men-Train
The town of Searsmont sustained a great
Be Discontinued. .ObituA non-suit was ordered in the action of
;
,f the Granges. .Supreme loss in the death of Miss Mary McCorrison, Charles H. Merrill of
Bangor and Charles E.
X:
urt, ..Transfers in Real who
of Burnham vs. CharleB A. Milliken and
16th.
She
was
born
in
Libby
passed away April
I
.**?* h ue From Bermuda. ..The
Sarah
G.
administrators
of the estate
Bassett,
Secret Societies.. Per- Frankfort, but had been a resident of Sears- of the late Elias
Milliken, late of Brookline,
Ohi>rcR
mont the greater part of her life. Practical
Mass., which for many years has been before
..Clarence and
r,;;iJs Revenue”.
energetic, always ready to give liberally the courts of this county in an effort made by
Swanville Center. ...The toward
the administrators to settle the estate of the
any enterprise either charitable or for
Trees (poem)... Our
late Isaac C. Libby. The action grew out of
the
of
the
Searsmont
has
town,
improvement
l ayman’s Convention.
the settlement of affairs of the street railway
Geese. .Pittsfield lost one of its most public-spirited citizens. lines in and around Lewiston.
liaising
Ni
Trials were to have begun Wednesday mornFrom a child she had been devoted to out-door
person?-Ffling?. School Legisla- life and sports. She loved the woods and the ing, but the cases assigned were settled out of
court
at the last moment and the juries were
What Arbor Day
vi-.me
Changes of Time. .Fine waters, the fresh air and the sunshine, and it excused until Thursday morning. The cases
B.^eball. .Industrial Edu- seems as if her communion with these had were entered as City of Belfast vs. Inhabitants
of Waldoboro or
and were suits to
,: u hed at Bath,
given her a largeness of nature that is ex- recover $157.70 Washington,
paid by Belfast for an insane
News of Brooks.
In
all
rare.
her
with
her
ceptionally
dealings
The
charge sent to the Augusta hospital.
Belfast.
v. u.
fellowmen she was loyal, broad-minded and plaintiff’s claim was that the patient had a legal
brary Horse Radish. singularly free from petty jealousness. Hos- residence either in Waldoboro or Washington.
In the settlement Belfast is to be paid the
..Enforcement in
rust
and generous to a fault, her many claim in full and Waldoboro and Washington
.jnty The Romance of pitable
ngs of the Sea.. .The friends can testify that her latchstring was settle the case between themselves, the latter
town assuming the liability from the date of
Aomen (poem). .Captain
always out, and all that she had was at their the writ,
June 7, 1908. Ritchie for plaintiff; A.
ns.
.Eight Acres of ;
of
a
social
and
disposal. Being naturally
M. Miller and L. M. Staples for defendants.
Electric Sparks.
she
was
The
Shute
case was not presented to the
distinguished for the
,i Fruit Show. .The Rich- ! lively disposition
a
America.. ..Literary friends she made. A large number of the grand jury, settlement having been effected
the interested parties.
The charge of forWashington Let- summer visitors who have come to Searsmont by
gery and conspiracy was withdrawn and both
for the past few summers from other States Hartford Shute and Mrs. Erskine have given
kton Springs.. .Ship were
acquaintances and friends of hers. Al- receipts for $1.00 in settlement of all their
claims against the estate of said Mary E.
Born. ..Married...
though she had known of her condition for Shute, except their legal shares as heirs
with
over twTo years she kept bravely on with her
the others. Mr. Shute is an aged man and is in
feeble
health.
work
her
with
old-time joke and smile for very
BUSINESS MEN
The entire day Thursday was given over to
everyone until last February, when she decidof the case of Frank L. Young vs.
6th.
Belfast
:
May
ed to go to Colorado, thinking that she might the trial
Frank L. Hatch, in which the plaintiff brought
Merchants Associaget some benefit from that climate. After an action alleging deceit in the sale of a farm
nth is prompted by a
staying there two months and finding she was in Morrill, on which he sought to recover. The
after deliberating for half an hour found
that Boston is not refailing instead of gaining, she came home. jury,
in the sum of $368.33. Ritchie;
>.gland trade that it She died on her birthday, two weeks after she for the plaintiff
Dunton & Morse. Another action between the
is the beginning of a
•:
got home, at the home of her brother. A. L. same parties was non-suited.
In the case of Lois C. Freeman vs. Aaron B.
Bring the business McCorrison. The funeral services were held
Ripley, an action of trespass growing out of a
closer relations with
;
April 20th, Rev. Ashley A. Smith of Belfast dispute
over property in Searsmont, an entry
Preparations for officiating. E S. Pitcher’s quartette of Belfast of “neither party”
was made.
Maine cities are going
In
the
case of State vs. Nathan E. Clark,
two
selections
and
White
gave
Emory
sang
thev will be given an
the beautiful solo, “Sleep, Weary One.” The charged with
setting fire to the Tranquility Grange hall in Lincolnville a year
the city and in the distance that many of her friends came to pay
A trial at
their last tribute to her indicated the place she ago, a nol pros was entered.
;| an informal reception
held in their hearts, and the rare and beautiful the September term resulted in a disagreengor the excursionists flowers were silent tributes to the love and ment, and in January, as the counsel for
and at once taken esteem in which she was held. She leaves to the respondent, Hon. L. M. Staples of Washmourn their loss two brothers—A. L. McCorriington, was unable to attend, the case was conIn the evenme cars.
tinued to the April term. The county attorney
son of Searsmont and Edwin McCorrison A
vrmal reception given Vermont, and Miss
Josephine Knight, who had was promised new evidence, but nothing»of imThe party is due in been her inseparable friend and comrade for portance materialized.
over
A case that was entered at the January term
twenty-three years.
.vill be here only a few
in 1903 and continued from term to term is that
are favorEugene Edgecomb, son of Mr. and Mrs. Eu- of Arthur P. Libby et al adms. vs. Portsmouth, |
t be shown a|>out the
gene Thomas of Belmont, died at his home, Kittery & York St. Ry. Co. Justice Savage inApril 23d, after a few days' illness with typhoid | formed the attorneys in the case that the case
20 years, 1 month and 4 days. ! had been in litigation long enough and if not
natives of various oc- pneumonia, aged
He was an unusually promising young man,
tried this term he would assign it for the first
ir, the party are: Lawambitious
and beloved and re- day of the September term, “to be tried then
gentlemanly,
x-Gov. John L. Bates;
spected by all who knew’ him. He was well or dismissed.” It is left thus, the counsel not
Pres. James P. Storrow,
knowm in Belfast, having graduated from the j wishing to try the case this term. Reuel Rogry D. Forbes; engineers, |
High school in the class of 1906, and had been ers of Belfast for the plaintiffs and Hon. H. M.
icvertising, S. J. Brackett, active
in the young people’s societies of the 1 Heath of Augusta and W. P. Thompson of Banrubber manufacturers,
church. He had been in delicate health
for the defence.
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H. Appleton; optician,
Fred L. Carter; wool

1

Baptist

for

gor

time, but

Other cases were disposed of as follows;
employed by the L. C.
Fisher Co. of Boston as long as he was able to
Leonard R. Jackson, Libt., vs. Emma E.
a
confectioner, Walter work. While at his home
he organized and Jackson; dismissed; parties live in Belfast and
leather dealer, E. S.
wTas
interested in the Lincolnville Sunday Camden. McLellan.
;tnd insurance, Frank A.
school. He is survived by his parents and two
Abner W. Fletcher vs. Charles H. Merrill;
.rge Bradford, W’illiam
some

W’as

sisters, Mrs. Ethel E. Luce of Somerville and continued, to be dismissed next term if not
Edith H. Mahoney of East Somerville. Mass. J tried. Heath & Andrews; Thompson.
Kate L. Sanford vs. Arthur H. Saden; continfuneral, which w’as largely attended, took
at his Belmont home Monday at 10 a. in. ued; to be tried September term or dismissed.
place
M. Flanders, George S.
conducted by Rev. A. G. Roberts of the Belfast Dunton & Morse; Thompson.
1
glass. Theodore Jones;
it,:
James E. Cunningham vs. Inhabitants of
Baptist church. The floral offerings were,
y.F 1
white tulips and hyacinths, father and mother; Frankfort; Thompson withdraws. This case
iwn men who will take |
k:
floral piece, sisters; pillow. Mrs. S. T. Edge- was tried at the September term, 1907, when
!>•<
Lucius Tuttle of the
comb and family; pinks. Mrs. Walton and Mrs. the jury returned a verdict for the plaintiff in
Mayor George Hutch- Knowlton;
pinks, Frank and Aubrey Elms; the sum of $1000. A motion for a new trial
M W. Hall, Paul FitzMr. and Mrs. Chas. Andrews; floral was tiled; exceptions filed and allowed. The
Perkir.s, Thomas Sher- pinks,
cross. Guiding Light Sunday School. Lincolntime for filing the report of the evidence exEngland Telephone & ville; 20
pinks, Frank and Ralph Bramhall and tended. The evidence filed. Certificate receivdr:. O. M. Fisher, Julius
Arthur Murch; pinks, Laura. Earl, Jessie and ed from the Law court in July, 1908, motion
i lllon, Arthur M. Burr,
and Carrie Dickey; cut flowers. sustained, verdict set aside and a new trial
nujcl Hobbs, Leroy S. Gladys Young
Mrs. Bessie Knight; cut flowers, Mrs. Lyda granted. Dunton & Morse.
w. E. Elmer Faye, G.
The family have the sympathy of a 1
Frances L. Lazell vs. Justice C. Strawbridge;
rs
utting. Charles B. Davis, Wiley. circle of
friends in their bereavement. ; dismissed. Cilley & Burpee; Robinson.
large
*1
Sheldon, Harvey G.
H. Gilbert vs. Nathan A. Webb; dismissed.
mho!], G. W. Lee, RyerEarly on the morning of April 14th Arthur C. W. Hussey; F. W. Brown, Jr.
i
H. Logan.
Eliza A. Loring vs. Charles H. Parsons; conLloyd Lucas died at the Massachusetts General
;'
booklets to be used on
tinued. Thompson; Taber D. Bailey.
of Boston, after an illness of nearly
Hospital
The badges will
•<t*ed.
G.
F. Sherman vs. Johnson W. Hunt et als;
be Boston Chamber of two and a half years. He wTas born in Melrose.
Dunton & Morse withdraw; Williamson &
ribbon of the national 36 years ago last August, the son of Isaac W.
b contain the itinerary, and Emily A. (Rankin) Lucas, the latter a na- Burleigh
Clara E. Erskine, pet., vs. Frank A. Erskine:
:hi .ugh which the tour tive of Winterport, Maine, and came to Mans|
decree signed, entered and filed. Beaton; Elit of the purposes of field. Mass., with his parents when quite young.
On October 30, 1906, Mr. Lucas was married to lery Bowden.
delegates. Ten thous- Miss Etta Maud
Hannah A. Hamlin vs. Samuel W. Elwell;
Baldwin, daughter of Charles
e i to be distributed by
nol. pros; no further action. Dunton & Morse;
E. Baldwin of this place, and their bright and
New England neighhappy married life was soon clouded by the E. F. Littlefield.
Effie 1.. Harriman vs. Harry W. Harriman
long and trying illness of the young husband.
With heroic fortitude Mr. Lucas bore his severe and Margaret A. Marshall. Admrs.; continued.
be
Discontinued.
|
suffering. For a long time he felt that he would W. P. Thompson; Dunton & Morse.
Maude Bucklin vs. Ambrose Bucklin; continnot recover, yet he continued to fight the dis•.•rville & Farmington
ease as best he could.
He preserved a cheerful ued. F. W. Brown, Jr.; Dunton & Morse.
trains will be run on
1
Annie E. W. Cobe vs. Herbert J. Banton.
and never for a moment lost faith in the
o\v branch of the road | spirit
j
love and wisdom of the Heavenly Father. Continued. Dunton & Morse, Thompson.
1
was the last piece of
Andrew J. Stevens pet. for part vs. Isabella
Though for many months he was unable to
-s
railway, and it was read, yet to the last he was deeply interested R. Tripp. Dismissed with costs of one term
■'.at the road would cross
Dunton & Morse. This case was enterin
all
the
current
events
of
the
world.
Mr.
only.
die ar.d thence across ;
Lucas was a charter member of the Winthrop ed at the September term 1908 and continued
I
but electric railroad
i
at
the
*.
club and also a member of the local lodge of
April term.
fur the discontinuance
the Knights of Malta. The sympathy of the
Chesley B. Ingraham libt., vs. Nettie W.
b road. Traffic on the
whole community goesout to the lonely mother,
Ingraham. Entered September 1908. Motion
Mills to Wiscasset will
who has suffered the loss of two sons and her for specification to be filed. Libt. ordered to
husband in the last few years, and also to the pay to the libellee the sum of $50 to enable her
Hudson
tun ii
young wife, who has been so faithful in her to defend. Bangs, Dunton & Morse.
ministrations through all her husband's sick- & Hudson.
Kenney from Knox were ness. Shall we not say to them, that there is
Angie L. Stevens,pet. for part,vs. Fitz Harrison Stevens and Norman K. Whitcher.
Norno cause for sorrow/'' other than the natural
mess April 19th... Mr.
grief of separation wHiich the dear ones feel. man K. Whitcher files pleadings. Dunton &
n business ...Mr. and
Mr. Lucas has passed on to his reward; to that Morse. Littlefield.
gone to live with their
The Friday morning session was taken up
larger and more useful life, and in the passing
Woods, in Unity... .Wil- the community has lost a noble citizen, the with the case of Edwin D. Burd vs. A. H.
his gasoline engine to mother a true son, and the wife a loving and Blackington, parties of Northport, the action
faithful husband. May the never-failing grace being brought to recover damages for tresj
ty... Mr. Lewis Murch of the
heavenly Father be with those who pass. Mr. Blackington has been engaged in
week as juryman. ..Jed
mourn.—E. B. S., in Mansfield, Mass., News.
lumbering in Northport and to reach a small :
lor are building an L
wharf for shipping his lumber and cord wood
of Knox....The Ladies
|
Mrs. Lucinda C. Wiggin, wife of Rudolph R. the teams went along the shore in front of the
Lou Sparrow Thursday
of plaintiff. Shipment had been made
died at her residence in Leighton
property
Wiggin.
;
d made May baskets to
after a very in this way for years. The case was begun at
resent
Mr. and Mrs. street, Friday morning, April 23d,
brief illness. The immediate cause of her 5 p.m. Thursday. The jury retired at 2 p. m. |1
are
Mrs.
nity
visiting
death was heart failure. The deceased was Friday and at 6.30 returned a sealed verdict, I
vd Nichols ...Mrs. Inez
the daughter of the late Thomas J. Witherly which was announced Saturday morning as for |
-on at Good Will farm
and besides her husband she leaves a son, defendant. Dunton & Morse, and Brown.
!
nior class ofjthe academy
The grand jury reported Friday afternoon
Frank R. Wiggin, cashier of the Waldo Trust
April 20th..‘..Miss Effie Co. at Belfast,
and a daughter. Miss Josephine after being in session for four and a half days, |
nool in the Penney disof Bangor. The funeral took place and returned 25 indictments, 24 of which were
Wiggin
n Mr. A. E. Busher.
««
.1
r,_
r»
a
O„
for violation of the liquor law. The indictments were as follows:
tor of the Unitarian church officiated, and Miss
*
» \< ii.
■;
Trask
had
M.
G.
George rorbes of Belfast; single sale, (three
Frances
Weston
sang.
charge
K*''- 'f°T ;,i has returned from Dover of the arrangements.
The bearers were Gen.
counts) and common seller.
*
Homer Carter of Belfast; single sale, common
D.
W.
Max
began, where he had been Henry L. Mitchell, Dr.
field, J. A.
Many friends seller and nuisance.
ilending to buy.Mr. Thompson and Walter L. Head.
Andy L. Knowlton of Belfast; single sale,
attended and sent beautiful flowers. The inrtland called on many
terment was in Mt. Hope cemetery.—Bangor (two counts,) nuisance and common seller.
John Avery of Belfast; common seller, and
week-Miss Elizabeth News.
her sister, Mrs. Herbert
single sale, (four counts.)
ach school began April
True Trundy of Belfast; single sale, (three
NEWS OF THE GRANGES.
counts,) nuisance and common seller.
McKinney teacher.
letter
to
Wm. H. Rand of Monroe; common seller and
Dr. Twitchell in his weekly
the
bought a horse of Alton
ute driver.Quite a
Maine Farmer commends the all-day Grange single sale, (two counts.)
gathered at C. E. DearHarry R. Neal, alias Harry R. McKenzie of
Yarmouth, N. S., for larceny.
ning to hear their new sessions.
The case of Charles N. Taylor vs. L. B.
Mrs. I,aForrest Rankin
It is earnestly requested that all members
topping at her mother’s, be present at the meeting of Seaside Grange Ross, a real action to recover possession of
land and buildings at Stockton Springs, was
"ek -Mrs. Delia Rich•v
.lays with her sister, next Saturday evening, as business of import- taken up in the afternoon. The court ruled
that a warranty deed estopped the defendant
Miss Marion Gould is ance is to be discussed.
if ia
from claiming under the mortgage and directed
Dean at the “RockHarvest Home Grange, Brooks, conferred the jury to find for the
plaintiff for $32 rent
Dunton & Morse; J. H. Montgomthe degrees upon two candidates last Saturday and profits.
Camden.
ery,
evening. Gladys Godding and her mother furThe case of L. H. Femald vs. Homestead
irrived on Friday’s boat nished a
song, Mrs. Crowell gave a'reading, Fire Insurance Co., which was
assigned for
weeks
in
town....Mrs.
5
All hands Saturday morning, was disposed of without
and Charles Ryder gave a song.
hildren
are
her
visiting
j
then repaired to the banquet room, where an trial, the entry on the docket being “neither
!
i
Charles Holmes... Mr.
party.” Ritchie; Tolman.
appetizing lunch was provided.
wctt of Jackson
In the 10 scire facias cases against W. S.
the
&} 1V
spent
North Waldo Pomona will meet with South Edminister et als., judgment for the State was
rother, C. B. Jewett, and
H.
Libby and children, Branch Grange, Prospect, Wednesday, May 5th. given and exceptions taken.
j'"
i’i'nt Saturday and Sunday
Judgment was given for the plaintiff for
frii',."
"
Loss is still very ill. He Reduced rates have been granted on tche B. & $403.65 in the case of J. W. Tweedie of Thornkr
the home of his broth- A. from Winterport and Frankfort at one fare dike vs. Nicholas Walton and Peter Harmon,
the round trip. The meeting will be called to trustee, an action on account annexed. Plaintiff sued to recover payment for 12 tons of ferorder soon after the arrival of the morning tilizer which defendants
** Cannot be Cured
refused to pay for on
will
train. State Lecturer Thompson
speak the ground that it was received in damaged
^ Portion l0?K’ as they cannot reach the and a
of ’he ear. There is
good attendance is desired as a fine pro- j condition. Libby, Jr., and Rogers; Dunton &
only one
ture
Morse.
and that is by constitu- gram is expected.
A case entered at this term and settled out
,e‘ss
deafness
is
caused
an inby
of
held
No.
an
court is that of Sarah A. Spencer vs. Robert
te^-'
Granite Grange,
192, Searsport,
temi,.r* the mucous lining of the all-day meeting April 24th, it being the anni- F. Dunton and William P.Thompson, admrs. of
the.tube is inflamed
the estate of Henry D. Patterson. Rogers for
K :<>und or imperfect hear- versary of the grange. The forenoon was taken
^whey.
plaintiff; Dunton & Morse for defendants.
closed, Deafness is up in a social chat, dinner was served at noon,
The trespass case of Miss Rose E. Cleveland,
sri-i, tr,tirely
the
inflammation
can
be
pi and 16 tuhc
it was. The grange sister of the late ex-President Grover Cleverestored to its normal and a rousing good one
R, hear;
vs. Geo. M. Nowell, a well known Boston
land,
W»H be destroyed forever; convened in the afternoon when a fine program
both residents of Seven Hundred Acre
ter> are caused by Catarrh, was well rendered with Hattie May Nickerson man,
Island, a part of Islesboro, has been continued
1)111 an inflamed condition of
R|*S1,J
to
the
Sister
A.
O.
Stevens
new piano.
a
at
the
September term and assigned for the
gave
*ii! ?urfaces.
first day.
Hundred Dollars for any short, spicy history of the grange. A question
A similar case is brought against Geo. M.
kv J apaused by catarrh) that can- on potato cutters was well handled by E. B.
Nowell by Miss Evelyn Ames, daughter of ex8 Catarrh Cure.
Send for
Thayer. A. Stinson made a few remarks along Governor Ames of Massachusetts. This is also
continued
and assigned for the first day of
the grange line apd the grange closed in form,
& CO., Toledo, O.
next term. Dunton & Morse are counsel for
all hoping to meet again as the years roll the
75c.
plaintiffs and A. S. Littlefield of Rockland
fruly PiUg for constipation.
around.
appears for the defense.
W. G. Walker,
Worcester; clothing, H.
m h. K. R. Smith;
grocers,
.iwrence,

The
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Another trespass case is that of Dr. Alexander Biddle of
Philadelphia* vs. Rev. Leighton
Parks of New York, both
sfunmef residents of
Islesboro. The action is brought to recover
damages to the amount ot $500, done to the
property of the plaintiff *in Islesboro. The
case was entered at the
January term and has
been continued until the
September term. Arthur S. Littlefield; R. I.
Thompson of Rockland.
The case of Inhabitant** of Stockton vs.
Nettie M. Dickey has been Continued.
Other cases have been disposed of as follows:
Kingsbury B. Crockett vs£ Verlie A. Crockett. Defaulted.
;
Kingsbuay B. Crockett, vai Geo. A. Crockett.
Defaulted.
>
Herbert T. Drake, pet. for, leave to enter an
appeal from decree of Judge of Probate vs.
Estate of Henry S. Park. Dismissed.
Albert Robbins, vs. Sarah 1E. Robbins, Admx.
Neither party. No further action.
G. C. Kilgore, vs. Harry L-tCilgore. Defaulted by agreement.
Horace Myrick, app. from decree of Judge of
Probate allowing certain instruments as last
will and testament of Arvillabutters, deceased.
Request for trial of issue of‘fact by jury filed.
Harriet Abbott Dahlam, v$. Harriet N. Abbott. Continued.
Fred M. Ellis, vs. New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co.
Continued.
Annie J. Brewster, vs. Miles S. Brewster.
Defaulted.
A. A. Howes and R. H. Howes, vs. M. A.
Godfrey. Neither party.
T. N. Pearson, M. D., vs. Ethel Rogers. Defaulted.
Ira D. Cram, vs. Elisha tl. Norton. Continued.
;
A. W. Fletcher and Fred, L. Fletcher, vs.
Stanley Hunt. Continued.
Oscar A. Shibles, vs. Fred S. Walker. Continued.
C. M. Conant, vs. Harrison Stevens and
Roscoe Stevens. Defaulted.
James A. Adams and Roy Knight, vs. Edna
M. Damon. Defaulted.
International Harvester Co., vs. Charles L.
Austin. Non suit.
W. S. Perkins and M. T. Perkins, vs. Roscoe
E. Doty. Defaulted, continued for judgment.
The case of Savery vs. Chadwick, an action
with an account annexed, was tried Tuesday.
The defendant is a contractor and hired the
plaintiff to haul lumber for a phosphate house
he built at Mack’s Point for ^earsport parties.
The hauling of the lumber involved the building of a road, and plaintiff sought to recover
Defendant
wages for himself and horses.
claimed he was not responsible for the building of the road. The jury returned a verdict
of $115.35 for the plaintiff. Thompson for
plaintiff; Beaton and Dunton & Morse for defendant.
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Home from Bermuda.
Rough Weather

The Churches.

Sea, but Delightful Tim*
Ashore.

at

j

ntuv

ui

PERSONAL.

The services at the Universalist church next
Sunday will be a 2.30 o’clock with sermon by
Rev. D. L. Wilson of the North church. Sunday school at 3.30.

The Bermuda excursionists, Charles F. Swiff
and I. W. Parker, arrived home by last Saturday night’s train. They had a rough passage
The theme of Rev. David L. Wilson at the
both ways, and as one of them said: “When the
Congregational church last Sunday morning
steamer was not standing on one end or the was “Civic Pride.” The address
was patriotic
other she was rolling.” They left Portland and
public-spirited and of local application.
with a head wind blowing a gale and it conMiss Mary Niles of Boston, violinist, will
tinued to blow until they reached Bermuda.
assist at the service next Sunday morning at
When something was said about its
being the North church. Miss Niles is an accomrough in crossing the Gulf Stream Parker replished musician who spends her summers in
marked that he knew now just where the Gull
Islesboro.
Stream was. It began at Portland and ended
The Seaside Spiritual church will hold meetat Bermuda.
The passage home was not so
in their rooms on High street every
rough and the Prince Arthur arrived at Port- ings
land Saturday morning giving the tourists a Thursday evening at 7.30 o’clock and Sunday
few hours there before taking the 1 p. m. train afternoon at 2.30, to which the public are corfor home. Those able to report at meal time j dially invited.
There will be services in the Chapel at East
say that the table was good, and the accommodations, while not equal of course to those on Northport Sunday, May 1st, at 10:45, a. m.
the larger steamships, were quite
satisfactory. conducted by the pastor, Rev. G. G. WinsThe stay at Bermuda, where the climate was low of Belfast. Sunday school will follow the
like summer at home, was thoroughly enjoyed. preaching service.
The party lived on board the steamer, which
The Christian Scientists hold services in
laid at St. Georges during their stay. Here their hall, 127 Main
street, Sunday morning at
Thomas Moore, the Irish poet, arrived in 1803 11 o’clock; subject,
“Everlasting Punishment;”
and* in his melodious verse he thus described and Wednesday
evening at 7.30 o’clock, to
the place:
which all are cordially welcome.
“Bright rose the morning, every wave was still,
There will be a service at Trinity Reformed
When the first perfume of a cedar hill
church next Sunday at 2.30 p. m., with sermon
Sweetly awaked us, and, with smiling charms,
The fairy harbor woo’d us to its arms.
by the Rev. William Vaughan. Sunday school
Gently we stole, before the whispering wind,
immediately after the sermon. Prayer meetThrough plantain shades, that round, like
ing Thursday evening at 7.30 o’clock.
awnings, twined,
And kiss’d on either side the wanton sails,
Services will be held in the church at North
Breathing our welcome to these vernal vales;
Belfast next Sunday, May 2nd. Rev. J. W.
While far reflected o’er the wave serene,
Vaughan has been secured to preach during six
Each wooded island shed so soft a green
That the enamor’d keel, with whispering play, months. The hours of service will be 10.30 a.
Through liquid herbage seem’d to steal its
m., and 7 p. m. Sunday school at noon. All
way.”
are cordially invited to attend these
meetings.
Several of Moore’s poems were inspired by
The Edgett Bible class gave a reception to
his sojourn in Bermuda; but today the Bermuda
their pastor, Rev. G. E. Edgett, on Tuesday
onion is better known than the poems.
evening, April 20th, in the vestry. Ice cream
Bermuda is a group of islands belonging to and cake were served. A very enjoyable
Great Britain about 624 miles E. Sy S. of Cape evening was spent. Everybody seems pleased
that conference has returned Mr.
to
Hatteras, which is the nearest land. The ex- Calais for another year.—Calais Edgett
Advertiser,
j.%7
uiiica
u
21st.
April
uiuj
uy
uiiiea,
although the number of islets is nearly 400; f ine union of the hirst Parish (Unitarian)
ucauav duciuuuii me
mia. narriei
area, 41 square miles. They are enclosed on church met with Miss Florence M.
Hill, Miller
N. Abbott of Winterport vs. Mrs. Margaret A.
Niles of Portland was opened. The plaintiff is several sides by formidable coral-reefs, which street, Monday evening. Sewing, cards and picthe widow of Dr. Charles Abbott of Winter- are said to be the only coral-reefs occurring in ture puzzles were
enjoyed by the young ladies,
port, who died 29 years ago, leaving a consider- the central expanse of the Atlantic. The and a
pleasant evening was spent. The Union
able estate, and the defendant-is the youngest
of these islands are Bermuda, 15 miles will
largest
discontinue its meetings untii September,
daughter. There were threO daughters and
j
one son and the defendant was 14 years old at
long; St. George’s 3£ miles; Somerset, 3 miles; when they will be resumed.
the time of her father’s death.
After the and Ireland, 3 miles. Hamilton, the capital, is
The Guild of the North Congregational
death of Dr. Abbott the son and daughters, ex- on Bermuda island. St.
George’s Isle has a ; church met with Miss
cept the youngest, assigned their rights in the
Florence E. Dunton on
estate to the mother, who distributed the col- good landlocked harbor, which is defended by
!
when plans were perfected
lateral among the members of the family, and strong batteries. These isles are separated by Monday evening,
! for the May Festival to be held in Memorial
on Christmas, 1901, she gave a deed of the
narrow and intricate channels and
have no
Hall May 3rd. There was a large attendance,
homestead to Mrs. Niles, who was then Mrs.
streams and but few pools of fresh water. The
Bolan. It was brought out that Mrs. Aband the evening was spent in working on the
bott had received $4,000 of back pension principal water supply is from rain water
cherry blossoms which are to form the exmoney which she distributed
among the i caught in cisterns. The main islands are confamily, including $1,500 to defendant. The nected by bridges. The climate is so mild that clusive decoration of the hall.
action in the case, however, was confined
The Maine Methodist conference, which into two bankbooks, one
showing a deposit vegetation is green the year around. The
of $1,534.95 in the Bangor Savings Bank only trees are cedar ^and fir, and the former I eludes the churches of the denomination in the
and another with deposits of $1,838.98 in the wood is used in
building boats, which in rig western part of the State, and also the churches
Penobscot Savings Bank also two $500 Lake
and model are of a purely local type. It hard- in Gorham and Berlin, N. H., assembled in
1
City, Colo., bonds. In April, 1907, Mrs. Abbott was in feeble health and about that time
ly need be said that the Bermudans are ex- Berlin April 21st for the annual meeting, with
her oldest daughter wired that she was coming pert boatmen. These cedars must be of con- a large attendance of clerical and lay delegates.
east. At this time, Mrs. Niles claims that heF
siderable size, or at least have been in the Sessions were held daily under the direction of
mother told her to take the two bonds for her
own as a gift and put them in a safe place outpast, for Thomas Moore says of his voyage Rev. W. F. McDowell, D. D., the presiding
side of the house so that none of the family from Norfolk to Bermuda in 1804: “The Diver bishop.
would know that she, the daughter, had them.
The services at the Baptist church for the
sloop of war, in which I went, was built at
This the defendant claims that she did. taking
Bermuda of cedar and is accounted an excel- week will be as follows: this, Thursday, afterthem to the office of Fred Atwood, where they
were put in
his safe. The defendant also lent sea-boat.”
noon meeting of the Junior Endeavor; at 7.30
claims that her mother gave her the two
The exports are potatoes, onions, arrowrroot p. m. covenant meeting; Wednesday at 7.30 p.
bank books, made out orders to defendant for
and Easter lily bulbs. The advent of the Tex- m. teachers’ meeting; Sunday at 10.45 a. m.,
the full amount of the deposits, and told her to
go to Bangor and transfer the money to her as onion has had a bad effect on the Bermuda sermon by the pastor, Rev. A. G. Roberts; Sunown account, and to dc it at oncer,
cause if
onion trr.de, and onions grown in other South- day school at 12 o’clock; at 4 o’clock a -Vjesper
she, Mrs. Abbott, should die in the meantime ern States are sold in our markets for
Bermuda service and the Lord’s supper, followed by a
the orders would be void. This the defendant
onions. We shall have the real thing in Bel- social meeting with the Y. P. S. C. E.
said that she did, adding one account to her own
as a Portland man bought 1,500
fast,
however,
and opening a new account in the other bank.
At the Methodist church Sunday. May 2nd,
boxes to bring home and Mr. Swift engaged a
The contention of the plaintiff is that the bonds
few boxes. At one time Bermuda made large preaching at 10.45 a. m., by the pastor. Rev.
were not given to Mrs. Niles but that she took
of Easter bulbs to New York, but
Albert E. Luce; subject, “Gaining All and Losthem without the consent of the plaintiff and shipments
now ship the bulbs only and the excurconverted them to her own use. As to the they
ing Nothing.” At noon, Bible School, F. P.
sionists saw acres of the lilies in bloom and
bank-books the orders were produced, duly
other acres in onions and potatoes.
Blodgett, Supt.; at 3.30 p. m., Junior Epworth
signed and witnessed, but the plaintiff claimed
The six days in Bermuda were very pleasantthat the money was transferred to the daughLeague, Miss Lillian Spinney, Supt.; at 7.30 p.
There were drives over roads as
ter simply for convenience, so that the money ly spent.
smooth and hard as marble, and one day a trip m., praise and devotional service with short
could be drawn when wanted. The plaintiff,
was made to Hamilton in a big tug boat.
The sermon, conducted by the pastor. Tuesday at
who is now 83 years old was not in court but
dock yard and the acquarium were visited and 7.30 p. m., Epworth League.
Thursday at 7.30
depositions were presented. Much evidence, the party
had dinner at the American, one of
conductdocumentary and oral, was introduced and it Hamilton’s numerous hotels. The
p. m., mid-week devotional
people were ed by the pastor. Friday atmeeting,
was shown that Mrs. Abbott had practically
7.30 p. m., confound very courteous, and that they are lawexhausted her resources, mostly in gifts to her
clave of Castle W’aldo, K. O. K. A., Albert
was indicated by the fact that
only
children. The jury after two hours’ delibera- abiding
The seats are all free and
three arrests had been made for any cause Healey, king.
tion, rendered a verdict of $4,526.77 for the since the first of the
strangers are always welcome to the public
year. Following is the
services.
plaintiff, practically the full consideration sued official
|
program for the entertainment of the
for. The case will go to the Law Court on extourists, and which was carried out to the
The services for the week at the North Conceptions. Dunton & Morse represented the letter:
gregational church will be as follows: meeting
plaintiff and Oscar F. Fellows the defendant.
of the Junior C. E. Society at 3.30 this, ThursHis
the
Thursday,
Reception:
Another case involving the Abbott family
Worship
affairs is on the docket but was continued at Mayor of St. Georges, at the hotel St. George. day, afternoon; prayer meeting at 7.30 this
this term, an action of assumpsit brought by Welcome to Bermuda. Invitation Tea by Mrs. evening, topic: Come Ye Yourselves Apart.
W. E. Meyer at The St. George. Tennis at The Mark 6:31; Castle North, K. O. K. A., Friday
one of the daughters, Mrs. Harriet Abbott
7 o’clock. Morning worship on
Dahlman of Omaha, who sues Mrs. Abbott as St. George hotel grounds. General introduc- evening at
Sunday at 10.45 a. m., with sermon by the pasadministratrix for $5,000, the plaintiff claiming tion. 8 p. m., dancing.
Friday 16—10 a. m. -Carriages to Caves, 1 tor, Rev. D. L. Wilson, on “The Overcoming
that when a minor she assigned her rights in
the estate of her father, Dr. Charles Abbott, Tuckers Town, Natural Arch, Beach, South Life.” Sunday school at noon; consecration
Shore, Driving Round Harrington Sound and meeting of the Christian Endeavor Society at
without valuable consideration.
After the disposition of the Abbott case the back to St. Georges. Lunch at Beach. 8 p. m., i 6.30; topic: Life Lessons from Isaiah. Isa.
6:1-9; evening worship at 7.30, when the pastor
dancing.
case of Clara W. Manchester, admx. of the
Saturday 17—S. S. Prince George arrives will deliver an address on Hamlet, the last
estate of John W. Manchester of Camden vs.
York. Seeing the Old Town. Band lecture of the series on Shakespearean drama.
George W. Pendleton of Belfast, was taken from New
The public is cordially invited to attend all
concert at the St. George. 8 p. m., dancing.
up. This involves the ownership of the little
18—To
Sea Gardens dockyard, Som- these services.
Sunday
schooner Fancy and the yawl-rigged yacht
Bermuda acquarium, Hamilton and reboth
Echo,
at
this
claims
for erset,
port,
SECRET SOCIETIES.
service on the part
of
Pendleton, the turn to St.11Georges.
a. m. and 7.30 p. m.
Church
mental
of
.condition
etc.
Manchester,
Primrose Chapter, O. E. S., will hold a speMonday 19—At the rifle range, St. Georges,
The case went over to Wednesday and
prize and competition shooting arranged by A ; cial meeting for work tomorrow, Friday, evenwas argued at the morning session, and the
Bermuda Volunteers Rifle Corps and i ing.
judge charged the jury just before the noon re- Company,
cess.
They‘returned a verdict for the plaint- ladies. Afternoon tea at rifle range. 8 p. m.
The Maine division, U. R. K. of P., will hold a
iff. The boats remain the property of the es- dancing.
in Waterville today, Thursday. W. F.
luesuay^u—uy water to namuton ior tne meeting
tate but are subject to the bill? of Mr. Pendleand staff of this city will attend.
Langill
ton as care-taker and the Pendleton Brothers day, proposed exhibition drill between a Gomfor wharfage.
Reuel Robinson of Camden for pany of the D. C. L. I. and the Naval Reserve
Timothy Chase Lodge, No. 126,held a special
of Portland, Me., U. S. A.
communication last Thursday evening at which
plaintiff; Way land Knowlton for defendant.
Tuesday 20—At St. Georges at 8p. m. grand the Master Mason’s degree was worked upon
It was thought the civil cases would be dis(with assistance kind- one candidate. District Deputy Grand Master
posed of yesterday, and the criminal docket be campfire entertainment,
ly volunteered) and concert at the tennis lawn J. A. Sprague of Islesboro was present in his
taken up today.
of the St. Georges Hotel. Admission to en- official
capacity.
closure Is.
Camden Commandery, Knights Templar,
Wednesday 22—Home, sweet home.
invited the Houlton Commandery to be their
TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
Bermuda, as everybody knows, is not only a
guests on St. John’s Day, June 24. The Houlton
great place for wrecks, but is a port of call for
have accepted and about 75
The following transfers in real estate were vessels in distress.
Many of our coastwise Commandery
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds vessels, bound north or south, when blown off Knights will be in town. The visiters will
arrive on the Boston boat June 23, returning
bring up at Bermuda, and if repairs are needed
for the week ending April 26, 1909:
boat on June 25.
they are costly. While the excursionists were by
John Boyd, Searsport, to r>oyd & Gray of there one of the Pendleton Brothers fleet,
Golden Cross Temple, No. 11, Pythian SisStocktor. Springs; land in Stockton Springs.
schooner Mary L. Crosby, was towed in, as reBrand ford G. Blanchard, by executrix, Stock- ported in our marine column last week. A ters, has adopted the following resolutions:
ton Springs, to Edna J. Cousins, do.; land in
wrecked Italian bark loaded with logwood
DeaDi has again entered our tempi*, and reStockton Springs.
was visible on one of the outlying reefs, and I movedtfrom our number our honored and esAmanda Bryant, Troy, to Helen L. Ward, do.; an attempt was made to haul off of another I teemed Brother, Fred J.
Stephenson; therefore,
land in Troy.
reef an American fishing schooner which had a i be it
Zoway L. Clark. Prospect, to Christopher C. cargo of molasses from a West India port for
Resofced, That the charter of this Temple be
Ridley, do.; land in Stockton Springs.
the States. Her cargo had been taken out and • draped in mourning for thirty days in token of
Ruby A. Calderwood, Belfast, to Edward E. landed and the schooner’s hold filled with the respect and esteen in which we held his
Wood, Newburg; land in Monroe and Swan- empty barrels. She was not in an exposed memory, and be it further
ville.
position and no doubt would be saved. The
Resolved, That we, his Pythians Sisters, of
Herbert S., Levi P. and Wilbert D. Camp- schooner and cargo had been
bought by Mr. which he was a highly esteemed member, exbell, Searsmont, to Orrin P. Jackson, do.; land Lusher of Hamilton, who is engaged in wreck- I| tend to the family of our late brother our
in Searsmont.
ing and diving at Bermuda, and who formerly I heartfelt sympathy in their bereavement,
Mary Egan, Winterport, to Cornelius Egan, was employed as a diver at Bangor and other I Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions
do.; land in Winterport.
places on the bay and river. He has a brother, j be spread upon the records of this order, one
Elbridge Fernald, Winterport, to Mary Egan, William Lusher, at one time a resident of Bel- forwarded to the family of our late brother,
do.; land in Winterport (2 deeds).
fast, who is the proprietor of a fine hotel at and one to each of the local papers for publicaLizzie G. and Chester O. Gerry, Unity, to El- Hamilton, and is also engaged in the
photo- tion.
mer Hill, Troy; land in Unity.
Mauny I. Flood,
graph business. The latter the Belfast party
Mary E. Knight, Winterport, to Albert Con- did not meet, not finding him at his place of
Addie B. Sargent,
ant, do.; land in Winterport.
business, but they met his brother, who enOra Sheldon.
Samuel A. Littlefield, Belfast, to George R. quired after the many people he had known in
Stover, do.; land in Belfast.
this vicinity.
SEAKSMONT.
Caroline Parker, Monroe, to Cora B. KnowlOne wreck was sold at auction while the
The following
were in town April
ton, Frankfort; land and buildings in Frankfort. party were at Bermuda and-H. M. Bean of 20th to attend thepersons
funeral of Miss Mary McRose F. Pomeroy, Unity, to Ivan Rines, do.; Camden had looked her over with some idea of
Corrison; Mr. Ibra Ripley and sister, Mrs. Lizland in Unity.
buying. But when he found how wrecks are zie Gregory, Rockland; Mr. and Mrs. Adelbert
Irene V. Poland, Searsmont, to Oren P. Jack- disposed of at Bermuda he concluded he wantMr. and Mrs. Joshua McCorrison, Mr.
Ripley,
son, do.; land and buildings in Freedom.
ed none of it. Instead of being offered for a Nathan McCorrison, Mr. William
Pitman, Mr.
Christopher C. Ridley, Prospect, to George lump sum they are 4old piecemeal. In this and Mrs. John Chaples, Appleton; Mrs. Grace
C. Ridley, do,; land in Stockton Springs.
case the anchors and chains were sold first,
Miss Belle Briton, Franklin,
Marsh,
Montville;
George H. Ryder, Brooks, to Fred H. Brown, bringing only $5. Then the spars, coils of rig- Mass., and Miss Lydia Farnham of Everett,
Jackson; land in Brooks.
ging, cabin furniture, etc., were sold separate- Mass-Susan, wife of Joshua Rivers, passed
Reuel Robinson, Camden, to Samuel R. Ben- ly, and last of all the hull, which brought $360.
away Thursday, April 22nd, after a long and
nett, Searsmont; land in Searsmont.
Should an outsider bid in the hull he might find distressing sickness. The funeral was at her
David E. Small, Swanville, to Charles E. it impossible, except at an exorbitant price, late
home Sunday afternoon,} Rev. C. H. BrySmall, do.; land in Swanville.
to secure the gear, and so the wrecks and ant
officiating. Victor Grange, of which she
The Proprietors of Liberty Lodge, F. & A. wreckage are controlled by local parties.
was a worthy member, attended in a
body....
M., Nc. Ill, Liberty, to Liberty Canning ComOne object of this excursion was to bring Charles
Ripley of Boston is in town....Miss
business to St. George. Hamilton has always Belle Briton was the
pany, do.; land in Liberty.
of Mrs. W. L. Paul
guest
F.
Ada A. Wood, Burnham, to Rose
Pomeroy, been the shipping point and the center for while in town... The superintendent of Oak
winter tourists. Now St. George hopes to Grove
Unity; land in Burnham.
Cemetery is giving the cemetery fence
Nicholas Walton, Thorndike, to Fred Cates, establish a steamer line to this
country and a coat, of paint which will improve the looks
in
do.; land Thorndike.
divert trade and travel there.
of the yard.
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pill

of W interport

was

the

in

Tuesday.

city

Miss Emeroy Ginn returned
Tuesday front
visits to Boston and Washington, D. C.
Miss Myra Achorn of Camden was the
giiest
recently of her sister, Mrs. E. A. Jones.
Rev. A. G. Roberts left
Monday for
business trip to Boston and

a

week’s-Mass.

Cambridge,

Mr. and Mrs. Stephen S. L. Shuts are receiving congratulations on the birth of a daughter,
April 26th.
Mrs. Albert Cushman of Boston is the
guest
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred W.
Brown,
Court street.
Miss Marguerite D.
Pilsbury returned Monday from a visit with Mrs. A. C. Sibley in Dorchester, Mass.

George D. Otis has arrived at the stock farm
East Belfast, and will be
joined later by Mrs
Otis for the summer.
Mrs. Horace Chenery,
daughter Margaret,,
and governess, arrived from Boston
by Friday morning’s boat.
Mrs. George W. Stoddard is
expected home
today from several weeks' visit with friends in
Schuyler, Nebraska.
Mrs. Parish L. Strout, who
spent the winter
Worcester, Mass., is at her home in East
Belfast for the summer.
in

William A. Hill of Winterport,

Maine, 1908, has
where he has

an

University

of

Poplar, Montana?
engineering position.
gone to

Mr. and Mrs. Howard L. Whitten are
the
guests of Mrs. Whitten’s parents, Rev. and
Mrs. Henry M. Perkins, in
Mass.

Melrose,

Rev. G. H. Harvey of the Dixmont Circuit
arrived by Monday night’s train for a few
day’s
visit with his
former parishioners in W’est
North port.
A friend in this
city has received a letter*
from Mrs. Allan McLare, dated
Rome. Italy,,
in which she says she will not come
to Belfast
this summer.

10

a

Mrs. Charles P. Haaeltine, Mrs.
H. Howes and Miss Annie M. Bean
spent a few days at the Hotel Walcott. New
York, en route to Washington, D. C.
Mrs. H. P. Adams sailed from New
York
Mr.

and

James

Saturday

on

the

Hamburg-American

liner

Kaiserin Auguste Victoria to
spend the summer with friends in a chateau near
Paris.
Asher C. Hinds,
parliamentary clerk to

Speaker Cannon,

has accepted the invitation
deliver the Phi Beta Kappa oration at the
next Colby college commencement in June.
Rev. S. L. Hanscom has left C'astine and
gone
to Houlton to live with his son. Rev.
Warren
A. Hanscom accompanied his father to
Bangor
where he was met by his son, Rev. A. H Hansto

com.

Arthur Condon will leave May 1st for Gree
enter the employ of the Con
don Mercantile Co., and his
place in the store
of C. E. Owen will be taken by
George Robert

ly, Colorado, to

son.

Clayton W. Mayers,

who has been connected
Mount Waldo granite works as
draughtsman, has resigned to accept a position
with the New England
granite works at Westerly, R. I.

with

the

R. F. Jaynes, who has been
general manager
of Hood's creameries in Maine for several
years, has tendered his resignation to take ef
feet May 1st. He will be succeeded
by E. G
Roberts of Brooks.

Mrs. Ethel E. Luce of Somerville ar.d Mrs.
Edith H. Mahoney of East Somerville, who
were called here
by the death in Belmont of
their

brother, Eugene E. Thomas, left by boat
Monday for their homes.
The

many

friends in Portland of Mr and

Mrs. \\allace R. Tarbox ui*
Fryeburg will be
pleased to learn that Mr. Tarbox | who has been
seriously ill for the past six weeks) is gaining
a little and is able to sit
up a short time daily
—Portland Express.
Mr. and

Harbor

Mrs. John H. Beveredge of Pulpit
the engagement of their

announce

daughter, Orrie Lealda.

to

Isaiah

Adalbert

Bowdoin of Cornish. Miss Beveredge is one
of the popular teachers at the Maine industrial
school at this place.—Hallowell Register
Mrs. Elmer Small, who is in the EasternMaine General Hospital, Bangor, underwent a
second severe operation April 22nd and recent
reports state that she is improving. Dr. Small
will return home today from a brief visit in

Bangor.
The first Mayflowers to find their way to the
Opinion sanctum, this season, were sent from
Bucksport by Mrs. L. C. Cummings, a charming
St. George girl, who resides in Prospect since
her marriage. Thanks for the flowers and t'oi
the kind memories of Mrs. C.’s old home implied by the sending.—Rockland Opinion.

Mrs. Dickey’s friends in this vicinity wiil he
interested in the following item from the Mexi
coCorrespondence of the P.umford Fills Times:
"Mrs. D. E. Dickey injured her hand quite bad-

ly
a

last week and blood poisoning w-as feared for
time, but all danger is past and the wound is

healing nicely."
..v

...x-

.vvv..vflrao,u,i

yjx

me

uuy vonierence

Methodist Episcopal church the Rev
James E. C. Sawyer, D. D., was
appointed

of the

pas-

Newtonville,
suburb of Albany. N Y

tor

a

at

new

one

and

one

beautiful residence,
The church edifice is
of the finest in the cona

ference, and the change is in every respect
most attractive one.

a

Miss Rose E. Cleveland is in Boston, the
guest of Miss Evelyn Ames of 260 Beacor#
street, and while there will decide whether she
will go abroad for the summer or accept the
invitation of Mrs. Grover Cleveland to be her
guest for the time at her beautiful summer
at

Tamworth,

N. H.

Orman B. McKechnie of Burnham, who had
been on a business trip in Aroostook County
visited his brother, Elmer ('. McKechnie. in
Dover Friday night and Saturday before re
turning to his home. Mr. McKechnie plans to
plant about 35 acres of potatoes on his Burn
ham farm during the coming season, which
with one exception will be the largest acreage
he has yet had.—Piscataquis Observer.

Dickey’s second Washington excursion of
season will leave tonight for Boston and
Washington, D. C. Mr. Dickey will accompany
thp party, which is composed chiefly of Knox
county patrons, only to Boston, owing to busiof this

ness matters at home.
From Boston the party
will be under the management of T. K. Ruth of
that city. Mr. Dickey announces another
trip
in June, when the graduating classes of the
Warren
and Camden High schools will be memj
bers of the party.
!

The D.

A.

R.

Election.

Washington, April 23. After 24 hours devoted to counting and re-counting the ballots
cast yesterday, the Daughters of the Revolution today found the honors of the biennial
election of their society divided between the

administration and the anti-administration
forces. The big fight of the congress was w’on
by the administration in the election of Mrs.
Matthew T. Scott of Illinois to be president
general. The second office in point of honor,
that of vice president general in charge of
organizations, went to the anti-administration
followers by the election of Mrs. Mirinda B.
Tulloch of this city. Miss Louise Cobum of
Skowhegan was elected State Regent for
/
Maine.
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THAT “SURPLUS REVENUE.”
The

question

recently asked in a jj policy wrong.
the amount per capita
Acting upon suggestion
1

was

Maine paper as to
received by this State in 1838 from the

“surplus money”

under the Jackson ad-

ministration. It was referred to in a
sketch of the life of the late Mrs. Salome
Sellers of Deer Isle and at that time the
enquiry was made as to amount distributed.

It was

given by

one

person as

$100 per capita, while others united in the
opinion that it wj*s less than $10. The
latter conclusion we believe to be correct, although we have not been able to
ascertain the exact amount. The history,
in brief, of this distribution of money by
the national government is as follows:
The distribution of the treasury

sur-

plus among the States in preference to
appropriating it to internal improvemer ts was advocated by President Jackson :r. 1829, the debt having been paid,
while the compromise of 1832 forbade
the reduction of the tariff. In 1836 a
bill to this effect was piassed by Congress,
and to it was joined a bill to regulate the

Afterwards an attempt
was made to separate the two bills, but
it failed. The bill provided that all the
money in the treasury, January 1, 1837,

public ieposits.

money in raising geese.

distribution of money from the general govspoke emphatically as follows:
"No notice thus far has been taken of any
amount to be received under the act of Congress providing for a distribution of the proceeds of the public lands, inasmuch as I cherish
the hope that that law will not be long permitted to disfigure the statute books. Deeming it to be in violation of the constitution,
dangerous as a precedent, corrupting in its influences, a delusion and a cheat in the good it
proposes, a prospective burden to the tax payers, and under all circumstances an act little
short of fatuity I cannot refrain from recommending the adoption of resolutions upon the
subject, and instructions on your part to those
who are bound to obey you, to exert their
influence to secure its immediate and unconditional repeal.”
The Governor then went on to say that
while the former act in order to avoid the
difficulties imposed by the constitution, assumed the form of a deposit of the public
money, the late law does not adopt even this
poor disguise and is meant in fact as an absolute gift. Governor Fairfield believed this
ernment

Legislature

:

that year

of the Governor the

passed

the

following

re-

solve:

THE

Resolved: That we have witnessed with
consternation and alarm, an assumption of
power in Congress, at its late extra session,

distributing the proceeds
of the sales of our public domain among
act

the States of this Union, subversive of the

principles of our free institutions and having an inevitable tendency to transform our
Republican system of government into one
of arbitrary and consolidated powers.
Resolved: That our senators in Congress
be instructed and our representatives be
earnestly solicited, to exert their influence
to procure an immediate repeal of the act
of Congress above mentioned.
Resolved: That the governor be requested
to transmit copies cf the resolutions to the

By wayside or
I

President of the United States, to the Govof the several States and to each of
our senators and representatives in Con-

Like

each county and turning the interest into
the school fund./- An Augusta special to

of

They

birch trees.

Dr. C. S. Coffin and Benjamin Ames
went to Thorndike Wednesday on busi-

are

white

never

as

They
Or

They

never seem

too

are

of

CLARENCE J. WING

forget

THE

attack of tonsilitis.

to attend the annual

our

A

KENNEDY’S

LIKE

the Postal

Passage.

Record

Norfolk, Va., April

22.

Making the
fastest time ever recorded by a sailing
vessel on a trip around Cape Horn from
Seattle to the Atlantic coast—104 days—
the clipper ship Erskine M.
Phelps, Capt.
Graham commanding, arrived today with
a cargo of canned
goods. The ship made

the fastest time for the 18,500 miles ever
recorded it is said; the cargo of canned

goods was the largest

brought around
the Horn and it is the first cargo of the
kind ever brought io Norfolk. The ship
is one of the steel-hulled clippers of the
Sewall fleet of Bath, Maine.
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We should meet and love on
’Neath the bonny birch trees.
—Mattie Baker Dunn.
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The Heart Can’t Stand

Rheumatic Acid

IT

LAXATIVE

COUCH SYRUP

Poisoning.

OUR COUNTRY.
The Uric-O Treatment

The following is taken from a l’ecent
speech of Vice President Sherman before
the Utica Chamber of Commerce:
“We have but 5 per cent of the population of the earth,” said Mr. Sherman.
“Our nation possesses but 7 per cent of
the area of the earth, and yet, industrially, we about equal one-half of the balance
of mankind.”
“We have,” he said, “twice as much
life insurance as the rest of the world,
and one-half as much money on deposit
in our savings banks as all the rest of the
world.
Our expenditures for education
is two-thirds as much as is spent by all
the rest of the world. One-third of all
the revenue collected by governments is
ours, while our debt is but one-thirtieth
of the debt of the world.
“We have enrolled in our schools 20,000,000 students, 17,000,000 being in our
public schools alone, for which we pay
annually $200,000,000, which is more
than is spent for educational purposes by
the five greatest countries of Europe including Great Britain.” The country,
he declared, is not retrograding. Ambition as well as patriotism is indigenous
to our soil.
“Ambition,” he added, “is inspired by
opportunity. Ambition and opportunity
have inspired and developed genius.
Genius has produced invention. Invention has enlarged opportunity and increased by bounds American production,
American wealth, and American power.”

Expells

the Poison

from the Blood.
Those sharp, shooting pains through the
chest ar<»und the region of the heart mean
that poisonous uric anti rheumatic acid are
there ready to spring and grip tightly the
muscles controlling the heart’s action. Don't
neglect these warnings. You must neutralize
and drive these dangerous poisons from the
system,

or sooner or

later they will

overcome

you.

The only true way to cure Rheumatism is to
get at it from the inside with Uric-O. It acts
with marvelous swiftness upon the muscles,
kidneys and the blood. Cleans out the sandlike deposits in the muscles, forces the kidneys
to perform those duties for which they were
designed and neutralizes the acid within the
blood.
Uric-O is a liquid taken internally, 3 times
daiiy, and does not contain any morphine,
opium or other so-called pain deadeners.”

Sciatica, Muscular, Inflammatory and Articular
Rheumatism, all yield readily to Uric-O.
Urid-O is sold and recommended by Wm. O.
Poor & Son, and by druggists everywhere at
75c. and $1.00 the bottle. They will furnish
samples and literature upon request or same
can be obtained by writing to the Smith
Drug
Co., 245 Smith Bldg., Syracuse, N. Y.
r—

r?

■

An act, approved February 28, 1838, provided
that the cities, towns and plantations are re-

leased from all obligations for the repayment
of the public money apportioned to Maine by
the government of the United States. It also
empowered the cities, towns and plantations to
distribute this money per capita, or in the
same manner as money accruing from taxation.
In 1839 the Legislature adopted ai resolve
that inasmuch as the fourth instalment to the
States had not been paid, and that Ihere was
no surplus money in the treasury, that it was
inexpedient for the general government for
the purpose of ^depositing the same with the
State, and that the revenue of the Government
of the United States should be limited at all
times as nearly as possible to the amount of
its necessary expenditures. At that time a
great question before the people was the
policy of the administration for the divorce of
the Government from banks, and the establishment of an independent treasury. In this
same resolve, just referred to, Ruel Williams,
who was then one of the senators from Maine,
was complimented as the “faithful and able
representative of the will and interests of this
State.”
In 1842 Governor Fairfield in alluding to this

Health
Never Falls to Restore
Gray Hair to Its Natural
Color and Beauty.

No matter how long it has been gray
orfaded. Promotes a luxuriant growth
of healthy hair. Stops its falling out,
and positively removes Dandruff. Keeps hair soft and glossy. Refuse all substitutes. 2K times as much
in $1.00 as 50c. size, u Not a Dye.
$1 and 50c. bottles, nt druggists
Send 2c for free book The Care of the Hair.
Philo Hay Spec. Co., Newark, N. J.

Bay’s Harflna Soap cun» Pimp

red, rough and chapped hands, and all skin rdisKeeps skin fine an 1 soft. 25c. dru?pists.

eases.

Send 2c for free book “The Care of the Skin."

R. H. MOODY

The Coming Laymen’s Convention.

Now, as never before, Christian laymen
showing a sense of responsibility in
all lines of Christian activity and endeavIn all denominations they are organor.
izing for the purposes of increased efficiency. Maine is the Dirigo State and is
true to her motto in being the first to conare

■"

her Christian men for the purpose
of taking counsel together.
The call is issued to men of all denominations and reads: “In the interest of
co-operation and efficiency in religious
work for men a convention of the Christian laymen of Maine will be held in
Portland, Maine, May 20-23, 1909.’’
Delegates are invited, representing in; dividual churches, church brotherhoods,
churchmen’s classes, the Sunday school
1
and the Y. M. C. A.
Some of the foremost speakers of the
country will be present. The effect of
I such an assembling of Christian men
must redound to the improvement of
civic as well as religious, activities in
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PROBATE NOTICES.

“It is astonishing," remarked a well known
authority on Diseases of the skin, “how such a
large number of people, especially ladies, are
NOTICE. The subscriber hereby attractively written advertisements induced
that be has been duly apto purchase some one of the many so-called
by give notice the
last will and testament of
executor
of
pointed
Beauty Creams now on the market, not know\ H J. VARNEY, late of Unity,
JEDED1
of
course
that
contain
or
ing
they mostly
oily
greasy substances that clog the pores of the in the County of Waldo, deceased and given

EXECUTOR’S

skin and

are

for that

reason

the very worst

bonds

as

the law directs.

All persons

having

against the estate of said deceased are
thing that they could possibly use. My treat- demands
desired to present the same for settlement, and
ment of Pimples, Blackheads, Blotches and all
all indebted thereto are requested to make payis
of
the
as
follows
and
has
inskin,
eruptions
ment immediately.
GEORGE W. VARNEY.
variably proved very successful: Wash the
face carefully every night before retiring with
Unity, April 13,1909.
water and a little oatmeal tied up in a
small cloth bag, then after drying well, use the
DMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE. The subscriber hereby gives notice that he lias been duly
following inexpensive and perfectly harmless
be
filled
at
which
can
any Drug appointed administrator of the estate of
prescription,
Store. Clearola 4 oz.. Ether 1 oz., Alcohol 7
GEORGE W. MOULTON, late of Stockton
ozs.
Use this mixture on the face as often as
Springs,
the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
possible during the day, but use night and in
bonds as tbe law directs. All persons having demorning any way, allowing it to remain on the mands
the estate of said deceased are deface at least ten minutes, then the powdery sired toagainst the same for settlement, and all
present
film may be wiped off. Do not wash the face indebted thereto are requested to make payfor some little time after using. By following ment immediately.
this simple treatment, you will Boon have a
FREDA. HARRIMAN,
clear and Brilliant Complexion.”
Waterville, April 13,1909.
warm

HirmJted
Clarified Sugar
hsibrym* Flavor.
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ing presented said

Ata Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the .County <■! Waldo, on the second Tuesday of April, A. I). 19D9

At a Probate Court held at
tor the County <>f Waldo,
April, A. 1). 1V09.

certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament ot Clara A. Atwood, late
of Winterport, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice begivun to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican .Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of May next, at ten ot the clock
before noon, ami show cause, if any they have,
why the same should not be proved, approved
and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest
Chas. p. Ha/.hit inf., Register.

>.

A.

executor of the last will of
Brooks, in said

County
Waldo, deceased, having presented a
petition praying that the actual market value of
the property of said deceased, now in his hands
subject to the payment of the collateral inheritance tax, the persons interested in the succession
of

thereto and the amount of the tax thereon ma>
be determined by the Judge of Probate.

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published tniee weeks successively
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper pub..
lied at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for
said County, on the lltli day of May. a. I).
1909, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
cause, if any they have, wily the prayer of said
petitioner should not be granted.
«EO. K. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
( has. I*. Hazeltink, Register.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of " aldo, on the second Tuesday of April, A. I). 1909.
4 certain instrument, purporting to he the last
lx. wiil ami testament of Edward D. P Nickels, late of Searsport. in said County of Waldo,
deceased, having been presented for probate.
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At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 13th day of s. Pearson, administi >;
ces F. Hotfses, late
A. D. 1909.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons ! April,
deceased, having pie*.
MUKCH, executor of the last will of count of administration
intetested by causing a copy of this order to be
John Murch. late of Unity, in said County of anee.
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
Ordered, That notu
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at praying that the actual market value of the propweeks successively. i;i 1
Belfast, within and for said County, on the sec- erty «*f said deceased, now in his hands, subject a
r
newspaper published
to the payment of the collateral inheritance tax,
ond Tuesday of May next, at ten of the
t clock before noon, and show cause, if any they the persons interested in the succession thereto, ty. that all persons inu-iv
t«»
held
Probate
Court.
be
and the amount of the tax there'm may be deter! nave, why the same should not be proved, apday of May next, and so.*
mined by the Judge of Probate.
i proved and allowed.
have, why ilie said aero
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to ed.
GEO 1
A true copy. Attest:
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
A true copy. Attest
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
order to be published three weeks successively in
Ciias. P. il
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
r
TT7ALD0 SS.—In Court
for the County of Waldo, on the second TuesCourt, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
vv
fast, on the 13th d.;\
day of April, A. I). 1909.
County, on the lltli day ot May, A. 1>. 1909, low H, Jaquith, administi;
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
Hattie A. Sleeper, late of K
A certain instrument, purporting to be the last
it any they have, why the prayer of said petia.
will and testament of Jane W. White, late
ty, deceased, having pi
account of administrate";
of Searsport, in said County of Waldo, deceased, tioner should not be granted.
GEORGE K. JOHNSON. Judge.
lowance.
having been presented for probate, together with
A true copy. Attest:
a petition praying that Frank I. Pendleton tnav
Ordered, that notice t!..■••
Chas. P. Hazeltink, Register.
be appointed administrator of the estate of said
weeks successively, in 1
deceased, with the will annexed.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and a newspaper published
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons in |
for said County of Waldo, on the 13th day of ty. that all person* m
Probate Court, to be >;•
terested by causing a copy of this order to be !
April. A. D. 1909.
of May next, and
published three weeks successively in The ReA. Carr, widow of Amos H. Carr, late tlay
at
have,
why the said neec
publican Journal, published
Belfast, that thev
of Searsport, in said County of Waldo, deGEO
may appear at a Probate Court, to he held at
ceased. having presented a petition praying for
A true copy. Yttest
Belfast, within and for said County, on the sec- an allowance
out of the personal estate of said
CHAs. P. !i'
ond Tuesday of May next, at ten of the clock
deceased.
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
Ordered. That the said petitioner give notice to
1.1)0 SS.—1 n Ci
why the sane should not be proved, approved
and allowed and the prayer of tile petitioner be •all persons interested by causing a copy of this
fast,foil the 13i
order to be published tlnce weeks successively in S. Stiles, executor <"
Tin* Republican Journal, a newspaper published St.mpson, late <*l Hi
GEORGE E. JOHNSON. Judge.
a’ Belfast, that they may appear at a Probafe
A true copy. Attest:
ed, having pies**nteil :
Court, to be held at Belfast, within ami tor said of administration ot
Chas. 1*. H azeltink, Register.
County, on the 11th clay of May. v |>. 1909,
Ordered. Thai n**t
at ten or the clock before mum, ami show cause,
At a Probate Court, held at P.elfasr, within and il any they have, whv the prayer of said petition- weeks successively in
newspaper puL;islV*i
for the County of Waldo, on the I3ih dav ol
er should not be granted.
that all persons iur.
April, A. I) 1909.
GKO. K JOHNSON, Judge.
hate Court, to be hoi*
A true copy.
Attest:
1*1 NE M. NASH, widow of William H.
of May next, and sin
Chas 1*. Hazeitink, Register.
Naso, late of Mon ill, in said County of Walwhy the said account
do, deceased. having presented a petition prayt; v«»
ing 'bat Arthur W. Coombs may be appointed At a Probate Court heid at Belfast, within and
A true copy.
A ties'
I administrator ot the estate of said deceased.
for the County of Waldo, on the second TuesCiias. H i:
! Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
day of April, A. 1). 1909.
>
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
Ill <
IT7ALDO SS.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
order to be published three weeks successively
Vv fast, on the 13tl
will and testament of Abl>ie K. Beal, late
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper pub- ot Frankfort, in said
executor
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Kamos,
County of Waldo, deceaslished at Belfast, that they may appear at a Proof Jacob II. Kame*.
ed, having been presented tor probate.
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for
deceased, ha
Ordered, that notice be given to all persons in- County,
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a
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copy
1909, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
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three weeks successively in The Re
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A true copy. Attest:
Tuesday of May next, at ten of the clock be- ty that an persons!*
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Probate Caurt, to
fore noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
11th day of May inthe same should not be proved, approved and
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and allowed.
they have, why the
for the County of Waldo, on the 13tli day of
allowed.
GEORGE K. JOHNSON, Judge.
(if (i
April, A. D. 1909.
A true copy. Attest;
A true copy. Attest
J. SHAW, widow of Thomas Shaw, late
Chas. P. Ha/.eltine, Register.
Chas. P
of Troy, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having presented a petition praying for an allow- 1I7ALDO SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Helance out of the personal estate of said deceased.
ff fast, on the 13th day of April, 1909. James
\I7 A EDO SS. —In C<*
vf
fast, on the 13th
Ordered, That the said
give notice H. Felker, administrator on the estate of Gilman
H.
Woodbury, admin
to all persons interested by causing a copy of Morrill, late of Winterport, iu said County, deEdward C. Woodbu
this order to be published three weeks succes- ceased, having presented his first account of dLena Woodbury of 1\;
sively in The Republican Journal, a newspaper ministration of said estate for allowance.
presented said gnat*!:
published at Belfast, that they may appear at a
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three of
said guardianship t*
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
for said County, on the 11th day of May, A. a
him
iidt
irurl »mi,
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
1). 1909, at ten of the clock before noon* and that
weeks
successively, ii;
alt persons interested may attend at a Proshow cause, if any they have, why the prayer of bate
a newspaper publishto be held at Be.fast, on the 11th day
Court,
said petitioner should not he granted.
of May next, and show cause, if any they have, that all persons ii:t*
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
bate Court, to he heel
why the said account should not be allowed.
A true copy. Attest:
of May next, ami sh<
GEORGE E. JOHNSON. Judge.
Chas P. Hazkltink, Register.
why th** said accomu
A true copy.
Attest:
<.E»!
Chas. 1‘. Hazei.tink, Register.
A true copy. AitAt a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
Cii.vs 1*.
for tiie County of Waldo, on the 13th day of
EDO ss —In Court of Probate, held at BelApril, A. I) 1909.
fast, on the 13th day of April, 1909 AugusV. HEMES, widow of Wales Elmes, tine F.
4 DM1MSTKA n>i.
Hahn, administrator on the estate of Olive
late of Lineolnville, in said County of Waldo, K. Duncan, late of
I.incolnville, in said County, I\ heieby gives m>i
deceased, having presented a petition for an al- deceased, having presented his final account of pointed administrate'
lowance out of the personal estate of said do
admiuistrati n of said estate for allowance.
ELIZA K. MAIM 1 N
ceased.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three in the County of V
Ordered, That t he said petitioner give notice to weeks*successively, in The Republican
bonus
as the law
Journal,
all persons interested by causing a copy of this a newspaper published in Beliast.in said
County, demands against iin
older to be published three weeks successively that all persons interested may attend at a Prodesired to present C
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper pubbate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 11th all indebted theivu*
lished at Belfast, that they may appear at a Proday of May next, and show cause, if any they ment immediately.
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for ha\e,
why the said account should not be allowsaid County, on the lltli day of May, A. I). ed.
GEO, E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Liucolnvllle, April
1909, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
A true copy. Attest:
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
Chas. P. IIazei.tine, Register,
4 DMIMSTKA 1 R1 \
petitioner should not be granted.
GEORGE E. JOHNSON, Judge.
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('has P. Hazrltine, Register.
W. Arey, administrator on the estate of Martha
BENJAMIN K! 1
A. Arev. late of Winteiport, in said County, doAt a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
having presented his first and final ac- in tlie County of v
for the County of Waldo, on the 13th day of ceased,
count of administration of said estate for allowbonds
as the law «!.
April, A. D. 1909.
ance.
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n. J a Quern, administrator of the
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he
notice
thereof
three
that
Ordered,
i
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estate of Hattie N. Sleeper, late of Freein The Republican Journal, ail indebted thereto
dom, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having aweeks successively,
ment immediately.
newspaper published in Belfast, in said Conn ;
presented a petition praying that the Judge of
ELI
interested may attend at a
Probate may determine who are entitled to the ty, that all persons
Belfast, April 13, Id"
be
held
at
on the 11th
to
Probate
Court,
Belfast,
balance of said estate now in his hands for disand
show
if
of May next,
cause,
any
tribution, their respective shares therein, and day
they have, why the said account should not be
order the same to be distributed accordingly.
4 I)MIN 1STR VTOR s
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
allowedjY er hereby gives m "
the
notice
to
That
said
Ordered,
petitioner give
A true copy:
Attest:
*
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
appointed adminisirai
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
order to be published three weens successively
SARAH T. CARR, '■
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper publishin the County of ''
SS.—Iu Court of Probate, held at Beled at Belfast, that they n ay appear at a Probate
fast, on the 13th day of April, 1909. Rufus I bonds as the law direct'
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
mands
will
of
Sarah
E
of
the
last
Stan
against the est.vStone, executor
County, on the 11th day of May, A. D. 1909,
the
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, ley, late of Troy, in said County, deceased, hav- desired to present
all
indebted
thereto ar<
and
llual
account
of
adhis
fourth
if any they have, why the prayer of said petition- ing presented
ment immediately.
ministration of said estate for allowance.
er should not be granted.
GEO, E. JOHNSON, Judge.
"
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
Searspert, April 13. l
A true copy. Attest:
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
Chas. P. Hazkltink, Register.
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons Interested may attend at a Prol DMINISTRATlilX
NOTICE. The subscriber here- bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 11th day
er hereby gives noth
by gives notice that she lias been duly ap- of May next, and show cause, if any they have appointed administratrix
pointed executrix of the last will and testament why the said account should not be allowed.
DAVID N. BIRD
of
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
SARAH A. INGALLS, lareof Northport,
A true copy. Attest:
In the County of Wald
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
bonds as the law directs a
in the County of Waldo, deceased. All person
mands against the eMathaving demands against the estate of said deo
desired to present the
con sed are desired to preSeut the same for settleall indebted thereto are
ment, and all Indebted thereto are requested to
ment
make payment immediately.
immediately.
Relieves sour stomach,
uKi l
ELLA M. TRAFTON.
of the heart. Divests what you eat
Belfast, April 13, iv*0d
Northport, April 13,1909.
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H. E. Condon went to Belfast
Saturday
where he visited over Sunday with relatives. From there he went to Rockland

And I know not what tenderer
Tryst there could be,
For the hearts that I love
And the hearts that love me.
If, when death is a dream
To

a

£1
1

newspaper published
I h
'!
ty, that all persons ini*
Probate Court, to be held
.'
'•
day of May next, and
have, why thejsaidaceouii; M„,,:

of Mr. and Mrs.

Miss Edith Murray is visiting relatives

And I hope if I reach
The fair land of my dreams,
That close by the banks
Of the crystalline streams.
Where the asphodel blossoms
Blow sweet in the breeze,
I shall see the white ghosts
Of my bonnie birch trees

Evening Express gives the Appointed Town Clerk of Hyde Park, Mass.
Hyde Park, April 17.
Clarence James
following interesting account of the
Wing has been appointed town clerk by the
action taken by Maine in this matter:
board of selectmen to succeed
B.

oi

ranriuge

and friends in Fall River, Mass.
Before
returning she will visit her brother, William A. Murray, in Rochester, N. Y.

They are leal, true and loyal.
My kindly birch trees.

the Portland

iAbcSennm
SSSELw..
f
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at the home

HAzei.riSe

a
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fbxAelU SJts
Anise Seed *

9

Fred W. Buxton, Somerset avenue.
Miss Caro Murray has been confined to
her home in Peltoma avenue on account

For a whisper or nod;
No half-hearted, fair-weather

Lovers

Pumpkin Seed'
*

Freemont Huff of-Freedom, who has
been visiting relatives here, has returned
home.
urtinri i..

cold,
odd,

or

are never
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O. Andrews, administi, u
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A true copy.

Ordered, that notice

Promotes Digestion,Cheerful- 9
9
ness and Rest.Contains neither
Opmm .Morphine nor Mineral. 9
1
Not Narcotic.

fed with corn.

PITTSFIELD PERSONALS.

the gloomiest day,
are never too sober
To frolic and play;
They are never ashamed
To bend their stiff knees,
And they keep their robes white
Like angelic birch trees.

Cf

<

clumps,

In

>

>

are

cas'S'ohsa..
The Kind You Have Always Bau^i
I’ean the

They

Always Bought

Henry
Terry,
After the passage of this act by Congress, in who
resigned after serving 40 consecutive
1836, Governor Dunlap in his message to the i years. Mr.
was born in Belfast, Me.,
Wing
Maine Legislature said: I have been apprised
July 8, 1880, the son of Mr. and Mrs. James E.
by the Secretary of the Treasury of the United Wing, who for several years were residents of
States that a portion of the public money will
this town.
When he was 5 years old his
be deposited with this State on information
parents removed from Belfast to Lynn. He
-mg given of certain-prequisite measures on returned to Belfast and lived with his
grandthe pan of the State. 1 transmit herewith the
mother, Mrs. Mercy Brown. He attended the
letter from the Secretary on this subject, ac- Belfast
High school, graduating in the class of
a
of
the
act of Congress 1899.
companied by
copy
He then went to Europe for two years
passed at the late session of that body, en- for travel and study, and while in Liverpool
he
titled. “An act to regulate the deposits of the became
woman who
acquainted with the
public money.” Should the portion assigned became his wife, they being young
married in Jersey
to this State be received, it must be recollected
City, N. J., October 17 1901. They have one
that it is subject to the recall of the general son
and two daughters.
government, whenever the wants of the public
In the year of his marriage he entered the
treasury shall require it. Whatever distribu- Boston University Law School, from which he
tion of it. therefore, you may conclude to make
was graduated in 1904.
He was admitted to
■t
essentially necessary that our financial af- the bar in 1903. He opened up an office in this
fairs tie placed in such position as to be entown, of which he has been a resident for three
abled to restore it when demanded.
years.
Governor Dunlap then went on to say: “The
He is a past chancellor of Hyde Park Lodge,
accumulations b\ the general government of
K. of P.; 1st lieutenant of Blue Hill Company.
an amount of re
rues, not necessary for pubK. of P., U. R.; a member of the judiciary comG
a policy of no doubtful
expenditure.-.
mittee of the grand lodge, K. of P., of Massacharm :cm Sc .-rcely less reprehensible would
chusetts; a past sachem of Uncataquisset
:'i- policy •>:' ,-iich an accumulation, to be
tribe of Red Men of Milton, and a past presiG'uied ann-ng :iie States, either as gratuident of the American benefit society. He
u
nr
deposits. The revenues of the Federal lives at 143 Arlington street.
ght not to exceed its actual
•v
arming fr ue. the exercise of such powers
a-have been expressly delegated to this SWANVILLK CENTEIf.
Mrs. Scott Nickerson spent last week in
onstitution. To that grade the people
:
Maine by the action of their Legislature
with her mother, who is sick_The
Unity
ha
repeatedly resolved that the tariff of
m:
ought to be reduced and to that opinion Grangers have begun enlarging Comet Grange
Git y steadfastly adhere.
If you shall suppose hall. There will be built a dining hall above, a
that a renewed expression of that sentiment new hard wood floor and two anterooms.
It
•v< 'id give additional
strength to our delega- will be much improved when
completed....
tion in
Congress to obtain a reduction of
duties, I would recommend that resolves for Raymond Marden has bought a heavy work
that purpose should be forthwith adopted.”
horse... .George Miller of Brooks worked for
An act entitled “An act providing for the Mrs. Helen
Cummins last week, painting and
acceptance of the public money, apportioned
to the State of Maine, on deposit, by the gov- papering-Fred York has gone to Massaernment of the United States, was passed by i chusetts to work.Mrs. Oscar Staples is
St>e Legislature and approved by the Governor
quite well again... Miss Nellie Marr spert
January 26. In 1838 Governor Kent, referring the week-end with her
parents and returned to
to this matter, said: “The law of this State,
passed last year, authorizing a deposit of this Castine Monday.... The new bell was placed
surplus with the several towns and plantations, ; on the schoolhouse in district No. 1 and 2 last
>n proportion to their population, has
given
Use to much discussion, relative to the justice Saturday morning at 8 o’clock. Miss Nellie
and expediency of some of its provisions. The Marr and the school children were present
^.ftriction of that law. -that any city, town or
ue
bcnuuis
in
town
uegan last jvionaay.
'-vrarnzed plantation, is authorized to annrn- Misses
Augusta and Sadie Nickerson returned
its
of
the
priate
portion
surplus revenue, or from Castine to teach.The
buildings of the
any part thereof, for the same purposes that
they have a light to any moneys accruing in late Aaron Knowlton were burned last Friday
the treasury from taxation,' has been much opnight. The family had just got out of doors
posed and it is deserving of consideration from
having the measles. Mr. and Mrs.
whether it ought r.ot to be repealed. The use
of that money for the ordinary expenses of a
Ralph Murphy have returned to their farm.
town, for the current year, in lieu of taxes, is
to my mind, upon mature reflection manifestly
What Kind of an “Office?”
unjust, whether we regard the money as an
-absolute or conditional deposit. The operation
Once upon a time a child who was asked
of such disposition of the money is manifestly
on an
examination paper to define a
'-•« divide it among the people in proportion to
heir property. If the usual taxes of a year are mountain range, replied, “A large-sized
omitted in consequence of this surplus money cook stove.”
The same method of reaeach individual citizen, in fact, receives an
soning seems to go with older growth.
amount equal to his annual tax. A distribuA recent examination paper at the Sheftion per capita is certainly more just than any
field Scientific School at Yale contained
other.
“Another plan, worthy of consideration, is the question, “What is'the office of the
And the answer on one
for each town to invest this money in a fund, gastric juice?”
the annual interest of which shall be appro- paper read:
“The stomach.”—Everybody's Magapriated for the support of primary schools,
without releasing towns in any degree from gine.
their legal obligations, to raise the sum now
—————————
required for their support. Such a disposition
would secure, in a great degree an equal division of the money. If, however, the restriction
is repealed, the inhabitants of each town can
decide for themselves the question of appro-

occasionally they

Always Bought

jfl
■

1

Ordered. That notice
weeks successively, in The ir"‘
1
a newspaper published ,,
that all persons interest.,]
bate Court, to be hold at
ot May next, and show
why tile said account sh.m,,i |‘
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the winter the old goose and

Bertha F. Hillman, in The American
Cutlivator.

the moonbeams,
And green as the grass,
They are bold as a lover.
And shy as a lass;
They laugh with the wind.
And they sing with the breeze;
For “Luck is but pluck,”
Say the merry birch trees/

They

For Infants and Children.

Signature

and

And balance to partners,
These giddy birch trees.

CASTOR IA
Bears the

loving

slmilating the Food andRegulating the Stomachs andBowels of

—

They stretch out their arms
With a beckoning crook,
They gleam in the sunshine
They glint by the brook;
They stand in the meadow grass
Up to their knees,

gress.
In 1843

/i

During

woodland

in

Vegetable PrcparationrcrAs-

gander run with the sheep and their chief
food is hay and raw carrots chopped fine

And with friendliest ease
They lean toward each other

ernors

The Kind You Have

if any one wishes her to do so. The
feathers are sold to her neighbors, or any
one who wants them, for
seventy-five
cents per pound, and she has the wings
left for her own use. She usually receives
enough for the feathers to bring the price
received for each goose to about $2.00.
She says it does not pay to keep the geese
and feed them well enough to keep them
fat until Christmas, therefore she sells
them at Thanksgiving time.

love the birch trees.

They gather

The Kind You Have

ers

The maple stands firm
As a king on his throne.
But the sweet, social birch trees
Would not live alone;

no

the general government the $28,000,000
received by them in 1836. The amount
received by Maine was $956*000. In most
of the States the money thus received
has been absorbed in the general funds
and disappeared. New York, however,
a separate account of its de..as Kept
posit, using the fund to make real estate
ioans through special commissioners in

TREES.

There is grandeur and strength
In the towering pine,
And the elm-tree’s green foliage
Wreathes like a vine;
But in spite of their beauty.
Far dearer than these,

Governor Fairfield, again alluding to
in excess of $5,000,000 was to be deposit- this matter, stated that there were $17,554.90
ed with the States in the proportion of due to the State of Maine, from the general
their membership in the electoral col- government, from proceeds of public lands.
The governor in this message said: “Regarding
lege, and in four installments. The the
Constitution of the United States as above
States were to give certificates of deall price—believing that its infraction would
posit payable to the Secretary of the be poorly compensated by a paltry division of
Treasury on demand. Jackson defended money. I shall appoint an agent to receive the
this step on the ground that many of amount said to be coming to this State, without
tViij Qtotoo U'OVu ••imm'nvnmont C + +
express directions from the legislature to that
with a growing: money market and a effect.”
in 1&4-J Governor Ar.aerson reierrea to the
debt
and
therefore
in
large
urgent need
of funds. The States mostly misused fact that this sum of money due to the State
from proceeds of sale of public lands was still
the money. Only three of the four inin the treasury of the United States, and that
stallments were paid, when the crash of unless it was received
by authority from the
1837 came upon the Federal Government, Legislature it would inure to the benefit of the
and no more were paid.
general government. Governor Anderson, like
This practically forgotten incident of Gov. Fairfield, expressed the opinion that the
money should not be received, and said that
the * r.g ago has now become a live topic this policy was approved by the people, and
“since the universal condemnation it has
by the introduction of a bill in Congress that,
received from the people, that but few intelliby Representative Murdock of Kansas gent men of any party are now found to "apcalling upon the 26 States to pay back to prove it.”
o

BIRCH

BONNY

For Infant s and. Children.

They go to the water as soon as they are
turned out, the old goose takes them to
the pasture at once and there they live
until fall. They are not fed from the time
they are turned out until a short time
before Thanksgiving, when they are
fattened on corn. They are sold at this
time for $1.50, either dressed or alive.
Mrs. Knight dresses them for the feath-

All the trees of the forest
Are dear to my heart,
I love them together,
I love them apart;
But none are so friendly,
So anxious to please
So neighborly kind,
As the bonny birch trees.

despotism.

passing an

I CUSTOM

this time. When one day old, they are
turned out to hunt for their own living.

55ds..50cts.,$1.00—At all dealers

Resolved: That the only safeguard of the
liberties of the people, is the rigid abstinence by Congress from the exercise of all
powers not expressly granted by the Constitution, or which are not clearly necessary to carry them into effect, and that the
assumption of powers upon loose and vague
implications, is directly calculated to change
a government, intended to be one of defined
limits, into an unbridled and all prevailing

in

1

Mrs. Knight keeps but one pair of
geese and from these raises an average
of nine goslings each year. They
usually
come out of the eggs about the first of
May. As soon as they hatch, they are
taken from the nest and placed in a warm
pen with the mother and kept shut up for
twenty-four hours. They are given meal
mixed with water to eat, and water to
drink, but they do not eat much during

For children and
adults. Purely
vegetable. In use
Resince 1851.
liable stomach
remedy and
laxative.
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The Best
Worm Rftedicine

dtt.—In Court of p,
fast, on the 13th day of
E. Packard and Joseph (;
,'m
the last will of Edward I;
mont. In said County,
I heir Hist and final accm,,,, .. Wi.“
said estate for allowann.
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One of my neighbors, Mrs. Marcia
Knight, raises geese on a small scale and
she told me recently that the return for
the time and money expended is greater
for her than from any other kind of
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INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION.
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The Maine

legislature of 1909 enacted
important educational legislation, and
while it was given in full in the supplement recently issued with The Journal
the following summary will be found

Maine Metho-
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April 22. One of the
'. nit addresses ever given beVI
Conference was that of
iI lunnack of Augusta, who
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afternoon at the anniver-tic Missionary society.
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the present prosperty of
he
in- a wise
whore her schools and coining their equipments, inendowments and attendiiigo. that splendid edueaforce numbers 50,000.
of labor working for imbetter schools and
numbers more than 20,with thousands of keen,
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particular

about your flour, here is
just made for you.
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Made from richest Ohio wheat, stored
in sealed tanks and cleaned numberless times before
grinding. Tested
every half hour at the mills.
I
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most

whitest, lightest,
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Catholic, 20,230; UniUniversalists, 12,902;
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any church

port shows that nearly
families have little if
things connected with
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-..-mg number of families
have no denominational
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religious moorings.
: our thought and activiic problems of the city
: iur rural parishes have

ANSTED & BURK COMPANY. Naim.
Springfield, Ohio

For Sale

at

Your Grocer's

mg wage tor these servants of God and
humanity, too."
The speaker here proposed resolutions
declaring Maine to be missionary ground;
that a fund of $2,000 be raised in order
that the minimum salary for ministers
be $500 and a house; that the district superintendents apportion this fund; that
pastors pledge themselves to do all in
their power to raise the fund that the
necessity of providing homes for pastors
be urged; that a Laymen's association of
the Maine conference to advance the interests, financial and otherwise, of the
parishes be organized, and that the
bishop and district superintendents be
requested to supplement the effort of
the Maine representatives on the board
of home missions in representing the
real conditions and needs of Maine.
He
then took up social service.
“The church,
he said, “in her effort
to fit men for the future life, has forgotten the claims of this life.
Whilst we
have been building our churches, and
dreaming that the millenium was coming. the gulf has been greatly widening
which separates the lower classes of the
community from our churches, and from
decency and civilization.”
Mr. Dunnack’s last phase of his subject was “The New’ Vision," which, he
stated, the church needs, of God and of

humanity. He quoted as follows from
the Wall Street Journal:
‘What AmerihppHs mnrp than milwav uvttincinn
and western irrigation, and a merchant
marine, and a new navy,

useful for reference:
It increased to three mills the State
tax for the support of common schools.
On the basis of the new law the State
will annually distribute,
beginning in
1911, about one and a half million dollars
to the towns and cities of the State to be
expended for common schools.
It increased the minimum number of
weeks that towns must support schools
from 20 to 26.
It increased the requirements for High
schools, raising likewise the amount of
State aid to these institutions and providing for visitation and inspection under
the direction of the State superintendent
of schools.
It added an educational requirement to
the compulsory education law authorizing school committees to compel school
attendance to the 17th birthday unless a
minimum educational test can be met.
It established a new State normal
school, making the total number of such
institutions five. It also made liberal increase for the support of these schools,
making possible the extension of courses
in

manual

training

and agriculture already introduced and the establishment
of rural model schools.
It passed a law providing for State approval of plans of new school buildings
and also fixed a minimum standard in respect to protection against fire.
It provides for the more liberal support by the State of the common schools
in unorganized townships and for the
payment by the State of the secondary
school tuition of pupils resident of these

townships.
It passed

medical inspection act
which authorizes towns to provide for
the appointment of school physicians.
The act also provides for sight and hearing tests of public school pupils.
It endorsed and strengthened the law
previously enacted providing for expert
school supervision by raising the standard of requirements upon superintendents and by extending the provision of
the act to all towns and cities of the
O Idle.

It created a school equalization fund
for the aid of the towns assessing themselves for the support of common schools
in excess of four mills on the dollar.
It provided additional aid to academies
offering courses in manual training, domestic science and agriculture.
It made provision for a special investigation of the needs of the State in respect to a system of industrial education.
It provided for the payment of teachers’ salaries at the close of each school
month.
Under the terms of the initiative and
referundum none of these enactments
are effective until about July 1st.
The total appropriations for all educational purposes made by the legislature
of 1909, exclusive of institutions for defectives and delinquents, including the
three mill tax, High school and academy
aid. expert school supervision and special

appropriations for academies, colleges,
etc., amount to approximately $1,300,000
for 1909 and to $1,350,000 for 1910. The
first distribution of the proceeds of the

Ii
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Because it contains the kind of
nourishment that those suffering from
consumption need but do not obtain
from their food, is why Father John’s
Medicine has been so successful for
50 years in curing throat and lung
tion.
It is
alcohol

oaf) (jl®.
^geie

preventing consump-

and

age

food medicine free from
or poisonous drugs.
Remember, it is guaranteed. Not a patent
medicine.
a

Now in Stud, charge of Harrie
tical Arts High School Boston, who will
Jones, Rushville, Ind.
Maine season begins June 1. 1909.
handle the domestic arts and sciences;
Principal Charles T. Woodbury of the
Fitchburg High School, where an inter2.12 1-4 Race Record; half-mile track, 2-12
esting experiment in the co-operation of
3-4; timed in a race, 1.05 1-4. half
High school and the machine shop is bein 1.01 1-4 at three years.
worked
ing
out; Superintendent George
(3) (2.25}), sire oj Klatawah (3)
3)a 2 25)- St*1®1*?
p- « by Steinway
in
of five in 2.10. Son of Strathmore sire of
N. Whitcher of Berlin, N. H., where the »
fd
(fl0v®°Jtbars
2;M>-dams
c'tation
and
others
(2.01}),Bumps (2.03})
in 2.10. The dam of Stiletto C
manual training idea has been worked ■fP,'" 2;40’ dai58Pf
“lrC)' ^ NUtW°°d (218i)’ Sire °f 174 in 230’ tw” “
»
out entirely within and throughout tha
regular High school; and Miss Mary S.
Snow, formerly superintendent of schools
in Bangor and now of the Pratt Institute,
7432
Brooklyn, who will speak on “The AdThe unbeaten sire of 26, including Miss
of
the
School
to
Manual and
Whitney (2.07i), Tombov (2101) Whitnev (2.121)
justment
Gurgles Boy (2.15} , Success
etc.' Sired dam of Wig
Vocational Training.”
It is expected W^co^2.!^)
(1905 champion). His daughters will be great (2.15J,
brood-mares. By Victor Bismark 326, sire of 31
that a speaker on the agricultural side
will be announced later.
Mr. Julius E. Warren, agent of the
Massachusetts State Board of Education, will be in charge of the rural schools
2 20
(,i7lited b^dbre)’ by Charley Herr (2.07); dam Hazel D. (2.21}), by Diablo (4)
section, which is assurance of an emi- ron^'.8'

STILETTO C., 41615

THE CHANGES OF TIME.
How .times have changed in the last 30
or 40 years!
We remember to have sat
at a well laden table in a farmer’s kitchen where the head of the family
proudly
called attention to the fact that everything on the table had been produced on
the farm under his own supervision, except the tea, salt and pepper! And it
was a fine layout, too.
Let’s see if we

210,d^soT

BILLY

recall it the linen table cloth
from linen that grandmother
on her little old-fashioned spin-

as we now
was

woven

ning wheel, at which she sat and spun
while she told us children stories by the
hour.
The flax for the linen was of
course raised on the farm, and in those
days it was quite a common crop in our
neighborhood among the best farmers.

nently progressive,

IST

IjjjjUnities

yTltral
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““rth

and practical

ROBERT

Launched at Bath.

Bath, Me., April 20. The four-masted
schooner Esther Ann, built at a cost of
$60,000, for the Gilbert Transportation
Company of Mystic, Conn., was launched
today. It was christened by Lelia, the
six-year-old daughter of Captain A. F.
Green of Rockland, who will command
the craft when it proceeds to sea next
week. The schooner is 181.2 feet long,
37.1 feet beam and 14.4 feet in depth, and
registers 753 gross tonnage. It will enter the lumber carrying trade.
The Ferdinand Gorges, one of the
largest and heaviest car ferries in this
country, was launched today for the
Maine Central railroad, to ply between
this city and Woolwich. It is 423 feet
long, 47 feet beam and 17.6 feet deep
and has three tracks capable of holding
six pullman, one baggage and two pas-

It was roast goose
right out of grandmother’s flock, with
chicken pie served as a side dish. Of
course we had all the vegetables of a
well conducted farmer’s garden, cider,
home-made vinegar, apple sauce, great
si'ices of grandmother’s bread from home

grown wheat, maple syrup arid sugar
made from sap that we boys helped
gather with a yoke of steers hooked to
the wood sled. Then for dessert came
mince pie, baked apples and cream, maple
candy and great rosy King apples. Could
any or all of the markets of the world
add to that repast'!’ We rather think not.
scene

vital

enacted

fifty years later. Again it is Thanksgiving time and the lads have become
old and grizzly, and they in turn become

invite the children and
to gather around the festive board and partake of a farmer’s
feast.
The visitors were met at the
depot by grandpa driving a pair of western bred horses hitched to a pung brought
from Indiana. Grandma meets them at
the door and ushers them into the sitting
room, where a small fire burning coal
from Pennsylvania is dimly glowing in
the grate built into the commodious oldfashioned fire place of former days. A
modern oak table from Grand Rapids,
Mich., is in its accustomed place in the
dining room, but its beauty is all hidden
by elaborate Irish linen covers. Great
preparations have been made for the
dinner. A Western turkey graces the
center of the table, with Cape Cod cranberry sauce near at hand. Creamed oysters right from ole Virginia, and a Maryland capon, are also much in evidence.
Canned apples from New York, Vermont
cheese, Connecticut onions, New Brunswick turnips and cabbage, squash from
New Jersey, Valencia oranges, celery
from Boston and several kinds of Hienz
pickles help to make the dinner appetizing. The “Nonesuch" mince meat for
the pie was prepared in Syracuse, and
naturally was “loaded” with material so
that it would "keep” in all climates.
The. figs came from Spain and the nuts
and coffee from Brazil, the tea from
Japan, anu the milk was canned in New
York, while the sugar was from Cuba.
And this, like the feast of a half century
ago, was served by a farmer on a Maine
farm. Again wre ask w'hither are we
tending? Whocan answer?—Turf, Farn
and Home.
i»ai\ttc

ad

M. A.

«is

Belfast

May number, by

Magazine, says, in the
way of introduction:
spectator at a majoi

“Almost

any
1
game will tell you; ‘Oh, I un
derstand base ball,’ yet in every gams
hundreds of moves are made and order:
issued and obeyed, all with exact pur
i pose and scientific intent, that not one ir !
j a thousand sees or realizes. The game
has made such wonderful advances seien
tifically, and the membership and team
wore have become so involved and com
plicated,that the lover of the game, ever !
one who attends scores of games eacl !

league ball

rarely sees or understands th<
fine points of the game, or knows how,
or why, a play is made even after it is
|
successfully completed.
“Every catcher and pitcher in the ‘Bif
League’ knows to an inch how far eacl j

season,

base runner may leave any base and ge'
back safely.
A catcher will throw t(
catch Miller Huggins, of Cincinnati, foi
instance, when he leaves first base ovei I
twelve feet while he will let Fred Clarke
of Pittsburg, take sixteen, even eighteer
feet, without making a throw w'ith in
tent to catch him.
If he throws, ;it is tc
drive Clarke back, and keep hint fron
getting too great a start. Every in fielder
at least, knows just how certain mei
will make a play, and turn their play acocrdingly. For instance, with Wagnei
on first and Tommy Leach on third, everj
1 catcher in the National
League throws
to third if Pittsburg attempts a ‘doubh
steal,’ because it is a well-known faci
that Leach, in other respects a good bast
runner, will ‘come through with th<
1

I nlnu

that is

if

natphpv malfPfi

n

mr».

tion as if to throw to second base anc
thei. ‘whips it to third,’ Leach will makt
a false start for the plate and be caught.
In the last season Chicago defeated Pittsburg three times because, with eithei

of the organs and tissues of
suffer from lack of nourishment, for it is the blood that is constantly carrying to every part of the
human system the materials with which
to repair the waste that is going on
throughout life. Naturally the weakest organ is the first to show the result
of this blood starvation and any inherited tendency to disease is then likely to
develop. Whatever it may be, if the
trouble is caused by lack of blood it
must be corrected by building up the
blood.
The cure of Mrs. Albert McLaughlin,
of Franklin, Maine, shows the value of
the tonic treatment with Dr. Williams’
Pink Pills in all diseases due to impure
blood. She says:
W lien 1 was about ten years old I
had scarlet fever aud was sick from its
after-effects until my seventeentli year.
Every mouth I would be so sick for a
day or so that I would have to lie down.
I would be dizzy and have awful headaches. It seemed that my head ached
all over. I would also be sick to my
stomach during these spells.
I was
always nervous and was easily excited.
“I was treated by different doctors
and was told t hat my sickness was due
to impurities in the blood.
They did
uot help me much and I tried several
medicines.
I
tried
Dr. WilFinally
liams’ Pink Pills which a friend recommended to me. After taking them a
while I noticed that my appetite was a
lot better aud that I had no more sick
spells. I took several boxes aud have
»
been well and strong since.”
Nature needs some help in meat cases
in fighting disease and the tonic treatment with Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills is
the most, efficient that can be given.
They contain no stimulant, opiate or
narcotic and cannot injure the most
lelicate constitution.
Our booklet,
■Diseases of the Blood,” will be sent
°ree upon request. If yon are suffering
from impoverished blood you cannot
fford to wait another day before giving
Or. Williams’ Pink Pills a trial.
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills are sold by
dl druggists, or sent, postpaid, on re-nipt of price, 60c. per box; six boxes
■>r $2.50, by the Dr. Williams Medicine
ompany, Schenectady, N. Y.

they

much

can

defend the

greater

success.

remainder

with

A ‘right-field
late at the ball

hitter’—one who swings
pulls his body away from the.plate,
seldom is a good batter. He may hit the
ball just as squarely and just as hard as
a ‘free hitter, but the field into which he
hits the ball is much better covered and
the likelihood of the ball falling-safe
much lessened.”
or

Mr. F. G. Fritts, Oneonta, N. Y„ writes:
“My little girl was greatly benefitted by taking
Foley’s Orino Laxative, and I think it is the
best remedy for constipation and liver trouble.”
Foley’s Orino Laxative is best for women and
children, as it is mild, pleasant and effective,
and is a splendid spring medicine, as it cleanses
the system and clears the complexion. Sold
by all druggists.

hope

and
* *

to merit and receive a continuance of the

ronage

we

have had for

pat-

so many years.

First-class Teams furnished night and day.
Hacks to and from all boats and trains.

Telephone Connection.
v. A. SIMMONS, President.
RALPH D. SOUTH WORTH, Treasurer.

BELFAST,

MAINE.

HAVE

EGGS

YOU

For

Hatching.

We offer eggs for hatching from thoroughbred
Barred Plymouth Rock Yearling Hens that
layed 200 eggs or over during the first laying
year. They are descendants of the Hawkin’s
Royal Blue family mated to cockerels from the
Registered 200 egg stock, bred by the kite Prof,
Gowell, at Orono, Me.
We offer eggs from Pure Bred Single Comb
Rhode Island Red Yearling hens that layed 200
eggs or more their first laying year, mated to
thoroughbred cockerels from the Bay View
Farm, New Haven, 200 egg strain.
Our stock is large, healthy and vigorous,
raised on free range and carefully bred in this
climate for winter layers.

TRIED|

Price $2.00 per setting of 15 eggs $3.00
30. $7.00 per hundred.
Carefully

for

packed
are

and

shipped by

express the

day they

layed.

We shall have for sale in April and May 3000
old chicks from both strains.

day

j

CARRIED IN STOCK BY

Swan &

Sibley Co.,

^Jackson

&

PINELAND POULTRY FARM, Bellas!, Me.
W. M. RANDALL, Prop
S. E. BOWEN, Supt

Hall,

A. A. Howes &

Co.,

Chenery.

CATARRH

i

WI TH

LIVE STOCK

Cream Bairn
Ely’squickly
absorbed.
is
Gives Relief ai Once.

It cleanses, soothes,
heals and protects
the diseased membrane resulting f rum
Catarrh and drives
away a Cold in the
Head quickly.
IIAU PPUrB
stores the Senses of
I I bv b»ll
Taste and Smell. Full size 50 cts., at Druggists or by mail. In liquid form, 75 cents.
'‘Uy Brothers, 50 Warren Street, New York.

Commission Merrill
F. L. LIBBY,

Burnham, Maine.

•-AND-

AMERICAN HOUSE, BOSTON, MASS.

Wagner or Clarke on first, Leach was
caught off third on exactly the same play.

Each man must know whether Mike
Donlin ‘pulis’ a fast ball or not, whethei
He must
or not he hits a curve to left.
know that Fred Clarke is the only lefthanded batter in the game who can hit s
left-handed pitcher’s curve ball hard—
and a thousand other points of similai
nature.
“Besides knowing those things
the team must play, as a whole, so as tc
cover every inch of ground possible, and,
bv moving away and vacating parts of
the field where a batter is unlikely to hit,

1899.

On and after January 1, 1909, we shall be found at
the Phoenix House Stable, which we have leased for
a term of years and where we have excellent facilities
for continuing our business. In our new location we

Horace

VeSf

season

Livery Co.,

Livery, Sale, Hack

Then
Try the Tonic Recommended by This Franklin,
Maine, Woman.
When the blood becomes thin, as during convalescence from the grip or acute

for the American

Incorporated

Transient Stable.

fevers, all
the body

the

CHENERY, or
NEVINS, Belfast, Maine.

Established 1857.

STRENGTH

Hugh S. Fullerton, the base ball expert, who is writing a series of articles

Draft Stallion,

HORACE

IF YOU NEED.

dacd

BRIGHAM,

$25; Edgemark, $25; Billy Herr, $20. By
with usual return privilege. Bred to
approved mares only.
For bookings, additional information or
catalogue, address,

the host and

civr

^y“» (dtm’ifCondeTwf^mprLS grandamTf

John Ward, $50; Stiletto C

senger cars.

grandchildren

nrli 17

HERR, Morgan Type,

program in that section.

But to the dinner.

Now look at another

2.16

Wag"(% ((2i#j

recall at this late day what was really on that farmer’s table. It was a
Thanksgiving day, and grandfather had
even made the fine dining room table
from timber that grew on the farm, and
can

had spun

h^7Tflo*

EDGEMARK, 4,

a

IS A REVIVAL OF PIETY,
If it is true that the the kind mother and father used to have
.eft to itself for four —piety that counted it good business to new mill and a half tax wil! not be made
until 1911 and is therefore not included
i die out, it is equally
stop for daily family
prayer before
m derations of the oounbreakfast, right in the middle of harvest; in the foregoing appropriations of 1909uself, would absolutely that quit field work a half hour early 1910.
save the city or itself,
Thursday night, so as to get the chores
People past middle life usually have some
ich demands a trained done and go to
prayer meeting: that bur- kidney or bladder disorder that saps the vitalthis demand, and what rowed
money to pay the preacher’s sal- ity. which is naturally lower in old age. Foley’s
i\ es from $200 to $500
ary and prayed fervently in secrtt ba- Kidney Remedy corrects urinary troubles,
is. anxiety, degrading
the salvation of the rich man, who look- stimulates the kidneys, and restores strength
>
the end he leaves the ed with scorn on such unbusiness-like be- and vigor. It cures uric acid troubles byhis grip and continues havior. That’s what we need now, to strengthening the kidneys so they will strain
out the uric acid that settles in the muscles
these places to anoth- clean this country of the tilth of
graft, and joints causing rheumatism.
"'d anywhere,
and of the greed, petty and big: of woriimily a mission field, if ship of fine houses and big lands and high
militant Christianity office and grand social functions.
What
WHAT ARBOR DAY MEANS.
'■it. or country amission
is this thing we are worshipping but a
left us a rich heri- vain repitition of what decayed nations The
Planting of Trees Contributes Much to
of their heroic work fell down and
worshipped just before
the W elfare of the Nation.
n otion. To be worthy
their light went out? Read the history of
The conviction which Arbor day cartime heroes and of this
Rome in decay and you will find luxury
Is for an awakening.
there that could lay a big dollar over our ries with it is not merely that trees
to take our eyes off
little doughnut that looks so large tons.’’ should be
planted, but that we should
d
i to put them on an
“America is a great foreign mission
trees ourselves, because our counplant
We need to turn from field.
On our soil Divine Providence is
initv.
Itlis no longer working out the vastest synthesis order try requires them. There is urgent need
tnat trees be planted not only where
pecting the board of ever known. The coming American will trees will
grow, but where other crops
come to our aid.
We be the most complex man ever produced
m
will not grow- at all or will not grow'
ai once, if we would
in history.
So long as America spells
he paganism which opportunity, and so long as the economic profitably.
This young nation has felt so sure of
si.If her.
advantage of undeveloped resources is on the boundlessness of that
large part of
o' vision of the eondithe side of the western world, so long the
its own
which lies in the forest,
our day is a vast col- world’s adventurous races, moved
by the that for strength
several hundred years it went on
-nous forces.
Hither, aspiration for a larger life, or impelled
mise, come multitudes by need, will invade the new world. using it up. Now it is beginning to see
that
there
will soon be an end to it unpressed and discouraged Within a decade a majority of our citizen'tie in our cities and ship will be either of foreign birth or of less it is used wisely.
[
If we had no timber, our condition
must be done. Maine foreign parentage.
Maine will not esj
of her immigrants, ex- cape. We would not have her escape. would be more dreadful than if we had
no coal.
We would neither be happy nor
mat they will not come.
In fact, these immigrants
|
healthy, and the great opportunities
our factories and on
I
MAY PROVE HER SAVIOR.
ahead, for the improvement of our minds
our homes, especially
Only we must see the change and be and our bodies and our general condition,
iuty is to receive them
would be closed to us.
for
action.
in them in our family ready
This does not mean that all our coun“1 believe the Christian people of
mg man would close his
Maine stand ready to answer any reason- try should be covered with trees.
We
iger of introducing into
de- need trees only in their right place.
those whose ideas of able call, to meet any reasonable
reasonable Before Columbus landed, this country
inment and American mand, and to support any
the existing was probably half forest instead of about
he, at best, confused and plan that promises to meet,
conditions.
In the past, Maine gave her one-fourth, forest, as now. East of the
'. if he be fair minded,
money and her sons to save the Union. Mississippi River it. was ail forest.
eive the readiness with
Then the country supported only a few
She
has
sent millions of her money and
ange men and women,
thousands of her best and her ablest hundred thousand Indians.
Now it
children, adapt themsons, into other States to develop their probably supports more Indians than it
n. an
ways and show loydid then, and eighty-odd million other
resources and build up their social life.
institutions.
told of going people as well. The early settlers, who
not more important, than Sometime ago Senator Frye
to Livermore for the dedication of a li- fought the Indians as well as the hardin Maine is
hrarv when a rradle near hv was nomted ship, the loneliness and the strange con'.TRY problem.
out in which had been rocked one United ditions of a new country, with a patience
States Senator, four members of the and courage which we should never formanic
wruoji, wiui
and fraternal societies United States House, one cabinet mem- get, had to fight the forest as well. They
!
one madrove it back from the fertile valleys
argi extent, without that ber, four governors of States,
•■vision so much needed. jor-general of the army and one captain with the axe and with fire, and farms
And that was necessary,
of the navy; while from the window he took its place.
on country life says unvV • -spiritual Forces:’ The could look over Oxford county where and it was right, because land which
-ututions that make for eight governors of States have been will grow food profitably has no business
born and 15 members of Congress, be- under trees.
• u itual ideals
t
among rural
And so it went on, until the time has
■m rgized.
The best way sides other distinguished and successful
come when every man can see that our
vs for
private conduct men.
She is forests are going fast, and that if we do
“This is the glory of Maine.
is to build up the instiIt is especially im- the mother of States and of statesmen. not take care of those which are left we
Hjjij : ‘Cion.
'he country church recog- Out of her brain have marched forth shall soon be without forests enough to
thousands and produce what timber we need. That
h social
responsibility to ideas that have thrilled
is where we stand today. Many people
and
immunity, as well as a relig- kindled irresistible enthusiasm Outshaped
| .■
from realize that something must be done, but
;1'" isidiity to its own group of the destinies of the republic.
her warm heart have gone sentiments oi only a few have begun to do it.—The
T
efficient leadership, devotion and love that have destroyed New Idea Woman's Magazine for May.
5,..,
utive ability, men with or- bigotry and prejudice and lifted the na
men who can point out tion up to God.
She has
“This is the day of her trial.
ad, too. Let a home be
|r
Her
■!1 nntendents.
Let their saved others, can she save herself?
I
sons have never faltered, will they falter
*ie. :,'"‘;tsed. Liberate them from
will
be
Humphreys’Veterinary Specifics
she
believe
I
now? I think not.
Nisc ,";!prgarten performance of
for the cure of diseases of Horses,
she will rise
questions on a semi-an- true to her past. I believe
k
dive these leaders of our and gird herself for the contest. She Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Poultry.
kr,
see clearly,
A. A. For FEVERS, Milk Fever, Lone Fever.
hand, let them become awaits her leader. He must Him
i»j,
they B. B. For
the needy,
It,
inspiring feel deeply and act fearlessly. and sufferSPRAINS, Lameness, Rheumatism.
will
follow
hardships
through
and
mailing
leading our hosts
C. C. For SORB Throat, Epizootic. Distemper.
battles and defeats, without a muran i
ing,
t
The
first
victory.
very
D. D. For WORMS. Bots. Grubs.
on until
with this question of mur and faltering not will go
ient|...’!
E. B. For COUGHS. Colds, Influenza,
the strengthening of the every village and hamlet is redeemed.
%, The
F. F. For COLIC, Bellyache. Diarrhea,
educational standard
G. G. Prevents MISCARRIAGE.
fcu. evated. A hundred years ago
Clubbing Offers. The following clubbing
(r,,“ Werp the educated men of offers apply only to subscriptions paid in ad- H. H For KIDNEY nnd Bladder disorders.
and their power was in
I. 1. For SKIM DISEASES, Manse. Eruptions,
vance ; and when payment is made it should be
Str,,""/.lttVein the interval, the congre- stated what premium, if any, is desired. It is J. K. For BAD CONDITION, Indlzestion.
risen enormously in the also necessary to say that none of these publi(f /
Price, 60 Cents per bottle.
(,
education. With this cations are mailed with The Journal or from
nd medicine have to a this office. We have to pay for these publica%
Vet. Cure Oil, for Stable or
then
are
and
<
in
they
advance,
tions one year
fyfet, ,m xL,''it kept pace. The min- sent
Field Use, $1.
from their respective offices to our subretrograded.
scribers. Our clubbing offers are as follows
At druggists, or sent prepaid
in
advance:
for one year’s subscription paid
on receipt of price.
The Journal and Farm & Home.$2.00
the rr n<JJIEase the income
2.25
Journal and Tribune Farmer.
^
However indispensable The Journal
A500 Page Book on the treatand McCall’s Magazine. 2.10
The
Itti,, 8tlc motive in the life of the The Journal and New Idea Magazine.2.10 ment and care of Domestic
°f the teacher, neither
2.50
Tribune.
The Journal and Tri-Weekly
Wiij„
Animals and Stable Chart to
,r lPaching can be considerhang up, mailed free.
kin u'trit of their economic relaor^er- We are face to
HUMPHREY*’ BOMEG. MEDICINE 00., Comar
**itli "'■
*JM» $»•»!• lua$«
Problem of securing a liv- (to»*
William and Ana Streets, Mew York.
i
s

Because

troubles,

JOHN WARD, m

One of the most interesting and practical sessions of the coming meeting of
the American Institute to be held at
#
Castine, July 6th, 7th and 8th, will be Fastest Ftve-year-old Pacing Stallion of 1908-Best Bred and Fastest Living Son of
the session on industrial education. The
World’s Greatest Young Speed Progenitor-Four Great
speakers at this session will be persons
Producing Dams
who are actually achieving practical reDeWey
(2.06|). The Leading Lady (3) (2.07), world’s
559waifa Dam Amrbette (3p) (2.25), by Braon
sults in the line of industrial education, recordgUhian
Rogers
(2
p,1),io!?)’SeVenJrl.2lu’
T,?’30’
b™tber°f
Baron
H„ 2.19); second dam Kaloa (dam of four),by
and they are
to tell what they Princtoi^) iq^ ^P-!?a s,re>Bnd.
of four>’ by Robert
fouthdam
^xpected
McGregor
(2.17});
dSfi?Iamie.1?,clle
M. (dam of £d
are doing. Speakers
Bright
Eyes 2.14}, and(,dam
grandam of eight), by Alcyone.
already engaged are Maggie WSrd
S CO tS Sh°W extreme
sPeed, trotting eights in 19, pacing 17 seconds at one year
Principal Henry S. Weaver of the Prac- of

se

con

d-nand

goods of every description. Furniture, bedding, carpets, stoves, etc.
Antique furniture

specialty. If you
have anything to
sell drop me a
card and you will receive a prompt call.
WALTER H. COOMBS,
a

postal

Coiner Cross and Federal

Streets, Belfast(

FOR SALE
At a bargain, my residence, No. 10 Elm street,
Belfast. This property includes 2 stables, is in
good repair, desirably located, and will stand
inspection. Business change only reason for
selling. For full particulars call on or address
C. E. PERKINS,
10 Elm Street, Belfast, Maine.
4tf
Telephone connection.

Weekly shipments

of live slock to

Brighton

Market.

Cars leave Belfast every Monday morning and Burnham Monday noon. Dover and Foxcroft every Saturday morning.
I solicit your

consignment, promising you prompt and satisfactory returns with the party’s name and address 1 sell your stock
directions and my

to.

Write for

shipping

weekly market letter, free.

Ice Consumers

To

I have stored an abundant suppty of the
clearest and best Ice I have ever had and
tomers

supply my regular cusand the public generally.

tf6

T. P. LOGAN.

am

prepared

prepared to do dressmaking
fancy work. Children’s work
a specialty.
HRS. INEZ CHASE.
Street,
38 High
Spring Street Entrant

FULL LINES OF

Kitchen furnishings,
Stoves and Ranges.
Plumbing

a

Specialty.

to

Dressmaking.

Mitchell & Trussell,
HIGH STREET, BELFAST.

I am
and

We carry everything in the way
of painters’ supplies.

T.

S. THOMPSON,

B I I TAH,
Ttlcjhtre 139

MAINE.

Salc
FarmFor
ing
^

farms in 14 Slates. Strout’a
N \v Monthlv Bulletin ot Real
mailed free; we pay
illustrate'!Bargains, profuselv
E. A. STROUT CO.. Book Cl.
your R. R. lure.
Kelt’s Hill. Main
World • Liritat Far* Dealer*.
OUMbhmmb

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL

What is the Matter With Waldo County?

BELFAST. THURSDAY. APRIL 29. 1909.
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY

The

Republican Journal Publishing Co.

Subscription Tf.kms. In advance, $2.00 a
$1 00 for six months; 50 cents for three
months.

J

Advertising Terms. For one square, one
inch length in column, 50 cents for one week
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.

sale of

only

week

autographs
cent

one

and

themeslves is all that is necessary.
BUT Waldo County is already awakening from its slumbers. Nearly if not
quite double the acreage of potatoes will
be planted this year and we hope as much
grain sown. And this is only a beginning,
Another year doubtless the acreage will
be largely increased if not doubled again.
Unsatisfactory results from farming in
Waldo County in the past are not due to
the farms but to the way we have handled
them. The merchant or manufacturer is

in Boston last

offered for a let-

was

Such is fame'.

ter of Elbert Hubbard.

The Wall Street Journal suggests that

Congress might break the wheat
by putting wheat on the free list.

corner

1

j

"Mad as a hatter” has long been a
familiar saying, and it has unusual significance this season.

j

There are two occasions when the most
veracious man is likely to prevaricate;
when he tells a love romance or a hunt-

ing story!—Figaro.
How about fish stories?

sporting circles

of

!

chronic dispenser
i and hot air is called upon to

In
v

a

I

;p or shut up;” but there are cases
whc. re this is neither possible nor prob:

able.

j

|
Penobscot river mills are

Ti

starting

.•sprues market is much more encouraging
thar t was in the spring of 1908.

exception all of the commerirganizaticns of St. Louis have gone
or: record as opposing State-wide prohibits;;.
St. Louis has a large foreign
population and the beer saloon is much
one

cial

'Trotter and Pacer" quotes C. C. Mayberry of Boston saying; “In the State of
Mu':

there

were

ft

prospects

nr-

r

never

so

light-harness drivers

to hear.

w

■, os wick

nsh

:

vs

Record says that Brunswill plant from 450 to

■

potatoes lids season, which

500

present an expenditure of about
f.>•■ f"rtilizers and a probable

■f.'.

:'

••i

po.'WO

'!'

that Waldo county
inci'.-asetl acreage in pota-

: s
an

w.

100,000 bushels.

to

we

this year.

to.--

Pettingill, who recently
ret ..wed from a trip through the South,
it-:.- 'he Oxford County Citizen that, “It
is too early to judge of the effects of the
it .v
rohibitory law in the various States,
there is less drunkenness

plae-,

now

in the

prohibition prevails, than
places. The people in the
South are in earnest regarding the suppression of the sale of liquors. The one
great problem is the biack man. No man
s

where

in the licensed

from the North can go tiiere and fail to
fe. :s the native whites do. There must

tlways
A
as

b"

good

to

a

white man’s

deal

whether

towns, people will be flocking in from
other sections, buying our land and increasing our population, business and

ual in it.

stake.

now

depends
a

beet is

party.”

upon the decision
a

unmanufactured article.

sending

it out to be used for the

sections.

The PRICES

I

The aid which you will thus receive is
proportionate to the standing in the com
munity of the banking institution from
which- the word of recommendation
Therefor**,in selecting your bank
choose the one from which you wish this
word of assistance* to spring.
Choose the
bank represented by the men whom you
would wish to stand behind and for you.
The City National Hank of Belfast is a
Waldo county Institution. It leaves no

comes.

Checking

accounts in any amount

are

welcome.
We

benefit

Our deposits have grown from $265,000
in 1905 to $865,000 in 1909. The number
of patrons enrolled on our books have in-

are

glad

the benefit of

to give you

advice at any time on any matter.
We pay 4 per cent in our Savings De-

our

partment where your money is always absolutely safe and at your demand.

i

!

are as

vegetable or an
The Michigan

in this

vicinity

j|

I

are

B

I

Draperies.

ODD FELLOWS’ BLOCK,

I
J

BELFAST,

»J

••• •••••••«

j

Surrey, lop Buggy, Runabout,
Concord, Grocery, Express Wagon, or almost any other
type of vehicle, we have it: and can furnish it in the best
of Prison or Mew York work, or in the cheaper Western
grades. See our four-passenger light buckboard for
small holies; scarcely heavier than a single carriage.

j

a

ROBES,

HARNESSES,

BLAMKE TS,

HA 1, T ERS,

WHIPS.

BITS,

COLLARS.

HORSE GOODS

-J

Wear

=

Lam so
Hubbard

I

None

J

ftl

I

Bet:.

II VI.I.DALE.

Rev. D. Brackett preached his last sermon
here for a time April 18th. Mrs.Mary White and
Mrs. Lizzie McCorrison are or. the sick listW. A. Hall of Belfast was with relatives here

The

E. R.

Sunday_Mr. Wood returned from MasMr. and Mrs. Wood insachusetts April 24th
tend to leave for their home in Canada this
week_The school in this district commenced

Prison Road Wagon.

CONNER,

Belfast, Maine.

!

last

last Monday, Mrs. May Carter teacher. ..Rev.
Albert Frye was with the people at the church
last Sunday_Work has begun on the new
school house on G. P. ridge... The roads have
been very muddy but are slowly drying.

The News of Brooks.
Mrs. C. O. Goodwin has
to Portland.

Returned

Chas. O. Goodwin has
Brooks post office.
Mr.

CENTER MONTVILl.K

A quiet wedding occurred at the pleasant
Sugar Company, which uses three huniri
million pounds of beets yearly in its home of Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Morse at 8 a. m..
sixteen plants, contends that as sufficient Tuesday, April 20th. when their daughter,
Miss Lettice Bernice, was married to Perley
ue ts at" not grown in this
country to Chester Allen. The ceremony was

a

from

position

by

Rev.

a

trip

in the

S. Jones. L. A. Bachelder and several
others in town have been sick in bed with
what seems to be the grip.
W.

Thomas R.

<

~~~

HIGH-O-ME.

MI-O-NA
Cures indigestion

jets

j

the affair.

From the top of the hill is a
beautiful view of the city of Belfast, of Penob-

of

performed
Mr. Charles Fogg has returned to Brooks to
Pentecost, with only the stay and we are pleased to claim him for a perThe
bride
was
immediate relatives present.
manent resident of the town.
becomingly gowned in white muslin with lace
M. J. Dow recently received several hundred
insertion, while the groom wore the conventional black. After congratulations lunch was i dollars’ worth of new summer goods and has
table a
such sugar manufac- served, after which the
happy couple started j his usuai good line of merchandize.
en route to Boston for their
Civ.
i .. :
compelled to pay for ThorndikeMrs.
The Good Templar Lodge had a supper and a
Alten’s travelling suit was a
honeymoon.
■«
':ve per cent ad valorem duty on fashionable shade of blue.
Mr. Allen is a
social time last Saturday evening. The officers
1
of
class
of
Freedom
i
’07,
I
ose
not
in
the
graduate
Academy,
.porti.
engaged
will be installed next Saturday evening.
and Mrs. Allen was also a student there. Both
!i.
‘acture of sugar will continue of are successful
teachers and their many friends
The first honk of an automobile for the sea(l.
:.inion that a beet is a vegetable.
wish them a long, happy anu useful life toson was heard here last Saturday, when John
gether. They will make their home at Charles
H. Gordon got out his car for a trial run about
article on another page on the N. Allen’s... The schools in town began Monday with teachers as follows: Center. Perley C. town.
s■ w
fruit
show*
should
not
be
England
Allen; Kingdom, Mrs. Perley C. Allen; White’s
Mr. Allard Cilley was here recently and
iv
looked by the fruit growers of this Corner, Mrs. Ralph Overlook; Halldale, Mrs.
called on friends. He is now located at BingMiss Margie Poland; Carter,
Ray
section.
It is a matter of vital import- Miss Carter; Vose,
Nancy Sprowl; McFarland’s Corner, Miss ham, where he has charge of a section on the
It will be noticed
ance. not only to fruit growers but to Gladys Skidmore of Liberty.
Somerset railroad.
that
our Superintendent, Mr. B. F. foster, has
all who have the welfare and prosperity
secured mostly home talent for teachersMiss Lizzie Larrabee, who spent the winof the State at heart. Maine can, and C. C. Swasey of Newburyport, Mass., is at
ter with Mrs. H. L. Peavey, went to Morrill
H. E. Ramsay's.... Levi Smith of FarmMrs.
as
does, produce
fine apples as can be
ington is trimming carriages for Volney Thomp- last Sunday, where her parents are. She will
grown anywhere in the world; hut the son. -Mis. J. O. Bartlett returned from Masattend school there.
past season we have seen apples from sachusetts Sunday... Miss Nettie M. Ramsay
is co teacn tne spring term in bearsmont, near
Miss Georgia Works and Miss Lila Estes have
ih<- Pacific coast sold in our markets at South Montville.R. P. Downer went to
returned from Waterville, where they gradu5 or 6 cents apiece, and in Boston we are Lincolnville Tuesday to do some mason work
ated from the Business College. They are
for Mr. Brown.... Mrs. Eula Randall returned
toll, they have sold as high as $1.50 a from
Fairfield Saturday_Miss Mary Mason now ready for a position.
dozen. Montana, Oregon, southern Mis- returned to her duties as teacher in Newton,
Bert Lane had the misfortune to lose his
last Saturday_Mr. and Mrs. R. P.
•souri, Arkansas and southern Illinois are Mass.,
Downer visited her mother, Mrs. Sarah J. Sanhorse last week in a peculiar way. He
driving
met ting with
great success in apple- ford, Sunday. Mrs. Sanford is 81 years of was
standing in front of the post office as a
and is hooking a rug that is said to be a
raising, and while the southern and west- age
work of art-Mrs. M. E. Busher and M. E. team was driving by, and feeling well and
ern fruit is handsome in
appearance it Busher, Jr., visited Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Nutter frisky he jumped up and come down hard
lack- the flavor and keeping qualities of Sunday... .Misses Inez Hall and Sadie Wright enough on the ground to
splinter his fore leg.
of Belfast are guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. W.
in Maine-grown apple. It would seem
Colby... Frank A. Cushman recently added to It was an old horse, but he was kept slick and
that in sorting and packing we have his stock a pair of horses which he bought of fat as a colt.
Will Light of Washington, five pairs of oxen,
something to learn from our competi- seven cows and a bull_Exavier Sprowl of
Obituary. The death nf Mrs. Mary A. Hall
Mass., formerly of this place, arrived at the residence of her son Wilfred in Fairtors: and much to learn as to the
Beverly,
proper in town last
Sunday morning on business.... j
are of orchards: too
many of which are The schools in town began last Monday. The j field. where she had spent the winter, removes
Plains
district
and the i another of the life-long residents of this
cider
when
producing
apples
they might scholars are has been discontinued
being transported to the Center j town. She was born here in 1831, the daugh:>• made to
yield a high grade fruit that school
Charles Ring is to build a henhouse j
ter of George and Mary A. Bassick. She mar•ommands the top price at any time. and has the lumber on the spot.
ried Shadraek Hall of this place about fifty
This proposed fruit show will be educayears ago and they had always lived in what is
tional and should receive all possible aid
known as the Hall homestead. Mr. Hall died
and encouragement.
That’s the Way to Pronounce Hyomei, the two years ago and Mrs. Hall has been in poor
health' for several years. They had seven
A\ It ST F'li.AN H F'lltT.
Money-Back Catarrh Cure.
M i.-s Freda Knowlton spent
children, three of whom died while young-.
Sunday with her
As doubt exists in the minds of many readers
Father. Llewellyn
Knowlton_Emery Mad- of The Journal let us say that the above is the She leaves four sons--George, who lives in
docks from Massachusetts, accompanied
by proper pronunciation of America’s most won- Lowell, Mass.; Charles and Wilfred, who live
derful catarrh cure. A. A. Howes & Co. are the in Fairfield, and R. A., who has made his home j
his mother, Mrs. Calderwood from
Belfast, agents of Hyomei in Belfast and
they will sell on the old homestead. She had been for
visited relatives here one day last week....
many j
you an inhaler, a bottle of Hyomei, and full inMiss Amanda Lowe is stopping with Mrs. Flora structions for use, for only $1.00.
years a member of the Free Baptist church
And if it fails to cure acute or chronic and both she and her husband were
Littlefield in
Swanville... Miss Katherine
regular atcatarrh,
bronchitis, croup, hay fever tendants at the meetings. The funeral ser- |
Kingsbury is at work in Swanville for Mrs. C. or coughsasthma,
and colds, they will give you your
j
L Walker... Miss Meda
Moody is at Ralph I money back. The person who suffers from vices were held at the late home of the de- !
Murphy’s in Monroe, where she has employ- j catarrh after such an offer as that, must like to ceased April 20th, Rev. David Brackett officiat- j
snuffle, spit and wheeze, and be generally dis- ing, with singing by Lillian Swift, Lena Jones !
ment-Willis
Maddocks
from Winthrop, !
gusting.
j
and C. O., Goodwin. The floral pieces by the
Mass., visited his uncle, W. S. York, recently..
Read what Mr. G. F. Lowe says:
A. Stinson of North Searport will build a cot“I have used Hyomei for a case of nasal relatives and friends were appropriate and
catarrh which had bothered me for a long time. abundant. The bearers were W. H.
H. Robtage in Carter’s grove at the head of Swan I can
say that Hyomei killed the germs of the
Lake in the near future_Mrs. Edgar
M. J. Dow, C. E. Bowen and E. A. CarThayei disease and gave me the much sought and I erts,
•jime home Sunday, from Walter P. Clark’s
in j needed relief. From this experience I know penter. The interment was in the new cemeMonroe, where she had been nursing_Mrs j Hyomei to be a reliable remedy, and I give it ! tery.
the praise and recommendation that it deJennie Allen, who is at work for Mr. and Mrs j!
Although we are very busy this morning we
serves.”—G. F. Lowe, R. F. D No. 7, Allegan,
C. Moody in Monroe, spent
Sunday with hei Mich., September 19, 1908.
i feel that we must make a little mention of our
daughter, Lelia, at Mrs. Fred Thayer's....M
j friend, Levi Stevens, who is special high pushA. Nichols from Searsport wdftt home froir
| er at the A. E. Chase store and whose agreeSwan Lake, one day last week,
able ways engage the attention especially of
carrying witl
him 8 dandy fish....The
the feminine portion of this village, and whose
fishing season hai
been open the past week and a number o:
j continued absence from church and Sunday
scats are out each
day, while others are haV'
It relieves stomach misery, sour stom- school is a cause of regret to all interested
mit great success fishing from the large rocki
•off Carter’s shore at the head of the lake. The
ach, belching, and cures all stomach dis- ones. He was again located last Sunday on
ladies participate in this sport and have ha< [
ease or money back.
Large box of tab- Oak Hill and great was the consternation here.
very good luck.
50 cents. Druggists in all towns. But we
have, as we think, arrived at a ionsolut
sup;.!;, the demand, beets should be conred as a
nanufactured and enuo.
rated artich 'and assessed at ten per
Ti"
has been classed as a

Linoleums]

JAMES H HOWES

I

afflicted with the bad colds and sore throats
that seem to be visiting every home.Mrs.
Charles Banks had greens dug in her garden
the loth of April.

I

they Should Be, LOvv

Curtains and

Whether you want

PROSPECT FERRY.

week.Many

1

RUGS,

THINK THESE THINGS OVER

Willard Harding has gone to Vinalhavan to
work on stone.P. M. Ginn of Worcester,
Mass., visited relatives here several days last
week. _Miss Elizabeth Coid. who has been
visiting friends here, returned to her home in
Stonington last Saturday.... Mr. and Mrs. Otis
Ginn of Brewer visited Mr. and Mrs. W. H.

1

to the Minute.

XCarpets, Mattings,

count?

and business into

of other

Up

j

say

the county, not gathering up money and

done with teams and machinery.

!

Ginn last

Waldo

nut

stone unturned to stand for all that is
good and deserving in every patron; it
leaves no stone unturned whenever the
interests of Waldo County citizens are at

money

are

The Materials Are Correct.

•

and what can a bank
for you better than that you are honest, frugal, saving and have a bank ac-

will be a credit and addition to Belfast
and the County.
Its directorate is composed of live
Waldo County men interested in the success of Waldo county and every individ-

bringing

f

banking institution,

no other county in the State.
Farms in Aroostook are selling as high
This can be duplias $30,000 and over.
cated here.Instead of our real estate going
begging and our young men leaving the

It is

Styles

The

§

many well-

That is the kind of horse talk

'.ay.'

much contribute to your success in
starting in life as a bank account. It makes
you more of a man.
What can give you
so much material aid as
having behind
you the word of a strong, conservative

SUITsj

SPRING

so

brought about and speedily.
The City National Bank of Belfast is
responsible for this article. It believes
what it says, practises what it preaches
and knows whereof Jit speaks.
It is
working along lines of progress and the
advancement of Waldo County. We are
at present erecting a new building which

wealth. Money can be made at farming
in this county as well and as easily as
elsewhere. Farm life is no longer drudgery but a pleasure to him who goes at it
for all there is in it. Nearly all work is

in evidence.

even more at home.
Special rooms are
being therein provided for his every convenience and comfort.
Progress is the Watch word of the day,
the hour, the minute.
Young man of Waldo County, tackle a
farm; you can pay for it and make money
on it.
There is no one thing which will

obliged to work 313 days out of the year
and study his business nights besides.
Farming can be and should be broadened
out in this County. F'armers should study
the scientific principles of farming and
apply them. The yield per acre can be
largely increased and in many instances
doubled. If the farmers of Waldo County
will study their business—and farming is
a business as much as anything else—as
persistently as the merchant or manufacturer does his, and work as hard, Waldo
County can make a name for itself second
to

up with a better stock of logs than usual
this spring, and the condition of the

W:

advantages; progressive, earnest
energetic movement of the people

I""'-NEW—***j
{

from 601 in 1903 to 2091 in 1909.
This growth has come about through
work, conservative management and energetic effort in letting the people know
the safety and purpose of this institution,
and giving the people a square deal.
We intend that every man who enters
our doors shall feel that he is at
home,
and in our new building we can make him

creased

parts where hauling distance handicaps
development, and demands should be
made of the Maine Central railroad to
build these lines. When the people of the
county show a disposition to broaden out
and produce business the railroad will be
obliged to heed this call or the people will
take it in hand themselves. These branch
lines would soon become valuable and
paying freight feeders to the main line.
Traveling by the farmers would also be
stimulated, for easy access to the railroad
would then be within reach. The towns
themselves, if necessary, could afford to
assist in the initial cost of such roads for
the benefit and additional valuation which
the railroad would bring to them.
The farms of this county should double
and treble in value and be profitable at
that. Talk, work and act and this can be

natural

not Belfast, Me., will
be the summer home of President Taft.

Beverly. Mass.,
a

can be fitted with practically
conveniences of city homes.
Instead of tons of feed we should be
hauling home tons of fertilizer, raising
our feed and thereby
enriching and increasing the fertility and productiveness
of the land.
We need branch electric railroads to

all the

tion: “What is

year:

At

Farm houses

Boston Herald has asked the questhe matter with Boston?”
The Commercial Bulletin of Boston answers this question the past week in one
word, “Boston.”
What is the matter with Waldo County,
if there be any “matter” can be answered
the same way, “Waldo County.”
Waldo County has the soil and the
The

Edilor ®nd
CHARLES A. PILSBURY, '■
Business Manager

Bay and the adjacent islands. The panorama is lovely enough to attract attention on a
chill April day and it will some day be written
up and recorded as one of many such places in
Waldo county. So this might have been a

scot

Fine Home and farm
For Sale $4500

|

Then at the
foot of the hill lives (’has. L. Austin, who with
gun and hounds is a familiar figure in the
proper hunting seasons, and who is popularly
supposed, even now it 60 odd years, to get up
source

of attraction to the

man.

in

a

pelt

or

two.

It is averred

that he takes to
stir his blood and prepare himself for his eloquent pleas before the Hon. Justices of the
Supreme Court which have won him much
local fame. But eloquent as he may be as his
own attorney in the legal arena, he scintillates
more gems of electric imaginative ability in
private conversation, especially with youngpeople of curious and inquiring minds. So
what is more natural than the idea that our
friend Levi should have become fascinated by
those weird tales and stirring accounts by
Charles, the hunter <>f large game in the fastnesses of the South Brooks woods and hills.
So his friends need worry no more in regard to
Levi. While some of his village friends may
sadly miss him, still he is probably all right
and is doubtless on the trail of a dear which he
may appropriate at the proper season. There
is no doubt that it is a dear which he is stalking,
and that his eye is keen and his head level, so
that no further attention need be paid to the
that this is

one

of the

For

Everything needed for the vegetable and flower garden, in bulk or

/

r

S

package.

t

MASONIC T

matter.

Benjamin Kelley, Swan
Avenue, Belfast, Maine,

of

Estate

Late

Lake

Overlooking Bay
Miles P.

O.

and
R.

on

F.

1). Route—

able timber and hard wood growth. Another I
large barn near mowing fields for storage of

hay and grain. Farm borders on Goose river.
Buildings in good condition (insured for three
years), and farm equipped with most of the
necessary implements.
\
All at a great bargain at $4500 to close estate.
For further particulars call and examine, or

|

A. A. Howes & Co.,

State.

desired).

Farm of 100 acres, one-third mile away, in- ;

I

Everything

mod

CASKETS AND

Good Schools Nearby.
One of the most attractive suburban places

eluding good grass or potato land; has cut 30
tons of hay, pasturage and wood lot of valu-

Licensed t
Coro no

?

,

B,

UNDER

Peas

...AND...

Nasturtiums

City, Within Two

Large house, (double tenement if
Modern conveniences—furnace, hot
and cold water, set tubs, bath room, toilet, etc.
Large barn and shed connected; carriage house,
ice house; orchard of over 50 trees and plenty
of land surrounding for truck garden.
in

S;

t

S

means

Sweet

sci'

DWIGHT P PUiil

t

Garden
Seeds !

y

in the morning and tramp ten or fifteen miles
before breakfast to the bay of the hounds,

usually bringing

j Flower

|

fl

The Hat with

Groceries. Drugs and Medicines.

\

Shipping

Metal

Vaults

$

a"

Calls answered pr

1

Home telephon

Boys’ Suits I

1 also have

i

t

a

hail

Card Tables
TO
for Card Parties.

Harked Down

j

<

ments.

T.o

Chairs

20

j

>

72 MAIN SIRE?

-^FROMfC-

address

SWANVILLK OKN'I'KR.

MISS ELIZABETH KELLEY,
Ruth Marden is much better.Alfred
Tel. 151-11
Maddocks has been out of the store for several R. F. D. No. 1.
2wl6
days with a lame side, but is better now_
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Briggs are occupying their
cottage beside Swan Lake... The friends of
Eugene Nickerson extend their sympathy to
him in the loss of hi* twin baby girls and the
serious illness of hi* wife_The friends of
Mr. Herbert Cunningham of Massachusetts,
formerly of this town, are pleased to see him
AN
FINE LOT.
again, looking so well and strong after being in
poor health so long- Mrs. Walter Nickerson
We have 100 bushels of White Mountain
has 17 hens that laid 100 eggs in 8 days_Mr.
and Mrs. Bert Maddocks are receiving conseed potatoes which we are selling at $1 per
gratulations on the arrival of a 10-pound boy. bushel.
-Mrs. Walter Nickerson has an angora cat
KNOWLTON & GRANT,
that is very fond of peanuts.E. A. RobertP. O. Square, Belfast.

EXTRA

recently bought a nice cow..:.. Four flocks
of wild geese went over last Thursday morning, all at the same time... Mrs. Mary Nickerson has arrived home from Portland.Mr.
Herbert Maddocks was on the sick list last
week... .E. A. Robertson sold a hog last Monday that weighed 4^7 pounds.Mrs. Dow
was in South Monroe, lust week, keeping house
for Mrs. Felker, wh*J’ visited a sick sister in
Miss Amanda Low of Frankfort
Winthrop
is with Mrs. Flora Littlefield, and the boy who
has lived with her for the past three years has
gone to Montville to live-Harrison Cunningham caught a six-pound salmon in Swan
Lake last week... Mrs. Martin Robertson has
not been well of late
Horace Marden of
Massachusetts, formerly of this town, has
been very sick with u rheumatic trouble and
erysipelas in the head, but his friends will be
Mrs.
pleased to know he is much better
Wilmont Robertson had dandelion greens for
dinner Sunday.... It snowed hard Sunday afternoon for an hour-Mr. and Mrs. Willis
Briggs
called on Mr. and Mr*. Wm. Clements Sunday.
-Mr. and Mrs. Scott Nickerson went to
Unity last Saturday to attend the funeral of
Mrs. N.’s mother, Sunday.

son

...

...

...

CARD OF

THANKS^

We thank our neighbors and friends for their
great kindness to us in our deep affliction.
Mb. and Mrs. Eugene M. Thomas,
Mrs. Ethei- E. Luce,
Mrs. Ernest E. Mahoney.
v

Old Belfast

$4.00

Miss

-^TO-3s

$2.00
Call and

E. P.

see

1. “Eulogy.
August It'. 182';.

FOR SALE.
-NEW-

Bell
182b. pp. 28. 8
2.
An add res
fore the Washing
ruary 22, 1848.
8.
‘The^lTiv
the Unity of (8.2
Reverend Alftvquest. Price 9d.

them.

SECOND HAND.

Call to see the goods.

Read

Garage

& Machine Co.

High Street, Belfast, Maine.

RUMAT
SURE CURE FOR RHEUMATISM. The
prescription of a New York specialist.
Price $2.00 per bottle, and for 30 days a free
sample will be mailed for 15 cents postage.

A

Apply

to

4wl7

MRS. CHARLES F. SHAW,
^
The Belfast Agent.

i

>

FROST,

]

\

\

lishers, Belfast

(embodied

74 Main Street.

WANTED.
A middle-aged
the Girls’ Home,

woman

as

housekeeper

j

in tin-

by the same m.
Christ.")
“Sermon at tie
Alfred Johnson.
tion Sermons, u
land, Maine, 1802.
at

Belfast. Must be a good
Address the Secretary,
MRS. E. L. BRACKETT,
tflo
35 Spring Street, Belfast, Me.

cook.

Maxwell $525 to $1750.
Beuch $1000 to $2750
Other makes on special order.
1 Ford 4-cyl. Runabout; 1 Stanley Steamer,
gear, 1 Stanley Steamer chain.

]

Jefferson.

_16tf

Automobiles

j

Copies of the
sired and will l
nal office:

!

1

Property

■

A ten-room hous

land for

a

exchange

garden

for goou
tenement on Bridg
lot corner of Couf
Apply to

;

|

1 titf

10 MAIN

Publishers of the Girls

FOR SALE

Home, Temperance

Record and Sea Breeze.

JOB

j

STREET, BELFAST,

PRINTING.
BRACKETT & CO.

Row Boats & Skiffs
FOR SALE.
New and second-hand. Also haratsome round
stern motor boat, 26 ft. long, 6 ft\wide, 7i H.
P. Mianus engine and all the equipment. Very
fast, handsome and seaworthy. For boat barGEORGE M. GRAY,
gains see
10 Bayview Street, Belfast, Me.
P. O. Box 883.
^_
l3w15_^_^

Double tenement.
city water. No. b eim
within reach of m<->:•
your

f

\

house an
your money

own

part of

THECH

WALDO

|

COUNTY

GENERAL HOSPITAL
The annual meet
Waldo County
tion will be held m "
Court House, Tue>u
o’clock a. m., for se8
transact any other n
come before said tm

ASSJ

Tm

the

;i

|

\

WM

J

OF BELFAST.

NEWS
i
V

!
I*

BabyThrive

advertising all the

time.
Louisville Courier-Journal.

|
,„t.

vear.

...moment Society will meet with
Monday, May 3d, at 2.30 p. m.

\

|

Belfast potato field is

a

Means not only insurance against a
monetary loss but privacy
connection with your personal business.

required for the baby. If baby
is not nourished by its artificial
food, then it requires

th page.
will1 meet with Mrs. Mary
street, tomorrow, Friday, af-

\

i Time Cannot Wait!
PROTECTION I
FACING THE INEVITABLE.

If not, something must be
wrong with its food. If the
mother’s milk doesn’t nourish
it, she needs Scott’s Emulsion.
It supplies the elements of fat

waning days have come, the sad-

\

'r—■———-——%

Does the

everlastingly at it pays.
jvertise when things grow slack,
a lot uf business back,
is always prime;
,s j(h some

,i5

f

given the auxiliary Malrig and she looks fit to cross

Battie will be opJune 1, by Fred K. Allen,
Mt.

•use on
on

made a large and
raised letters for the Belfast
;:.e Co.
has

■mbs

f

V;r

\
!

red that baby carriages are
It looks
donee this spring?

|

growing.

st was

Hay ford of Belfast is one of
it speakers selected by the
vc seminary, Vassalboro.
a

As announced in

pergola,

•rnet, trombone and piano.

g|

CHICKING

v

ij

BANK WITH THE

and get the protection of
of your personal notes.

our

and insure

The

Estabrooks Shirt

Veterans’ Meeting.
The Waldo County
advertising for some time Veteran
Association will meet at the Grange
to
whom
steady
toady girls,”
hall in Swanville, May (5th. If
stormy, the
0 given, and the shoe factory
next fair day. Comrades and the good
people
iris Wanted.”
■

of

nought

to this office

Mon-

of the brown-tail moth
plum tree at his home. The
heeded and these tents
roes will suffer.
•Valter i.

Neal and

Searsport
n

last

R. T.

Sunday

in

ts that Italians had been
other birds. They search0.1 nd a gun, which they eon-

ng team defeated the Bellnesday night, April 21st,
alley, Camden, by 23 points,
was 2107 and Belfast, 2084.

W'«

.-•iden
for.oh

high line, bowling
Belfast, 444, and Dr.

was

of

Spinney of Belfast had
played in Belfast.

440.

A

ill be

C. Blackington and Leslie
Haut building a section of
a team of horses
use on
the work.—Rockland

au

Ross took

Mr.

au Haut!
Many of our
time when there were no
1
use on the island.
Now Isle
well-equipped livery stable and
drive around the island, and a

Isle

a

H

i||

jj|
|p

afternoon John C. Clement
nch for a trial spin and when

engine

the

n.*nt

refused

to

in vain to start it up he
hut had not scope enough
the strong wind then blow1 into his tender leaving the
and sjhe drifted slowly down

ng
r.

night

up

on

her anchor off

towed in Sunday, having
[Mini

iicai

ween

a

itftLer

Frederick describing her
N. C., and Biltmore, the
Mrs. F. is now in Washing'harles W. Frederick writes
date of April 22nd: “Washutiful now and the quota of
beyond the usual. There are
business men here to appear
tees, and D. A. R.s by the
S.

Portland. The grand jury in
district court at Portland,
!1,*d an indictment against Geo.
whegan for violation of the
lor was indicted on two counts
ih a money order which he
bed at the Waldo Trust Co.,
!;ng to have been made out on
'dice. He pleaded guilty and
pay a line of $500. Failing to
was committed to
jail for 60

b.ics

•'

first game of base ball to
new schedule of the Belwill be on next Saturday,
play Thomaston High on the
‘>unds. Other gamesare sehedMay 8, CamdenHigh at Belfast;
Maine Conference Seminary
Rockland High at Belfast;
be

the

High at Thomaston; May
Rockland; June 5, Camden

n

j

■i. at
i,

Eastern Maine Conference

'•ksport; June 19, Vinalhaven

at

-0, Vinalhaven at Belfast.
In

a

i'®

ifiH

from
the Marine

note received

Norton, editor

of

■i-t week’s Journal was issued,
ketch of the Tapleys of Brooks* ilave added in the article that
bamed therein were built in Ban-

|
f.

I'J^ntJy

that port.
lVe given it more local
interest.”
r^ur V. S. Woodruff, William
anl Millie F. Swift
of the Nicholson
sailed from Bucksport for the
Slands for herring.Sch. Jacob
--uled from Portland April 22nd
to l°ad for feahia Honda.

i-.
y

t
!si,

sailed out of

'^possible
}

is

furnish beans and coffee.
Bring your goodies, and come everybody and
have a good time.- A. Stinson, Secretary.

Snow flurries Sunday afternoon and Monday,
a high and piercing east wind.
Mondaynight ice made of considerable thickness and
Tuesday morning there was a heavy white
frost. The sun shone brightly, for the first
time in many days, and although the wind was
with

southeast the

change

was a

very

agreeable one.

another

cold rain storm.

Shop for Good

l am exerting every effort to clear my store of
every article of merchandise it
contains. The store is crowded daily with customersXand
bargains. Of course I am
n°t actually giving the goods away, but I am
so
close
to it that you will be
coming
astounded at how low the prices are marked.
No

here to quote prices—wouldn’t be accurate if I did—as I am
going
the
stocks
all the time and marking the prices down to force the sale of the
through
goods immediately. On one point be assured, you can come here and buy reasonable
things far below any price you ever paid before. It’s “hurry up” time now. Don’t
delay if you would share in these unparalleled bargains.
room

J
The next meeting of Seaside
Chautauqua
Circle will be held with Mrs. A. C.
Webber, No.
21 Court street.
Monday afternoon, May 3rd.
The lesson will be from
“European

Manager Walter J. Clifford has made a great
improvement in the street entrance to the Belfast Opera House. It is now resplendent in
white and gold and with a double arch of incandescent lights that show up brilliantly at
night. The work was designed and executed
by Mr. Clifford.
The Mock Trial. The mock trial held by
Castle North, Knights of King Arthur, in the
Congregational vestry Wednesday evening.
April 21st. was largely attended and a success
in every particular. The court officials were:
Hon. J. R. Dun ton, judge; Earl Hubbard, sheriff; Linwood Jones, county attorney; Stephen
Clement, clerk; W'alter Mitchell, stenographer;
James Haley, foreman of the jury; Nathan
Houston Small, counsel for respondent. The
indictment charged Tom Randall with stealing
^

Literature,"
chapter eighteen, and from the C. L. S. C.
book, “Man and the Earth," chapter ten. Magazine study, the Search
Questions in March
number. Program: roll-call quotations from
Addison; paper, “The Preservation of Nature
National Parks;" reading, “The Workman
of the Towns in Holland;"
reading, Dutch influence upon England; topic for
discussion; Is
the author, N. S. Shaler, justified in
in

a

“sense

Name
in

of

some

beauty”
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ascribing

to

the lower animals?

Dutch words in

our

America.

English speech

Parlor

Fashionable Women Agree

Regal

\

the liver.

/

Chicago,

Regal styles

I

Jr

'

REGAL SHOES
For Women

|

The Dinsmore Store

1

4%

Employment

4%

BELFAST SAVINGS BANK.

For Girls

|

the accommodation of the turbines
Steamer
Percy V., which has had her upper works rebuilt, a new engine instilled and other work
done at this port, was inspected Monday.
Capt. Arey expects to go on his Penobscot
river route next Monday. The Castine which
has been doing the work will then return to
this port and be offered for charter and the excursion business.
..

to

be

Well

to be

on

a

<j$

Musical Society. Grand Opera
Night was observed by the Parlor Musical
W. M. Randall, proprietor of Pine Land Poul- six hens and two roosters March 26, 1909, from Society last Tuesday evening, under the chairtry Farm, says he got good results from his Alfred M. Ferguson. The papers were all in j manship of Miss Katherine C. Quimby. The
advertising in The Journal, in which his an- legal form, but the witnesses were given full paper of the evening was by Mrs. George R.
nouncements first appeared. This farm is con- play and their testimony was very amusing. | Williamson, and it was one of the finest papers
ducted on the most approved methods and al- The county attorney presented as witnesses the society members have ever been
privileged
ready has an established reputation for its pure for the “State,” Tom Bowker, Earl Hubbard, to hear. It was on Wagner’s Parsifal and held
bred stock of the best strains Rhode Island George Langill, Harold Jones, Freda Sylvester, the closest attention of the large gathering
Reds and Barred Plymouth Rocks. Eggs for Alice Parker, Rudolph Wiggin and Dana South- throughout. It was a disappointment that Mr.
hatching will be supplied for a few weeks worth, whose testimony was so strong that it Emory White was not present to fulfil his part
seemed conviction must follow. Then “Attor- of the program, but the other two numbers,
longer.
Small for the respondent introduced the both piano solos, were much enjoyed. Miss
North Belfast. The Ladies' Aid Society ney”
witnesses: Ralph Brainhall, Harley Amy E. Stoddard played Elsa's Dream from
following
will hold their monthly sociable Wednesday
Howard Heath, Ray Lindgren, Mrs. Lohengren, and Miss Marie Sholes played FloGodfrey,
evening, May 5th-Mr. James Roberts is
Hester Brown Zibrinsky and Mrs. Ruth Kim- tow’s Martha, both of which were skillfully
building an L. connecting the house and barn
ball Fitzgibbons, two very merry widows, who executed. The evening was thoroughly enwhich greatly adds to the appearance and
made a great hit on the stand. The jury, after joyed by the large number present.
convenience of the premises ...Corydon EmNew Advertisements. Just another reconferring for about five minutes, brought in a
mons is building a barn in addition to his new
verdict of “not guilty” and found that the minder that Fred A.
Johnson, Masonic Temple,
house-Fred Holmes is doing a rushing busithat no other
shoes possess the daintiness and charm of Women’s
crime was committed by one Rudolph Wiggin,
!
must close out his business in
ness at his mill sawing staves
Belfast, and to
heading and a State witnessand
of thefarm. sell his stock
Shoes.
The
superintendent
best-dressed
he
women in New York,
realizes that prices
quickly
San
Francisco
and
shingles. He employes about 20 men and two
The verdict was not cut and dried, but was ar- must be sacrificed. If
you are looking for baror three teams.... Hatch Bros, have an order
other fashion centres are wearing the same
we have here for
rived at after hearing the evidence. Everyyour selection.
gains now is the time to get them.John B.
for fertilizer barrels for the American Agrito
the
filled
which
in
the
vestry
audience,
Stickney is selling the well known Kineo range
cultural Chemical Company to be delivered at body
overflowing, agreed that the boys acquitted at a surprising low price. He makes a
Searsport.
specialty
of plumbing and sheet metal work. His
store,
uld
imes IN BELFAST.
In a package of
30
Church
is
street,
open evenings.Mud-time
The May Festival. The recent cold weathold letters was found one from Manassah
will
soon
be
over
and
you will want a new top
no effect upon the cherry blossoms
Sleeper to William H. Simpson bearing er will have
u“ggy or some otfter vehicle, and K. R. Conner,
date of Yreka, California, December 11. that are to bloom profusely in Memorial hall
Front street, Belfast, can supply you with
on Monday, May 3rd, and they will be well
any1872, in which he acknowledges receipt
thing in that line. He has a four-passenger
The doors will he open at 2
of
some
photographs of the Unitarian worth seeing.
1
are celebrated for their custom
light buckboard for small horses. He also has
style and quality. The new
o’clock for the beginning of the sale of aprons
church, the American House, the New Ungland
harnesses,
robes,
Regal styles are exact reproductions of expensive custom models,
blankets,
work
and
brass
etc.
whips, collars,
and the Phoenix and notes some change kimonas, baby things, candy,
-Don’t forget that The Dinsmore Store has
and they have the distinctive custom smartness which
the
every
in their appearance since his visit home in the of all kinds. Three is the time set for
die Regal shoes for wromen—shoes that are
fashionable woman desires in her footwear.
the
numerous entries ensure a
show
and
baby
winter of 1854-5.
He then goes on to say: “1
:elebrated
for
their custom style and
quality,
We give you an exact fit in Regal Shoes, because they
shall probably to the last day of my life carry most novel and interesting event. All mothers
rhey will give you an exact fit.The City Naand under are
in my mind the appearance of those old build- i with children three years old
are made in quarter-sizes—just double the usual number of
tional Bank in its advertisement this week
to bring their babies and will
asks,
ings, but more particularly that of the old cordially invited
shoe-fittings. If you want the very newest, smartest, abso‘What is the matter with Waldo
county?”
Unitarian church, and well do 1 remember, and be admitted free. At four o'clock the older
correct styles in footwear, come to us for a
*ead
lutely
the
advt....The
John
Bird
will
pair of
Company of
shall continue to do so, the glorious times wre children, from three to ten years of age,
Women’s Regis.
dockland makes an interesting statement in
which they have
had in our boyhood days playing I-spy, pomp- give a May pole dance, for
j
been trained by Miss Lillian Mowry of Sears- j egard to the Civic League Record_A double
pomp- pullaway, ball, and other boyish games
enement 12-room house, with city water and
in pink
The
little
folks
will
be
gowned
port.
and plays on the old common. I shall also conj
oilet, for sale at a price within reach of modand
and
use pink and white ribbons,
white,
j erate
tinue to remember the climbing of the old
means.
Refer to City National
After the dance a children’s musicale will be
Bank,
lightning rod on a Fourth of July morning and !
Belfast.Hallett & Davis pianos at Lord’s,
BELFAST, MAINE.
under the direction of Miss Amy E.
making the old bell peal forth its melodious ! given
ash or easy payments.Annual
with the following program:
meeting of
sounds, to the great annoyance of old John S. I Stoddard
orporators of Searsport Savings Bank at 10 a.
Marie Sholes
Kimball and others living in the immediate Piano solo,
n., May 8th-Mr. and Mrs. William Hall, Mr.
Vocal solo,
Ben Parker
neighborhood.”
Violin solo,
9
Lloyd McKeen \ ind Mrs. R. A. Hall and George and Charles
Katherine Kittredge
3all of Brooks publish a card of thanks.
Steamer Notes. It is currently reported Reading,
Piano solo,
Earl Hubbard
fou will see a star in our
that the turbine steamers Camden and Belfast Vocal Duet, Freda Sylvester and Ruth Kimball
advertising columns
-his week and it will guide you to the best
will begin running between Boston and Bangor
Tea and light'refreshments will be served
slace to buy your monumental work. Call and
on Monday, June 17th.
That will bring,the during the afternoon in a Japanese tea room
see the finished work ready to letter.
Belfast in here on her first trip Tuesday, June by a corps of costumed young ladies. The
A. S.
18th. It is also reported that the boats will brass workshop will be a novel feature that Heal, Bridge street, Belfast.Wellman &
leave Boston at 6p. m., instead of 5p. m. There will doubtless be patronized by many enthurhorndike, meats and groceries, open for business this morning, corner of Main and Washis also talk of the shifting of division head- siasts. In the evening the Polymnian Quarington
streets, in the store recently occupied
quarters from Rockland to Belfast, to accom- tette will furnish the program, which will ap- by W. H. Arnold.Mrs. Charle.s
F. Shaw is
modate those who w'ish to transfer for French- peal to all music lovers. The ladies will
the
Belfast
agent for Rumat, a sure cure for
appear
ORGANIZED 1868.
man's bay. As it is now* passengers are called in solos, duets and trios, and their work is too rheumatism, from the prescription of a New %A#E CAN GIVE
EMPLOYYork specialist.. .The Read Garage & Machine
at 4.30 a. m., as the James T. Morse, the trans- well known and too widely appreciated to need
ROBERT
F.
DUN
TON, President.
" •
Works have automobiles, new and second-hand,
WiLVO J. d)m\\. T.easurer
ment to a few good, steady
fer steamer, leaves Rockland at 0 o’clock. any comment. A delegation from
Searsport’s for sale. Call and see them.See advt. of
old Belfast addresses wanted. Some one may girls on work, when experienced,
HERBERT
T.
With Belfast as the transfer point they could Guild is expected over, and no pains are
FIELD, Assistant Treasurer.
being have them laid
away in the attic. _Mileage
sleep until 7 o’clock. This change would cer- spared to make the entire affair a success. The book lost. Finder
will be rewarded on leaving they can earn from $7.50 to $9.00
December
Deposits
1, 1908,
tainly be appreciated by many of the summer admission in the afternoon will be 25 cents, in with J. Stewart, Belfast Gas & Electric Co_
$1,527,659.28
We pay beginners
per week.
patrons of the line. The report that the tur- the evening 35 cents. Tickets admitting after- Mr. and Mrs. Eugene M.Thomas, Mrs. Ethel E.
Reserve,
....
Luce
and Mrs. Ernest E. Mahoney publish a $3.00 to $4.00 per week while
100.000.00
bines would stop only at Rockland, Belfast and noon and evening will be sold for 50 cents.
card of thanks.
Winterport, leaving Camden, Northport, Sears153,734.18
learning. None but those want- SurPlus’ ,
port and Bucksport to be served by transfer
ing steady employment need ap- Dividend No. 1, December 1, 1868,
steamers, is evidently unfounded as the com$867.75
ply to
pany is enlarging and improving the wharves
Dividend No. 81, Dec. 1, 1908, at the rate of
!
$28,811.06
at Northport, Searsport and Winterport for

Wednesday

impossible
well, simply impossible, if the
You must pay attention to the
[K)Wel°fs are constipated.
nature, or suffer the consequences. Undigested
material, waste products, poisonous substances, must be
fr°m tbe b°dy ^ least once each day, or there
w nU ked
"e trouble.
A sluggish liver is responsible for an
I'mmense amount of
suffering and serious disease. Ask
doctor
about
Ayer’s Pills. He knows why they act
!

kindly

^-==

Every day

f
|
1

ready-to-wear

it is.

■.s

Swanville will

When I Shall Closb Up

din

privacy

■

and.

1
1
H

Geo. W. Frisbee and Elon B. Gilchrest went

owner.

Each Day is

H

Company

large Surplus

QUICKLY.

new owners

1
||

Waldo Trust

bargains find

and there will be no duplicates for late comers. Today’s greatest valdes are gone from your grasp forever. Tomorrow’s biggest bargains
not to be had the day after. The best of each
day’s price-savings are eagerly
picked up. Are you getting your share?

H

Mr. Fred Lee.

its

many

Sare

our

Tuesday a box contain- to the rescue of a
livery team last Sunday on
<»m Mrs. L. C. Cummings, one
the Reaves road. The driver was intoxicated
dicient correspondents. They
and showed resistance, but was easily handled
i.ifse fragrant harbingers of
and brought up-town and the team taken to
his office.
tail

5

I must close out my business in Belfast. I must sell
my stock, no matter how
greatly prices have to be sacrificed. And I must accomplish this quickly. With these
points fixed clearly in your mind you will recognize the plain fact that you can save
a lot of money by
making your purchase of Spring and Summer goods at my store.
And you will also see that it is important for you to do so

pg)

advertising columns
last week the Benjamin
n the south side of her resiKelley place in East
| Belfast is for sale. Mrs.
Kelley and her daugh•root. J. G. Aborn did the
| ter are to take
up their residence in the city,
having bought the Mclntire house on Church
rs will give a dance in Odd
street.
’•row, Friday, evening, April
Unclaimed letters
Keyes’ orchestra. All are
jjpmaining in the Belfast
post office for the week ending April 24th:
Miss Florence C. Allen. Miss Margaret Cunningham, Mrs. W. 1). Ellis. Mrs. Maybell Gray,
tomorrow, Friday, night,
Mrs. Mary 11. Smith, Miss Ivy M. Sparrow,
wnsend’s orchestra, eonsist-

ilazeltine has had

customers interest on their
all are treated alike.

our

ACCOUNTS,

name

SCOTT & BOWNE, 409 Pearl St., New York

:

H

public inspection.

of paper.in which it appears, your address and
four cents to cover postage, and we will send
you a “Complete Handy Atlas of the World.’

Waldo quarry.

Mt.

I

Send this advertisement, together with

w

personal

We pay all

20 paving cutters has been
;,ilto mountain quarry and a

P

The fast increasing Surplus of the WALDO TRUST
COMPANY show a careful, conservative record in dealing
with this branch of its business.
Publicity of a Bank’s investments means not only the public
inspection of the bonds
owned by the Bank but also inspection of individual notes.
Our bond list is always open to any interested customer, but
we hold our notes to be in-4he nature of
personal business
and protect our customers by refusing to submit them to

Half a teaspoonful three or
four times-a day in its bottle
will have the desired effect. It
seems to have a magical effect
A
upon babies and children.
fifty-cent bottle will prove the
truth of our statements.

prietor.

1

A Bank is not only a
repository to which you take your
funds, but its principal business is investing such funds in
Bonds and Loans. A Bank's greatest
losses come not through
its Bonds but in connection with its
notes.

scon’s
EMULSION

.-rack Mona was in port last
bsters and had a return cargo

"

m

has

I

o

___

Trust him.

J.C.AutrC^UweliMaaa.

{Wall Papers

{Window

^ Estabrooks Shirt Mfg. Co., j
Shades {
BELFAST, MAINE.

Papers 5c., 6c., 7c., 8c., 10c.,
121-2c. to 25c.
Shades 12 1-2c. to 50c.

ff C

I\A/a

CaII Derby Ready Mixed Paints,

room

...Tho...

and

Jap-a-lac,

Alabastine.

Mouldings,

lace curtains,
POLES, SASH RODS.

Yours Truly,

CARLE & JONES.

•
•

S

2
#

2ml3

Edison Phonographs
ALL THE RECORDS
ALL THE TIME.

CARLE & JONES.

WELLMAN & rhORNDIKE
MEATS AND GROCERIES,
Corner Main and Washington Streets,

Total Dividends paid to
inis rsanK

of

4%

Qjta,

depositors

to

date,

$1,324,888.89

paia its sist semi-annual dividend on Dec.

per annum, and we

1,

at the rate

confidently expect to maintain this rate in
the future. All dividend interest is
immediately credited to the accounts
of the depositors, and if uncalled for at the time will draw
interest
the same as the principal sum.
The affairs of this Bank have the careful and
conscientious oversight of its Trustees, who respectfully ask a continuation of the
patronage of its present depositors, and will be pleased to open new
accounts with any prospective depositors within or without the
State.
Deposits received and placed on interest the first of each
month.

Deposits

in this Bank

are exempt from taxation.
TRUSTEES:

ROBERT F. DUXTOX,

JAMES H. HOWES. FREDO.
WHITE,
ARTHUR I. BROWN. BEX D. FIELD.

BELFAST, MAINE.
2wl7p

,
v

4%

Library-

Belfast Free

DOCTOR
ADVISED
OPERATION

New Books.
April 1909.
Calvert, Albert Frederick.
Grenada and the Alhambra. A brief description of the ancient city of Grenada with a particular account of
the Moorish palace. The Series.
460 illustrations.T 46.8 C-2
Grenada, present and bygone.

Illustrated.
T 46.8-1

1908.•••

Ferrero, Guglielmo.
The Greatness and decline of Rome. 4 vols.
The empire-builders.
Vol. 1.
1909.937 F 41-1
Vol. 2. Julius Caesar.937 F 41-2

1908.T
sance.
Hohenlohe-Schillingsfuerst. Chlodwig Karl Victor. Prince Memoirs of Prince Chlodwig of Hohenlohe-Sehillingsfuerst. 2 vols.
1906.

Vegetable Compound
Paw Paw, Mich.—“ I suffered terribly from female ills,
inflamincluding
mation and congestion, for several
years. My doctor
said there was no
hope for me but an

337 F 9

operation. I began
taking Lydia E.
Pinkham’s' Vegetable Compound, and

B3H68

Kennedy, Charles Rann.
The servant in the house. A play.

I

say I am
a well woman.”

812 K 38

1908

—

Symonds,

story of Perugia. Mediaeval
945 61 Sy
Towns Series. 1900
Wharton, Edith.
through France.
A mAtor-flight
The

FICTION.
Bailey, H. C.

®

Colonel Greatheart 1908.
Banks. Charles Eugene.
John Dorn, promoter. 1906.
De la Pasture, Elizabeth.
Catherine’s child. 1909.
Eaton, Isabel Graham.
By the shores of Arcady. 3908.

—

...

i•

1

Macnaughtan. S.
The expensive Miss Du

^ 365-8
Ea 8

B 1^2
K 72
T

aaa

Cane.

1908.

QQ_Q

N 64

52-3

P

1909.

JUVENILE.
Beach, Edward L.
An Annapolis youngster. 1906Curtis, Alice Turner.
Grandpa’s little girls. 1908.
Gould, Elizabeth Lincoln.

J-B 35

J-C 94

J-G 72
Felicia. 1908
Johnston, Annie Fellows.
The little Colonel at boarding-school.
J-J M-7
1903
Madison, Lucy Foster.
Peggy Owen. A story for girls.

J-M 26

1908.

McIntyre,

John T.

The street

Newell,

singer.

1908..

J-M

183

Peter.

The hole book.

J-N 44

1908.

Sidney, Margaret (Harriet Mulford
Lothrop).
Five iittle Peppers and their friends.
1901.

J-L 9-12

Wells, Carolyn.
The Happychaps. Pictures by HarJ-W
rison Cady. 1908.

45-3

feel well with imthe blood
pure blood feeding your body. Keep
Eat simply,
Blood
Bitters.
pure with Burdock
take exercise, keep clean and you will have long
Can't look

well, eat well

Book of Sailor Songs

THE

ELECTRIC

SEA.

Recently Brought

introduced to
later it
gUThirty years
when
Englishman brought
was

an

commerce

or

life.

HORSE RADISH.
In many respects the grated horse radish and vinegar which we buy in the
Bangor markets and grocery stores reminds us of the effects produced by
evangelists of Salvation Army preachers
and exhorters, as both have a warming
and stimulating influence.
Continuing
the simile, different makes of horse
radish vary in strength and potency, even
as different evangelists vary in power to

this work and it is necessary to rely upon
the native blacks, who at best are undependable and lazy. Their reluctance to

thing known to our experience. A single
generation will see the exhaustion of our
natural resources of oil and gas and such
a rise in the price of coal as will make
the prices of electrically transmitted water power a controlling factor in transportation, in manufacturing, and in household
lighting and heating.’

make an impression.
So great is the desire for the strongest

horse radish that one would sooner pay 15
cents a bot le for a Moody and Sankey or
a
Chapman and Alexander kind, than
buy the 10-cent variety, w'hich as a rule
is half flat turnip.
Indeed, in all sincerity and without
frivolity or cant, horse radish can be called the physical evangel of spring-timesomething* which warms and quickens
and stimulates the “inner man/’ something which causes us to take a more
hopeful view of life, which give us better appetites for the plain, and ordinary
foods of earth, and an article which gives'
us courage and good cheer, without a
suspicion of exhilaration or maudlin in-

join rubber gathering expeditions can
readily be understood when it is remembered that out of a season’s expedition
perhaps only half will return alive.

rubber tree is found the native
gatherer cuts a series of gashes into the
bark with his machete, encircling the
tree from the ground up, as high as he
can reach.
Cups are fastened to catch
When

All the good qualities of Ely’s Cream Balm,
solid, are found in Liquid Cream Balm, which
is intended for use in atomizers. That it is a
wonderful remedy for Nasal Catarrh is proved

by

ever-increasing
testimony.
dry out nor rasp the tender air-pasIt allays the inflammation and goes
straight to the root of the disease. Obstinate
old cases have yielded in a few weeks. All
druggists, 75 cents, including spraying tube, or
mailed by Ely Bros., 56 Warren St., New York.
an
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Enforcement in Hancock County.
me

object

toxication.

jncociH

id in

ui

luui

iui

manes an

lesson for violators of the

:

a

the latex as it oozes out. When a sufhcient quantity is collected 11 is removeu
to the temporary hut where a dense
smoke-producing fire is made of certain
nuts and palm leaves. Then taking his
wooden paddle the native dips it into the
latex and holds it over the fire, turning
it round and round until the latex coagulates. As soon as it is hard a new layer
of latex is added and coagulated as be-

This process is continued until the
has grown too large for handling,
the paddle is taken out and the
rubber set aside for export. The process
of coagulation and fumigation with these
specially selected nuts and leaves prevents decay and adds to the life and wear
resistance of the manufactured product.
Tapping the trees for rubber does not
destroy them, nor is it be-

fore.

liquor mass
they will when

law in Hancock county, which
do well to heed. It admits of no uncertainty as to where County Attorney
Wiley C. Conary stands on the enforcement question. He has steadfastly refused to accept any fines for liquor offences, and having established this precedent, there is every indication that he
intends to stand by it. With Sheriff Silsby and his efficient corps of deputies
active in rounding up offenders, and

To all who need waking up and shakmg up alter the long hibernating sleep ot
winter, there is nothing better than
grated horse radish taken in conjunction
with baked beans or roast meat or broiled beefsteak three times every day during the progress of every meal. It is put
up by no quack doctor, who has his name
“biown in the bottle;” it contains no alcohol or cheap whiskey, and no compounds of opium or morphine, and its effects, whether taken in large or small
doses, is invariably beneficial.—Bangor

to

smooth the

cil.

The

(Christian

Civic

League.

Rev. Wilbur F. Berry, who recently resigned
president of the Kent’s Hill Seminary at
Readfield, has been appointed secretary of the
Christian Civic League of Maine, with headquarters in Waterville, to succeed Rev. H. N.
Pringle. Mr. Pringle will continue as assistant
secretary, which position he filled when Mr.
Berry was formerly at the head of the League,
and as associate editor of the Civic League
Herald.
as

Prohibition

in Florida.

Tallahassee, Fla., April 22. The senate,
this afternoon, by a vote of 24 to 7, passed the
Hilburn bill for submission of state-wide prohibition to the voters of the State.
We often wonder how any person can be
persuaded into taking anything but Foley’s
Honey and Tar for coughs, colds and lung
trouble. Do not be fooled into accepting
“own make” or other substitutes. The genuine contains no harmful drugs and is in a yellow package. Sold by all druggists.

j

clean way and enforced the law.’’
Justice Cornish is also deserving of
He has demongreat commendation.
strated very clearly that so far as one
justice of the Supreme Court, at least,
is concerned, that there is no crying need
for the late lamented Hastings bill which

Gov. Fernald vetoed.

—

Ellsworth Ameri-

can.

wife never wore one for a hat!”

Wife.
“John, I think I’ll get one of
those new-style hats.”
Hub. “If you do, I’ll certainly kick
the bucket.
“Maude is not the girl to hide her light
under a bushel.
“But she hides her headlights under a

bushel hat.”
Mrs. Boynton’s 87th Birthday.
A bucket, she’s stuck it
Upon her fair head.
“0 chuck it, my duck, it
Malden, Mass., April 16th. Mrs. Mary B.
widow
of
Don’t
suit you,” I said.
Thomas
B.
is
Boynton,
Boynton,
But confound the luck, it
celebrating her 87th birthday at her home, 117
Oliver street. She is enjoying good health and
Was useless to talk,
her faculties are well preserved, with the exThe style, she daren’t buck it
ception that she is somewhat deaf. She is a
Though she looks like a gawk.
of
native
Lincolnville, Me., and has made her
home in Malden for 37 years. Her grandfather, Adam Rogers, lived to be 102 and then met
his death in an accident. Mrs. Boynton has

not been ill for many years and is as active as
many women at 50. She has in her possession
several pieces of furditure which were handed
down from her great grandparents, including a
clock 200 years old. She had five children, four
of whom are living. They are Mrs. Mary Harmon of Henniker, N. H., Mrs. Annie Towle of
Faulkner, Mrs. Frank A. Lawe, with whom she
makes her home, and George Boynton of Oakland, California. There are seven grandchildren and two great grandchildren.
She is going to devote much of her time this rammer to
her flower garden.

year t,.
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Sloan’s Liniment.

There

remedy
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, of

pain
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Sloarts
Liniment
has

lighting

perfected

place of massage and
is better than sticky plasters. It penetrates—
without rubbing—through the skin and muscular tissue right to the bone, quickens the blood,
relieves congestion, and gives permanent as
as

and

government if the

This liniment takes the

well

s.
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their caps.

on

put them all into my hat
And they covered the borders o’er.
'Twas under my arm I lugged them along
And cleared my way through the thick and

B

.R

t

latest method of transm
The operator writes his m,.
typewriter and it is reei u is
ters on another typewrit,
end of the line.
1

joints.
Price 25c., 50c., an«l $1.00.

Dr. Earl S. Sloan, Boston, Mass., U- S. A.
Sloan's book on horses, cattle, sheep and ponltry sent free.
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Hives, ecxema, itch or
crazy. Can't bear the loo-I
Doan’s Ointment cures tin
Why suffer. All druggists

B

EIGHT ACRES OF MAINE POTATOES.

brow of care,

Strong

whisper comfort in despair.
Right to watch the parting breath,

The
i’o soothe and cheer the

bed of death;
The Right, when earthly hopes all fail.
To point to that within the Veil.

ami thrifty even [in h dry season. Raised by Y. L. Hall [of
on E.
Frank Coe’s Double Strength Potato Manure.

Belfast.

Maine,

The Right the wanderer to reclaim,
And win the lost from paths of shame;
The Right to comfort and to bless
The widow and the fatherless!
The Right the little ones to guide,
In simple faith, to Him who died;
With earnest love and gentle praise

To bless and cheer their youthful days.

The Right the intellect to train
And guide the soul to noble aim;
Teach it to rise above earth's toys,
And wine- its fliehts to heavenly joys.
The Right
The

Right

to
to
to

The Right
brighten earthly homes
With pleasant smiles and gentle tones.
these thy Rights? Then use them well.
Their holy influence none can tell.
If these are thine, why ask for more.

Are

Thou hast

1
8

|

A YEAR’S

SUBSCRIPTION

|

to

live for those we love,
die, that love to prove;

enough to

answer for!

thy Rights? Then murmur not,
lot;
Thy woman’s mission is thy
lias given;
Improve the talents God
in
Heaven.
rest
Life’s duties done—thy

Are these

necessarily
Foley’s Honey and Tar is a safeguard against
lieved to materially shorten their life;
serious results from spring colds, which inflame
but unfortunately many thousands of the
lungs and develop into pneumonia. Avoid
trees are annually rendered useless by counterfeits by insisting upon having the
County Attorney Conary insisting on jail careless and improper methods. Although genuine Foley’s Honey and Tar, which contains
sentences, the path of the liquor law the source of crude rubber gum is practi- no harmful drugs. Sold by all druggists.
violators in Hancock county is stony in- cally inexhaustible, the limited native
labor supply and the difficulties encounDaily News.
deed.
Captain Frank Stevens.
On every side, among the lawyers and tered up to the time of marketing it have
The New Sturgis Commission.
those familiar with court procedure, ; tended to keep down the supply and mainin
Captain Frank Stevens, who died
words of praise are heard for the man- j tain a high standard of prices.
Havana April 13th, was born in Blue
Augusta, Apfil 23d. Governor Fernald at ner in which
of
and
County Attorney Conary
2.45 today nominated Henry W. Oakes of Au“My child was burned terribly about the face, Hill, Me., sixty-seven years ago,
has taken up the work of his office, and
burn, George M. Phenix of Alfred and Andrew
neck and chest. I applied Dr. Thomas’ Electric late years resided in Brooklyn, N. Y.
the able manner in which he has handled Oil. The
P. Havey of Sullivan, as members of the ensank
the
child
into
a
pain ceased and
He came into prominence during the
forcement commission under the provisions of it. Judge Cornish took occasion at the restful sleep.”—Mrs. Nancy M. Hanson, Hamevents which immediately preceded the
the Sturgis law.
cleaning up of the criminal docket to burg, N, Y.
Spanish-American war. Heofwas in comMr. Havey is the Democrat member of the
pay a graceful and deserved compliment
Washingmand of the steamer City
board. He is a member of the present Legis- to the
A Medley on Millinery.
county attorney, commending him
ton in Havana harbor when the United
lature, and introduced the act providing that for the
in
which
he
handled
the
way
fyad
the county shall pay the salaries and expenses
States battleship Maine was blown up
criminal docket, which he said, the counDiogenes turned up his nose. “I may and his boat’s crew was the first to reach
of the Sturgis deputies wherever employed.
had
a
he
“conducted
in
a
lived
in
have
“but
W.
Oakes
was
and
made
ty
tub,”
attorney
said,
my the survivors and holp in the rescue
very
reappointed
Henry
chairman of the commission to succeed Hon.
Waldo Pettingill of Rumford Falls.
Andrew P. Havey will succeed Alfred H.
Lang of Skowhegan, who was the Democratic
member of the commission since its creation.
The law does not require that the nominations be confirmed by the Governor and Coun-
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Niven. Frederick.
The Lost Cabin mine. 1909.
Phillips, David Graham.
The fashionable adventures of
Joshua Craig.

152

B 22

Hale. Louise Glosser.
The actress. 1909.
Knapp, Adeline.
The well in the desert. 1908.
Lynde, Francis.

Next to copper and iron, rubber is the
most important material in the electrical
an
industry. It is used extensively as
insulating material, being one of the best
world.
insulators of electricity in the
electrical
Nearly all the wires that carry
insulacurrent are protected with rubber
Rubber prevents the electricity
tion.
of the wire
escaping through contact
acciwith other conductors; it prevents
electrical apdents, fires, and keeps theand
out
destroying
paratus from burning
itself. Besides being used for insulating
of the Genwires and cables at the plants
is used in
eral Electric Company rubber
the manufacture of motors, switches,
all electrical
generators, and nearly
machines.
,,
of the
The story of rubber is the story
the
conquest of the tropical jungles;
fights against disease, poisonous reptiles
and insects, man eating animals, hunger
lost
and thirst and the danger of being

OF

subfrom Assam, India, a soft spongy
the throng,
stance which would erase lead pencil
And I called on my landlady for liquor,
ding
marks and which afterwards became
1
dong,
known as India rubber.
And
it’s
sai
jors
my
money,
money,
found tor
Many primitive uses were
its Flies like the dust of r Summer’s day.
this wonderful gum, but owing to
Chicago, 111.
And
the
rest
of
the
of temperature,
song is more frank
to
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com- susceptibility itchanges
and more or less than printable. Ne jt comes that delectsticky
rendered
which
made
from roots and herbs,
pound,
able and cheerful ditty, the “Bay of Biscome into its own
has proved to be the most successful fluid rubber did not
famous insbory, with its refrain:
in the last century. At that cay O,
until
early
for
the
worst
forms
of
remedy
curing
a great
There she Iky
time it was discovered, after
female ills, including displacements,
Till next day
that by mixing sulinflammation, fibroid tumors, irregu- deal of experiment,
In the bay of Biscay-O!
and subjecting
larities, periodic pains, backache, 1 t ar- phur with crude rubber
these former
cam apnce m
was a tar wno had
a high degree of heat,
it
to
ing-down feeling, flatulency, indigesdeficiencies were eliminated and a ma- hard luck ail the way through, but was a
tion, and nervous prostration. It cost
both
was
philosopher about it in hexameters;
but a trifle to try it, and the result terial was produced which
“Sailor’s Advice” is a sermon in verse,
has been worth millions to many
tough and elastic, and would retain those and
“Sailor’s Money” is a moral tale.
temperatures.
under
varying
women.
properties
suffering
vulThe first stanza is a fair sample; the rest
This process of curing was called
and is the basis of rubber merely spend the rest of the money.
During the spring every one would be bene- canization
T_ J_3_
A shipwright once jpon a time,
fitted by taking Foley’s Kidney Remedy. It Hianuie
£
Yankee doodle dob, Yankee doodle doo,
furnishes a needed tonic to the kidneys after
So great has been the development of
Fell in love with Miss Peppershine,
the extra strain of winter, and it purifies the rubber manufacture since that time that
Yankee doodle dot», Yankee doodle doo,
of five
blood by stimulating the kidneys, and causing its
products now exceed a value
He swore upon his sacred life
them to eliminate the impurities from them.
hundred million dollars annually.
He’d come back and make her his wife
Foley’s Kidney Remedy imparts new life and
Or cut his neck with a great big knife,
Contrary to the popular impression
vigor. Pleasant to take. Sold by all drugis not derived from the sap.
Yankee doodle dou, Yankee doodle doo.
rubber
gum
gists.
It is secured from a milky juice or latex
In the end, the landlady got all the
A NEW TRUST.
which is found only in the bark. I his money.
There are ballads of length,
as
known
substance
a
latex contains
that go on with conversation between,
Judson C. Welliver, in McClure’s for caoutchouc (the active principle of rub- wounded
sailors and their adoring capMay, tells about a gigantic new trust ber), together with certain albuminoids, tains, who assure thf'm that their names
that is being formed in the United States. resins, etc., which upon the evaporation are
writ in glory—there are scandalous
He says that at the present rate of con- of moisture coagulata, forming a thick,
songs about bandy-legg’d captains, and
sumption the country’s coal supply will spongy substance. The percentage of sandy-haired widows who send them off,
not last more than one hundred and caoutchouc, in proportion to other inlined with good brandy—for the sake of
twenty-five years, and that a substitute gredients contained in the latex, deter- the rhyme—there fife mildly patriotic
must be found to produce the steam mines the quality of the rubber.
songs, and the botjk concludes with
The regions from which rubber gum is
power used, and asks a question which
“Henry and Jane,” most sentimentally.
in
the
belt
an
he answers.
irregular
secured form
With laurels crowned, we joyful tell
“Is there such a substitute?” There tropics and sub-tropics extending around
The day most happy shone;
is. It is found in the great water powers the earth, the quality procured varying
The sacred vow by each known well
of the country. And these are today greatly according to the species of plant,
Made Jane and Henry one.
well on the way to control by a trust big- the soil and the climate. Great quantiOf course it did, good souls, and the
ger than any that has ever been dreamed ties are produced in Africa, Mexico, Gey- naive art of the
thing is that the book
of; a trust that, if it shall be able to Ion and the Malav Islands, but the most comes to a
happy ending, though the tars
carry out the systematic plans now in desirable rubber for resiliency and wear
went on other voyages, and, folhand, will be as wealthy as if it owned resistance is secured from a tree found probably
old tradition, got their wives
all the railroads of the nation, with in the Amazon river district, South lowing good
in every port.
Standard Oil and United States Steel on America. This rubber is known as Para,
top, and then a few score of the minor the name being derived from its chief
J A. ?_ X A
A. "ji?
trusts tossed in for good measure!
It not only contains as
citv of export.
but
Bears the
si T|ie Mid Y"ii Hava Always Bought
caoutchouc,
“This is the Water Power Trust.
of
Its
cent
as
95
per
high
existence was first suspected by govern- the methods used by the natives in prement officials five years ago.
Since then paring it for market are so much superior
it has been gathering in the best power that it is selected in preference to all othIt ers for manufacturing purposes.
sites in every part of the country.
The Rights of Women.
has subsidiaries that operate in Canada.
Rubber gathering in the Amazon river
It has grown to such proportions, and its district is a hazardous and difficult underLady Dorothy Neville’s “Reminiscences”
The supply comes from wild
purpose to monopolize the water power taking.
contains the following poem given her, some
of a continent has become so apparent, trees scattered throughout dense forests,
1
that President Roosevelt thus referred to which paths must be cut through the forty odd years ago. by ady Abergavenny.
to it, not long ago, in his veto of the tangled and luxuriant undergrowth. Even The Rights of Women, w hat are they?
The Right to labor, love and pray;
James River Dam bill:
then, the trees can only be. reached duras
The Right to weep with t hose that weep;
‘The people of the country are threating three to five months of the year,
The
forests
Right to wake when others sleep.
the
ened by a monopoly far more powerful,
throughout the wot season
because in far closer touch with their are completely inundated. The climate The Right to dry the falling tear,
domestic and industrial life, than any- is so unhealthy that wiiite men cannot do The Right to quell the rising fear;

W 55
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can now

Emma Draper.
Another Operation Avoided.
“1 want women to
Chicago, 111.
know what that wonderful medicine.
E.
Pinkham’s
Lydia
Vegetable Compound, has done for me. Two of the
best doctors in Chicago said I would
die if I did not have an operation, and
I never thought of seeing a well day
again. I hada small tumor and female
troubles so that I suffered day and
night. A friend recommended Lydia
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound,
and it made me a well woman.” M s.
Ax vena Sperling, 11 Langdon St.,

Nicoll, William Robertson.
••Ian Maclaren,” the life of Rev.
33
John Watson, D. D. 1908. B 2 W
Stackpole, Everett Schermerborn.
974.19 St
Old Kittery and her families. 1903.
Lina Duff.
and
Gordon,
Margaret

SONGS

Light.
A delicious, little, old,
grimy book in
Paper covers, has tome into the hands’ of
a Boston collector:
It is dated at New
York, 1817, “printed by John Hardcastle
and for sale
by most of the booksellers ’’’
Its winsome title page
about 41-2
inches by 21-2—reads, in
varying
types:
ine cabin-boy and fore-castle
sailor’s
delight. BeingTim Magpie the Yankee’s
Own Native Notions,
Compiled by an
American Tar. A collection of choice
songs, recommended by amateurs of the
highest commendation, for the use of all
care-killing Singers.” A rude woodcut
of a first rate
110-gun ship—drawn on a
truck by six horses—forms a frontispiece. The truck is shown, but not the
horses; the thing was apparently the
model of a ship, built by the American
society of shipwrights in New York, and
shown by the society in procession at the
celebration of thef 40th and 41st anniversary of American Independence.
The songs are of the period of slushin HerCivilization first heard of rubber
of lamps and harness-casks, of pannikin
rera’s account of the second voyage
he and grog-ration. They seem hardly what
Columbus in the year 1493, where
by the na- would be likely to cheer people up; at
speaks of elastic balls made
least, unless they were of a different
tives from the gum of a tree.
breed in the olden days. If “The FaithThe first authentic account of its prac- less
Ship’s Carpenter,” sung to the tune
leadtical use was recorded in 1745 by the
of Giles Scroggin s Ghost,” contained
er of a French governmental expedition
who re- uplift it merely goes to show that the
returning from South America from the fore-castles of the period were all and
secured
natives
the
that
ported
which was more than the writers have described of
juice'of a tree a certain gum
Here’s a stanza:]
to water and misery.
very elastic, impervious
When I received my whole ship’s pay
used in making bottles, shoes and squirt
'Twas sixty-score guineas or more,

Cured by LydiaE.Pinkham’s

Vol. 3. The fall of an aristocracy 937 F 41-3
Vol. 4. Rome and Egypt..937 F 41-4
Frothingham, Arthur Lincoln.
The monuments of Christian Rome
from Constantine to the renais-

The Romance of Rubber.

work. A short time later he took part
in the rescue from the prison fortress at
Gunabacoa of Miss Evangeline Cisneros,
daughter of an insurgent general and
now the wife of Lieutenant Carbonel.
She was smuggled on board the City of
a newspaper reporter and

Washington by
a steamship agent, and Captain Stevens
her that. a search
so successfully hid
ordered by General Weyler failed to reveal her presence on board, and she was
body
safely landed in New .York. The
was brought to New York by steamer
Mrs.
for
Ellsworth
to
and taken
burial.
Stevens, who came with her husband s
from
suffering
is
ill,
critically
body,
appendicitis.
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New-York Tribune Farmer
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For only $2.25.
THE TRIBUNE FARMER is a thoroughly
ed national weekly. Special pages for Horses,
wn<* reliable market reports.
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practical, helpful, up-to-date illustrat*
Cattle, Sheep, etc., and most elaborate

\

I>r. C. D. Smead, the best known veterinary surgeon In America, writes regularly
for THE TRIBUNE FARMER, thoroughly covering the breeding, care and feeding of
all domestic animals, and his articles meet the needs of everj practical working farmer

and interest every
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80°*
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town who
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FARMER alone is #1.00.
To new subscribers and all old subscribers who will pay up arrearages and
one year in advance w-e make this lil>eral offer
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MAINE.

BREAK THAT COLD

;
5 i

!|

Before it sends you

neglected

colds.

to

a

So don’t

sick bed.

delay—get

Consumption is
bottle today of

a

often the
the true

result of

“LF.W ATWOOD’S BITTERS
The surest, quickest, safest cold remedy known. They drive all the impurities from the system.
*nd head, and the cold disappears like magic.
Nothing like the
r
L* F- Medicine for cleansing bowels and blood and
putting the whole system right. A few
doses will do it*
f
dad a DatQa today SS cmto mf dealers*
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FOR SALE

For Sale

A ten-passenger buckboard in good running
order, a jigger wagon, a tip cart, also a set of
double harnesses,forsjale on account of a change
in business. Apply to
4wl6
E. H. KNOWLTON,
At the Knowlton & Grant Store, P. O. Square.

The Wentworth cottage at Murphy’s Point
will be sold at a bargain. Apply to
JAMES H. WENTWORTH, Waldo,
Or to E. H. Knowlton, at Knowlton & Grant’s,
4wl6
P. O. Square, Belfast.

FOR SALE
The Batchelder homestead
ner, & mile from Northport
be sold at a bargain. Apply *',
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If you have a sprained ankle, aching feet, lame
muscles or chilblains, you can cure yourself in
remarkably short time by a free use of
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Voted, That each subordinate grange
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the subordinate grange shall consist of
and $10 for 2nd.
included in the
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muscles

Linimentj

two, viz.; $15 for 1st
England States has This
exhibit shall be
utilization and is ready above
grange space.

t.in.

'H

sev-

w

Auburn;

I

I

Rub the affected parts freely with the liniment—
application will work a wonderful change for I
the better—continued use will
bring a sure and I
speedy cure. Johnson*! Anodyne Liniment is an I
to
inflammation
of
enemy
every kind—heals I
cuts, burns, wounds and contusions—cures
lumbago, muscular rheumatism, sciatica, /
lame back,-stiff joints, frost bites, etc.
f
Tryit—it’s been used for over 97 years with
remarkable success. Sold everywhere.
Jk I Bkl Q
O I)
1•
I IB O
Guaranteed under Food and Drugs
w
Act,.June30,1906. Serial No. 313.
25c. a bottle;
50c buys three times as much.

Hitchings; New
Sanderson; Vermont,
issachusetts, A. A. HixR. M. Bogen; Connecti-

-out: E. F.

I

one

F. F.

hi

I

William P.

Presidents of the

0

Don't Be A Cripple

1

Literary News and Notes.
While the National

Magazine always

fulfils its policy of embodying the

na-

spirit and giving information concerning all national affairs each month,
every issue breathes the special spirit of
tional

Letter.

Washington, D. C., April 26. Now
that the Senate debate is fairly along
there is prospect that the tariff bill may
get to the conference committee by the
first of June or
perhaps earlier. However, there are to be some very sharp
conflicts over several features, particularly the income tax and the maximum
and minimum
provision. The question
of revenue is giving the leaders most
concern, and as there is no way of estimating it to a certainty, the debate over
the various amendments may be
prolonged.
The utmost pressure is being
brought to bear by business concerns for
the speedy passage of the bill in some
form so that the future can be anticipated and planned for and work resumed.
The railroads and all industrial interests
are
extremely hopeful and manufacturers
expect a large demand for all products
at once. There are no large stocks of
any commodity in the country, and with
the usual good crops the fall business
should be tremendous.
The Government receipts continue to
increase, and the deficit will probably be
diminished rather than increased to the
end of the fiscal yeas,
j The most significant and favorable sign
| for the future is the confidence found in
| all circles toward the President and his
Administration. Mr. Taft is pledged to
j continue the so-called Roosevelt policies,
but at the same time his methods will
differ largely from those of his predecessor.
If there are those who ought to be
punished, he will go about it in his calm,

I I Just Love the Cakes MamaBakes I

||

^

in the above Pomona exhibit
shall offer a premium of $10. To the
individual exhibiting the best box shall
on its cover page.
The
be awarded a $10 prize. The remaining- the month named
keynote of the May number is sounded
___*
money appropriated shall constitute a on the back of the
in
the
frontispiece
fund for the payment of other State
eloquent tribute by the editor to Mother’s
premiums.
Each county shall be allowed to name Day, which is celebrated on May 9th,
the second Sunday in the month, when it
the variety of apple for that county.
dispassionate, judicial way, and not inis suggested that every human being
We trust that every patriotic citizen
jure the innocent or unnecessarily diswear a white flower in honor of “the
On and after October 5, 1908, trains connectof the State (and who is not) will take
best mother who ever lived—your own.” turb the industrial and financial world. ing at Burnham and Waterville with through First Class Fare Between Belfast and Boston
hold of this far reaching movement and
trains
for and from Bangor, Waterville, Port$3.25 One Way; $6.00 Round Trip.
lend a hand by voluntary contributions to
In the New Idea Woman’s Magazine Hundreds of millions of capital are ready land and Boston will run
as follows :
for
the
that
investments
will
take
bear
the
of
this
State
exfor
Garden
describes
help
place
expense
May, Mary
vividly
FROM BELFAST.
Steamers City of Rockland and City of
hibit. Take pride in your own State and her struggle for fame. In an article en- under the new conditions.
The stock
add your mite to make this exhibit one titled “Moments 1 Remember in My market
P. M.
A,M.
P.M.
has reflected this feeling and
Bangor
12 15
that will do credit to our good old “Pine Life,” she recalls her first triumphs in
3 20
Belfast, depart. 6 55
Leave Belfast about 2.30 p. m., Mondays,
there is the most optimistic sentiment on Citypoint. t7 00
+12 20
+ 325
Tree State.’’ Remember our motto!
opera and incidentally gives good advice
Wednesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays for
Waldo. +7 10
+12 30
+3 35 Camden, Rockland
We need funds at once to carry on this to girls who have an ambition to become on every hand.
and Boston.
Brooks. 7 22
12 42
3 47
For Searsport, Bucksport, Winterport and
work. More than $1,000 is represented singers. Charlotte Perkins Gilman conOf course, a normal resumption of Knox. +7 34
+12 54
3 59
about
7.45 a. m., or on arrival of steamBangor
in the above named premiums, and the siders “The Money Value of Women’s
1 00
4 05
business means the death blow to the Thorndike. 7 40
ea from Boston,
Tuesdays, Wednesdays Fri- j
Do not wait Work” from the point of view of the
1 08
expense involved therein.
4 13
Unity. 7 48
and Saturdays.
to be solicited but show your colors, of possible economic independence of every hopes of the Democrats in the Congres- Burnham, arrive. 8 10
1.30
4 35
6 07
RETURNING
true blue, at once. The governors of the housewife.
Overton Westfeldt Price sional elections of next year. The Re- Clinton. 8 28
Benton.
8 38
6 16
New England States are deeply interest- discusses “Why We Should Celebrate
Steamers leave Boston Mondays, Tuesdays,
publicans will compromise their differ- Bangor. 11 35
3
20
6
10
ed and will offer silver cups as sweep- Arbor Day” and makes a strong plea for
Thursdays and Fridays at 5.00 p. m.
A.M.
ences. while it will be impossible to unite
Leave Rockland, via Camden, Tuesdays,
stake premiums. There are also large the conservation of the forests. Other
Waterville. 8 44
2 12
6 22
Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays at about
the
Democratic
factions.
cash sweepstake prizes offered by the features of the month are: “Friends of
Naturally,cerA.M.
P.M.
P,M.
5.30 a. m., or on arrival of steamer from Bosthe Immigrant Girl” by Ethel Colson; tain Democratic leaders and papers are Portland. 11 50
association.
4 50
9 30
ton.
“When Moving Day Comes” by Mary
330
755
530
FRED W. POTE, Agent,
making their usual year ahead claim, but Boston
Boston, iE*D.
^ w D.
32Q
90_
g25
“The
OAS'I-O n X A
Taylor-Ross;
Possibility of'a Late that has no influence on the result. The
Belfast, Maine.
TO
BELFAST
Garden”
Ida
D.
and
The Kind Vou Hove Always Buugfi’
“Social
by
Bennett,
Ban the
Benefits You Should Know About” by people are going to support Mr. Taft
MASSACHUSETTS
BONDING
AND INP.M.
A.M.
A.M.
Ann Forsyth.
700
900
throughout his administration, and give Boston,
SURANCE COMPANY,
Boston .(E’D.
( w D.
g 45
An indictment of the richest church in him a Republican Congress to h>dp him
P.M.
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS.
America—but an indictment which does
Portland. 10 35
7 00
carry out his plans.
1 05
THE RICHEST CHURCH IN AMERICA. not disturb one’s faith in religion —is Ray
A.M.
There will be most important legislaASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1908.
Stannard Baker’s theme in his article,
Waterville. 6 55
9 50
4 15
Stocks and bonds,
tion enacted at the regular long session Bangor. 6 45
$649,600 00
12 25
“What, then, is this Trinity Church?” “The Case Against Trinity,” which is
Cash
in office and bank,
174,993 57
P. M.
asks Ray Stannard Baker in his article the leading feature of the May Ameri- next winter and spring, which the people
Agents’
balances,
63,740 50
+9 56
4 22 j
“The Case Against Trinity." which ap- can Magazine. It is a scathing arraign- will endorse in the elections of next Benton. 7 02
Interest accrued,
3,055 40
Clinton.
7 13
10 05
4 33
ment before the bar of public opinion.
pears in the American Magazine for
10 20
4 50
year. The fact of the matter is that the Burnham, depart. 8 25
Gross assets,
47
$891,389
May. Mr. Baker in a scathing arraign- “The indecent Stage” by Samuel Hop- Democratic
8 44
10 45
5 09
Deduct items not admitted,
party is thoroughly incapa- Unity.
10,508 69
ment of the vestrymen and the rector of kins Adams is a comment on the present
Thorndike.
8 52
1100
5 17
of
the
ble
theatre.
The
of
of
number of
taking advantage circumstances. Knox. +9 00 +11 10
Old Trinity Church of New York City, tendency
+5 25
Admitted assets.
$880,880 78
11 30
5 40
tells the story of despotic management, leud and immoral theatrical offerings to- It has had the alliance of certain muck- Brooks. 9 15
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1908.
Waldo.
25
before
the
is
11
40
+9
50
+5
True
day
public
mis-used funds and un-Christian methods.
appalling.
but
the
efforts
of
these
raking journals,
+11 50
+6 00 Net unpaid losses,
$ 6,931 13
Citypoint. +9 35
He claims that the public have as much stories which illustrate how sharp eyes,
Unearned premiums,
11 55
6 05
to smirch the Vice President Belfast, arrive. 9 40
145,414 97
right to question the moral standards of quick thinking and ingenious signals win publications
All other liabilities,
26,708 34
station.
tFlag
the most notable church in America as baseball games, are told by Hugh S. and Speaker and certain Senators and
500,000 00
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at Cash capital,
over
all
they have to conduct insurance investi- Fullerton, the great baseball expert, 1 Representatives, has fallen flat and only $5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Surplus
liabilities,
201,826 34
gations and Standard Oil inquiries. He under the title of “The Fine Points of acted as a boomerang. The American
Through tickets to all points West and NorthTotal
the
liabilities
Game.”
The
and
article
is
of
full
$880,880 78
surplus,
calls Trinity corporation a Trust and
pictures
west, via all routes, for saie by Lewis Sanborn,
of the most prominent players.
people like fair play, and are going to Agent, Belfast.
Macoinber, Farr & Whitten, State Agents,
MORRIS MCDONALD.
says;
Vice President and General Manager.
Augusta, Maine.
Justice to Wall Street is the key-note know both sides of a question before
“Every human institution has one
F. E. BOOTHBY, General Passenger Agent.
B. F. Colcord. Agent, Searsoprt, Maine.
supreme function: to serve the people of the May Everybody’s.
Taking up a they condemn men who have been in pub3wl6
in one way or another. A railroad cor- stand between the radicalism of ‘‘Frenlic life for nearly a generation.
poration serves by carrying freight and zied Finance” days, and the conservaTHE
CAPITAL
FIRE
INSURANCE COMWashington was captured last week
passengers; a church serves by promot- tism of Wall Street’s present defenders,
PANY OF CONCORD, N. H.
ing the true spirit of religion.' In order Frederick Upham Adams and the pub- by about 5,000 Daughters of the Amerito perform its service to the people prop- lishers of Everybody’s offer the calmest can Revolution, and for a few
ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1908.
days the
erly, a railroad corporation is provided and most complete exposition of the politics of this body of assertive and pugReal estate,
$ 92,507 27
with certain tools—depots, a road-bed and People vs. the Stock-Gambling Game
Mortgage loans,
80,048 55
rolling stock; and a church has its spired that has yet been heard. Mr. Adams naciously patriotic women overshadowed
Collateral loans,
19,700 00
Stocks and bonds,
buildings, its music, its preaching, its gives in cold, incontrovertible form ‘‘The the tariff bill and even the White House
455,460 51
Cash
in
office
and
schools.
A church is not religion: it is a Cost of the Wall Street Game” —the Bill. No blood was
bank,
59,092 85
spilt, howe' er, and
Agents’ balances,
mere human agency for
56,279 73
fostering reli- price that the amateur has to pay for the proceedings ended very peacefully.
Interest and rents,
the
It
5,180 03
contain
the
Ark
of
of
the
keeping
gion.
up
great gambling system
may
All other assets,
The various sessions were much like polit2^995 49
Covenant, or it may not. When the America. Thomas W. Lawson tells why
people, then, arise to criticise the church, it is that his followers sometime lose— ical conventions, and showed " hat apt
Gross assets,
$771,264 43
Deduct items not admitted,
they are not attacking religion, but rath- it is not a defense of himself, but a pupils our “Daughters” have become.
2,409 16
er the public service of the institution
statement of fact. The publishers of the
When the Census bill becomes » law
Admitted assets,
which assumes to promote religion.
It magazine round up the discussion con$768,855 27
is as proper to ask of a church as of a clusively, and answer their critics in and the adequate appropriation is made,
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1908.
railroad company: Is it doing its work thorough and explicit terms.
plans will be perfected for the work of
Net unpaid losses,
$ 39,498 55
Unearned
efficiently?
President Taft, in an article in Mc- next year. Director North will soon
premiums,
348^804 77
All
other
“Like many of the great trusts and Clure's
liabilities,
22,525 69
Magazine for May, answers the after have his force completed, and with to
COAL is now.
Cash capital,
200,000 00
corporations, Trinity has become inor- critics of the Panama Canal. He de- his wide
over
no
will
doubt
Surplus
liabilities,
experience
give us because we can offer
158,026 26
dinately wealthy. No church in the world, clares that the lock type was the best
you unperhaps, has so much property and such type of canal to build, and he dares hope ; better results than ever before.
Total liabilities and surplus,
27
$768,S55
a varied and costly
coal.
that Thomas Atwood,
The two or three million base ball fans
equipment. The value that it will be finished before 1915, and
Agent. Winterport, Maine.
of its property is beyond $50,000,000.
Of that the cost will fall below Colonel
the
throughout
3wl6
country will be interested has been
selected—
this about two-thirds is distinctly church Goethal’s latest estimate of
$297,000,000. in knowing that both the President and
property, untaxed; for Trinity parish not Arthur Woods, a Deputy Police Comwuri uiib puiru in view—ro give WE
only owns the magnificent church which missioner in New York City, contributes Vice President were attentive spectators
stands in the midst of the spacious and a
to
timely article on the Black Hand So- at the game in Washington last week, the utmost
beautiful (and enormously valuable) old ciety which was
responsible for the murchurch yard at the head of Wall Street, der of Detective Petrosino; Judson C. and in the most democratic fashion shar- customers
to all other
ed a bag of peanuts while discussing the
but it owns and conducts nine other Welliver describes the latest
monopoly,
of
clean
churches some of them nearly' as large “The National Water Power Trust:” plays. Although there is a Presidential
as Old Trinity itself.
It also owns a George F. Parker quotes Cleveland’s box at the Washington
Mr.
and honest
grounds,
number of church houses, school build- opinions of
McKinley, Bryan, Cortelyou Taft preferred to sit in one of the boxes
ings, a hospital, and a cemetery, all of and others; Benjamin Brooks describes
the
time to
is how and
of the grand-stand.
Vice President
j which are included in its list of untaxed the work of “The Webfoot Engineer,”
church property. This vast machinery and makes clear to the laymen the
To THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL. We
is seen at the game frequently,
Sherman
mysof service is controlled by Trinity parish, teries of
want you to take advantage of our comtunnel-building; Guglielmo Fer- and Mr. Taft has announced that he will
a corporation similar to other business rero, the Italian
historian, writes about attend as often as possible.
bination with THE NEW IDEA WOcorporations, except that the directors the part played by “The Vine in Roman
MAN’S MAGAZINE. We have
already
j are known as vestrymen, the general History,” and a Tuscan lady, who was in
A Case ot Bigamy.
announced that we offer the two
manager as Rector, and the stockholders Messina at the time of the earthquake,
togethas communicants.
other
Like many
cor- contributes a human document on that
One Samuel Moett, of Boston, a negro, is in
er for $2.10.
Regular Subscription Price
has
a
incomethis
his
for
porations, Trinity
wife, a white
vicinity, looking
large
great disaster. There are four good
$2.50.
producing investment outside of its ac- short stories, and another instalment of woman, whom he believes to be living on one
of the islands with another man. Moett is actual operating plant.
About one-third Mrs. Humphry Ward’s novel,
Sample copies of New Idea at this
“Marriage
W.
Messrs.
C.
and
A.
companied by
George
of its property—to the value of over $16, a la Mode.”
office.
marine engines
f ord, lawyers of Boston. The object of this
000,000 (assessed value, as given in the
The burden of our changing social search was located in Vinalhaven, whither the
REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. C0„
Trinity report, $13,646,300)—is in rented order falls upon our daughters, claims party proceeded on Wednesday. It was found
lands and tenements.
In short, it is a the Woman’s Home
that the couple had recently moved to Islesfor
Belfast, Maine.
Companion
May, boro, and the searchers returned to
big business corporation; calling it a and this magazine shows
Rockland,
by striking ex- i Thursday
church does not change its character.”
and
at
once
to
forenoon,
proceeded
amples and figures how topsy-turvy is Camden, taking
1*4 to 15 H. P.
the boat there for Islesboro.
Olir wav of trainincr cnrls
In this
Moett and his lawyers did not state what acWUtleOutfit.,
issue is a charming article by Margaret tion they intend to take, but it is
pR,CE RIGHT
unofficially
Sangster, showing that the millionaire 1 asserted that the woman will be held on charge
Pumps,
of
I
mother is by no means as black as she is
bigamy.—Rockland Opinion.
OFFICE NO. 2, ODD FELLOWS’ BLOCK.
Cures Colds: Prevents Pneumonia
Ice Cream
painted.
Mary Heaton Vorse, in her
Office hours every afternoon from 1 to 4.
Freezers,
own inimitable style proves that if we
Maine
Kvcniug.* I shall he at my residence, 23
Stationary
Defrauded Maine Orchardists.
are fat it is
our own fault.
In more
Alone
Court Street, to answer calls.
Engines,
for children; safe, sure. ATo opiates
serious mood is atrip through the MetroThe complaint of Maine apple growers
Supplies
Office telephone call, 25(1, ring 11.
politan Museum of Art with Sir Caspar
and
who shipped many thousand barrels to Purdon Clarke as
to Slang.
This valuable
Opposed
guide.
Mouse telpenecall, 32, ring 22.
Off
Walter Mills of Boston, upon a written article is illustrated
Repairs
by exquisite reproguarantee from him that he would obtain ductions of famous paintings. Other arDonald had been to Sunday school, and
good prices in the London market, result- ticles of interest are “The Art of Econ- 1 on coming home was asked what he had
ed in Mills’ conviction after a lengthy
omy,” by Mrs. John Van Vorst, and learned. The lesson was the story of
trial in the Boston courts on the charge “The
Commuters of New York,” by Al- Joseph and the small learner was evidentof using the mails in a scheme to defraud. bert
“An Imperial ly very full of his subject?.
Bigelow Paine.
mm
WANTED AT ONCE.
The government claims that Mills obtainWraith,” by Clara Morris, contains
“Oh,” he said, “it was about a boy,
ed between $10,000 and $15,000 from the
reminiscences of the Empress and his brothers took him and put him in
charming
Telephone 2215
Reasonable Price Paid. Also
sale of the Maine apples without accountEugenie. “Lucy Green,” a friendless a hole in the ground; and then they killed
BRANCH AT ROCKLAND, MAINE
ing in any way to the growers. In the seventeen-year-old girl, tells how she another boy, and took the first boy’s coat
111
■
I
House for Sale
trial, which lasted nearly two weeks in went to Boston penniless, in search of a and dipped it in the blood of this boy
the United States district court, there
and how she got one.
and—”
job,
were witnesses,
Centrally located.
mostly apple growers,
“Oh, no, Donald, not another boy!”
from Harrison, Auburn, Oakland, Ox#
But
If you have backache and urinary troubles his sister interrupted, horrified.
ford, Naples, South Waterford and other you should take
Foley's Kidney Remedy tc Donald stood his ground.
places in Maine. Mills is the son of John strengthen and build
“It was, too,” he insisted. Then he
up the kidneys so they
a
merchant.
Mills, prominent English
will act properly, as a serious kidney trouble added, “The teacher said ‘kid,’ but I
IN WALDO COUNTY.
may develop.
don’t use words like that.’’—Woman’s
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—Everybody’s Magazine.

2nd, $30; 3rd,
Don't use harsh physics. The reaction weakfruit (bushel) ens the bowels, leads to chronic constipation.
"nona is limited to 50 boxes,
Get Doan’s Regulets. They operate easily, tone
"at the Pomona
premiums to the stomach, cure constipation.
4

“It

to come natural somehow,”
said the youth, flushing with pleasure.
“I’ve had a good deal of practice with a
seems

fountain pen.”—Everybody’s Magazine.

ROTSKIDKEYCUK
Bladder Right
hkH Kldaeya
art

box of Mother Gray’s Sweet Powders
for Children, for use throughout the season.
They Break up Colds, Cure Feverishness, Constipation, Teething Disorders, Headache and
Stomach Troubles. THESE POWDERS NEVER
FAIL. Sold by all Drug Stores, 26c. Don’t
accept any substitute. A trial package will
be sent FREE to any mother who will address
Allen S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y.

without

a

buy and sell.

ORRIN J. DICKEY. Belfast, Maine.

FOR

SALE

One of the best hay farms in the county, ^on*
taining about 100 acres of the best land; no
rocks, plentv of wood, also some timber, good
pasture, well watered. Abundance of fruit trees.
Good house, ell, shed and carriage house, also
large barn. Cuts 40 tons hay, which will be sold
with farm if wanted. Also all farming tools.
Located 1} miles from postofflce. Inquire of
35tf

FARM FOR

THOMAS GANNON,
Lower Congress St., Belfast, Me.

SALE”

IN NOKTHPOKT, MAINE,

want

see us

Trucking.
IE. W. BLAZO,
3ml3

126

new

Waldo Avenue

Hugs

-FROM-

Old

Carpets.

Send for circulars to

ORIENTAL RUG WORKS
SKOWHEfiAN,

MAINE.

Factory rebuilt, brick, modern improvements

Painting and Paper
Hanging.
I wish to notify my customers and the public
generally that I am prepared to do inside and
outside painting, paper hanging, frescoing, etc.

WALTER J. ROBERTS.
Telephone

3m8

75-22

mm,
A two

for

story house, eleven rooms, convenient

one

or

City water,
of

families,

two

and in

good repair.

connection; one-fourth acere
26 Union street, Belfast. Enquire of

land.

sewer

D. F.

tf

STEPHENSON,

at

Store,

Next door to Windsor Hote

Horses
FOB S
A few horses for sale

ASK MR. DICKEY. Livery

Farm* wanted.

you

I am prepared to do all kinds of trucking.
Furniture and piano moving a specialty. Leave
orders at M. E. McDonald's furniture store, 70
Main street, and they will receive prompt attention. Telephone connection.

fOLEYSHONHMAR

Real Estate

If

It will pay you to call and

S. W. Johnson, M.D.

1

merchandise.

anything, ask for it.

SUBSCRIPTION

buy

THE

_

our specialty.
We
Sawyer Oiled Clothing
and a large stock of gen-

the

carry

YOUR

Yes,

and

His stock

will be kept up to the usual standard quality and at reasonable prices.

WANT

peo-j

Spring

Ladies’ White Goods,
Underwear, Etc.

the right place, here, assuredly.

Dust Settles.

:

satisfaction
and
discernment. Good

lot of

new

a

Summer merchandise.
of

NOW,

Coal
usually good
carefully

GHILDRtlTWHO

r

BROOKS, MAINE,
Has in

I

varieties of apples were
'tii-: V1 (.-bass I for the following
ties. Wealthy, McIntosh
;
i -t- 111 Spy, King, Gravenstein,
Davis. Premiums,
ftr;Ben
?'i for
2nd; $4 for 3rd, on each
Home Companion for May.
Be a Man!
fe/'f.named varieties,
The Same Principle.
in J :|,l- fruit shall consist only of
and
the
tejrn 'llllJ, Spys,
following
A Texas tradesman has this pertinent
ARE SIGKLY
“Fust time you’ve ever milked a cow,
be offered: $50 for 1st;
forv,
in a conspicuous place in his store:
is it?” said Uncle Josh to his visiting
for 3rd, on each of the sign
tar ,.,;
Mothers who value their own comfort and
nephew. “Wal, y’ do it a dum sight
Man is made of dust.
better'n most city fellers do.
the welfare of their children, should never be
bliANGE EXHIBITS.
V

"

■

MarcelluslDow

Small

GLASS I.

S*fi|

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Whereas Edgar P. Marriner, of Searsmont in
the County of Waldo, Maine, by his mortgage
deed dated June 17th, A. D. 1903, recorded in
the Waldo County Registry of deeds in Book
268, Page 139, conveyed to me, the undersigned, three certain lots or parcels of real estate
situated in Searsmont in said County of Waldo,
on the road leading from Searsmont
Village
through East Searsmont to Lincolnville Center,
bounded and described as follows:
The first lot or parcel being bounded northerly by land formerly of Ira Brewster, Caleb
Lamb, and Leslie Marriner; easterly by land of
Leslie Marriner and land formerly of Westbrook Thomas; southerly by land formerly of
Westbrook Thomas and Abel Marriner Jr.;
westerly by land formerly of Westbrook Thomas, Joseph Packard, Abel Marriner Jr. and land
formerly of Ira Brewster.
The second lot or parcel beingbounded northerly by land of C. A. Morse and land formerly
of the late Miles Pease; easterly by land formerly of said Pease and land formerly of Jerry
Wyman; southerly by land of Leroy Morse;
westerly by land of George Everett Donnell.
The third lot or parcel being situated on the
road leading past George Everett Donnell's
house to Arthur Meal's house and bounded
northerly by land of George Everett Donnell;
easterly by said road; southerly and westerly
by the old mountain road, so called, now discontinued.
Said three lots being all the real estate owned
by the late Austin T. Marriner at the time of
his decease and now occupied and in possession
of said Edgar P. Marriner. And whereas the
condition of said mortgage has been broken:
now, therefore, by reason of the breach of the
condition thereof I claim a foreclosure of said
mortgage.
Dated this 20th day of April, A. D., 1909.
FRED E. WYMAN.

early

Co. at

as we

ELMER E.

E.
by Belfast

good trades. Call

intend to sell.

BROWOdT,

183 HAMMOND ST.f BANGOR.

Containing 180 acres of land, good for crops
Practice limited to Eye. Ear, Nose aud Throat
of all kinds and especially corn and potatoes; I ncluding the fitting of Glasses.
acres of mowing land, 50 acres of
pasture,
ty“In Belfast, Odd Feilow9’ Block, Room 2
high land suitable for sheep raising and other
tfy
very Monday.
stock, well watered from springs, remainder in
wood land, 50 apple trees in good condition.
One story house, ell, wood house, and barn 70x
42, in good repair. Well of good water. Five
The M. F. Carter house, 39 Cedar street, ;a
miles from Belfast,
miles from the Camp
Ground. This farm is in every way suitable offered for sale. It is fitted for two tenements,
for a stock farm. For particulars inquire of
has^ slated roof, city water and sewer connection. Apply to
DAVID L. HERRICK, on the Premise*.
JOHN A. FOGG.
8tf
Belfast, April 1, 1909,-13

40

HOUSE FOR SALE

SHIP NEWS.

SEARSPORT.
Mr. E. M. Glidden arrived Monday from California.
Reed Lowell is at
Harbor.

wo

at Bar

If^Ropfol

A at histia<|e, painting,
*

M. Harris of Boston
business.

F.
on

AMERICAN PORTS.

was

in town

Monday

Social dance at the G. A. R. hall Friday
ing, April 30th.

”

even-

David W. Nickels was down from Millinocket
and spent Sunday with his family.

Rupert P. Colcord has been confined

Absolutely

home the past week with the measles.
Fred N.
week

Pendleton, who was in town last
business, returned to Boston Saturday.

on

Baking Powder
Pure

Renders the
food more wholesome and superior in lightness and flavor.

his

to

Miss Antoinette Webber, who has been visiting relatives in Boston, returned home last
week.

The onlyba.king powder

Mrs. D. S. Beals has just received a fine asnew spring
hats of the latest

Royal Grape Cream of Tartar.

sortment of

styles.

1

.

Harriette N. Roulstone left last week
to visit relatives and friends in Boston and viMiss

fjsfijg
JQtlHv
^

cinity.

trade, which he followed until 1866, when he organs. Friends extend sympathy to her husGeorge W. Young, who has been employed at moved here from Belfast and entered thejdrug band and daughter, Mrs. Carrie A. Gardner, ir
Bar Harbor for the past month, returned home store of his father and carried on the busi- their great anxiety.
ness until about a year ago, when he closed
Saturday.
The Ladies’ Aid Society herewith extends
Schs. C. B. Clark and Zaccheus Sherman out the drug business. Mr. Smith had al- thanks to Mrs. Desiah G. Harris for hei
ways been a Republican and cast his first thoughtful Easter offering. Her various donawere
towed to Bangor
Friday by the tug
vote in 1856 for John C. Freemont. He was a
tions have been highly appreciated by these
Britannia.
director in the Searsport National Bank from workers for the Universalist parish.
Mrs
All reads are now
leading to Swan Lake. its incorporation until about a year ago. No- Harris is now in
Portland with her son, Mr. H,
Several local fishermen made some fine catches
vember 5,lS57,he was united in marriage with
H. Grant, and family.
of trout and salmon last week.
Miss Mary E., the'daughter of the late Master
Rev. H. E. Rouillard left last Thursday for
Mrs. William H. Blanchard arrived Saturday Lemuel R. Palmer of Belfast. Two children
Boston, intending to be away two weeks.
from Melrose, Mass., where she spent the winwere born to them, Miss Francis E. Smith and
Rev. A. A. Smith of Belfast filled his place in
ter with her daughter, Mrs. W. B. Ford.
and Fred B. Smith, both of Searsport, and who
the Universalist pulpit, last Sunday, delivering
Sch. Dav s Palmer. Capt. McKown. finished with his widow survive him. Mr. Smith had
one of his exalting, religious discourses, which
discharging Friday at the Penobscot coal dock been a familiar figure on our streets for the seemed
highly appreciated by the congregaand sailed Saturday for Newport News.
past 43 years, and will be missed by many peo- tion, as evinced
by the close attention given.
in
befriended
he
has
whom
in
this
town
Charles Alley has moved from the farm of ple
Mr. Josiah L. Lancaster left Monday for
to
assist
was
He
willing
always
Capt. W. R. Gilkey on North Searsport avenue many ways.
Camden, where he will remain for a few weeks
into the chambers of L. D. Littlefield on Elm those who were industrious and honourable in
making repairs upon a residence. He was
their dealings. Mr. Smith was an owner in
street.
his brother, Peirce D. Lanseveral vessels which were built here. Funer- joined Tuesday by
Roscoe Doty left Monday for
Allston, Mass., al services will be held to-day, Thursday, at caster, who will assist in the carpentry. Mrs.
where he will work for the season at the blackP. D. Lancaster accompanied her husband and
his late residence at 2 p. m. Rev. C. H. Mesmith’s trade with Albert M. Eames,
formerly Elhiney of the first Congregational church will will keep house for the gentlemen during
of Searsport.
their stay.
officiate. Interment will be in the family lot i
A supper under the auspices of the Ladies’
Capt. Charles Smart, who has been at the in the village cemetery.
Waldo County Hospital in Belfast for several
Aid Society will be served in the Masonic
weeks,receiving treatment for a broken ankle,
banquet hall Saturday night, May 1st, at 25
returned home April 14th.
cents per plate. These earnest workers hope
for liberal patronage, the character of their
J. F. Spellman’s crew of nineteen men. who
Mrs. Avalina Griffin, who suffered an ill turn
are employed on the extension of the Eastern
suppers being well known. For particulars,
last week, is now considerably improved.
see bills in post office.
Steamship Company’s pier here, are boarding
Those desiring jig-saw puzzles for children
at the Cleaves house on Park street.
Mrs. Alice T. Doe arrived home early last
will find them on sale at the drug store.
week from Boston, where she had spent the
There will be no fish weirs built on Sears
Miss Maud Merrithew is unable to return to
Island this coming season, the first time for 87 her studies at Bangor being now sick with the winter, called here by the illness of her mother, Mrs. James Treat. Mrs. T. is now improvyears that this island has been without a fish grip.
ing slowly. She sat up for a short time Sunweir for the taking of salmon and other fish.
The Ladies' Aid Society will meet for sewthat being her first attempt. Both she
The extension of the steamboat wharf is ing this, Thursday, afternoon with Mrs. Everett day,
and Mr. Treat have been suffering from the
on
going
rapidly. The driving of the piling Staples, Sylvan street.
grip, but he has been out of doors for some
will be finished this week and then work will
Mr. Noah Twiss has been very sick from the
days.
begin on the placing of the cap sills and top grip for two weeks past, but is more comThere will be a “Ghost Party” this, Thurstimbers.
fortable at present.
day, evening under the auspices of WassaumThe “Brookside” on Steamboat avenue will
The Young People’s Guild will be entertainkeag Club in the new club room, afl being inbe opened to summer visitors May 1st, under
ed next Friday afternoon by Mrs. Everett vited to participate. The ladies are to
appear
the management of Mr. Edmun Eno. The house
I Staples, Jr., Sylvan street.
clad in white and masked, having previously
w’as very
successfully managed by Mr. Eno
invited, by printed slips signed Mrs. Ghost,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Allen returned from
during the season of 1908.
Bangor, last week, and opened their house on some gentleman, requesting him to be at WasMiss Lucy E. Spofferd, clerk in the
post of- Cross street, for the summer.
saumkeag Club’s room on Thursday evening,
fice, has resigned her position and will leave
unmasked, to act as her partner for the “Ghost
The Current Events Club was entertained
Party” and dance. After the grand march
for her home in Haverhill, Mass., May 1st.
last week by the Misses Mary and Harriet D. each gentleman will be asked to name his
Miss Spofford has been employed in the post
partner—each ghost having taken the person
session.
in
Hichborn,
regular
office for about a year and made many friends
she had invited—and, if he correctly names
she will pay the ice cream bill, otherwise
of
the
Stockton
cashier
her,
P.
Mr. Leon
Lawton,
among the patrons of the office by tier obliging
he will furnish the refreshments. The club
manners and g'enial
^
Springs Trust Co., left Saturday for Boston on members have decided that the dance
disposition.
tickets
will be bought by the gentlemen this time.
Next Sunday evening in the Methodist ves- a business trip, returning Tuesday.
A
occasion
is
and
it is
pleasant
meet
for
will
Events
Club
anticipated,
The Current
try the third in the series of Gospel song serhoped the company may be a large one. This
vices will be held.
Familiar hymns will be study—Anthropology—Wednesday afternoon, affair was postponed from last
Friday evening
May 5th, with Mrs. H. L. Hopkins, church because of inclement weather.
and an account of the
origin and history
given by the pastor. The street.
service will begin at 7.30. It is hoped that
Misses Mary and Phoebe Calkin spent Sunthere will be a large attendance.
day with their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Miss Danzy Goodell gave a birthday party Calkin, returning to Bucksport Seminary
Tuesday, April 20th, to a number of her friends, Monday.
it being her third birthday. Miss Goodell enMr. William H. Kelley of Brewer visited his
tertained her friends with selections on her mother, Mrs. Laura Kelley, early last week
if
toy piano and sang several little songs. In and went to Frankfort on business the followcutting the birthday cake she found a ten dol- ing day.
lar gold piece. Cake and cocoa and fruit were
Mr. and Mrs. Albion Goodhue arrived from
sung
of each

hymn

will be

UNITY.

the street. The bu*rair!g was
present location by Gen. Nickerson, and has been used for several years as <
blacksmith shop.

Mrs. Florence Nixen from Waterville was a
guest at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Frank H.
Dutton several days last week.
Orville Fuller is at home for

a

short stay,

ar-

to

There

its

will

be

a

musicale in Union

Brockway is quite ill from grip at the
of her daughter and husband, Mr. and
Mrs. Frank L. Marston, Church street She is
somewhat relieved at this writing, Monday.

Mrs. Dudley Clark, who has been very ill foi
sometime, is at this writing thought to be improving. Mrs. Mat Pendleton from Farwell’s
Mills is employed as nurse.

Mrs. Morris Patterson is quite ill from grip,
complicated with lung trouble. She is more

Mrs. Joshua Bacon died at her home Iasi
week after a long illness. Funeral services
were held at the home a few days later, Rev
Ashley A. Smith of Belfast officiating. Interment was in the Pond Cemetery.

Mrs.

across

moved

home

Hall

Thursday evening, April 29th, at eight o’clock
Mr. Eben E. Sawyer, violinist and baritone anc

comfortable this week. Mrs. P. is the second
of Mr. Frank Davis, School street.

Mrs. Helen D.

daughter

ist.

Capt. L. M. Partridge and daughter, Miss
Leora, are each recovering from bad attacks
of grip and bronchitis, respectively. Mrs.
Partridge is feeling far from usually well at
this date—Monday.
Dr. J. F. Ryder of Boston was called professionally to Pittsfield last week and came here
Saturday evening to spend Sunday with his
father-in-law, Capt. J. French Hichborn. He
left Monday for home.

Gilchrest of Belfast accompanFollowing is the program:

Wagnei
Kellej
Molloj

1
I b
>

2

Cradle Song,
Thursday,

a

c) b

Metcalf
Absent,
Back to Our Mountains from “II TrovaVerd
tore,"
O Night of Love from “Faust," Gounoc
Like a Dream from Martha,
Flotow
Indifferent Mariner,
Bullarc

a

3 I

)
|

b
c

\ a

4)

Papita,

b

( a Cavatina,
] b Traumerei,
c

b

7

,

b

Bedouin Love Song,
’Tis I,

^

a

To The

\ a

*

«

Evening

Star from

Rafl
Shumanr
Vinsite

Wagnei

The

Hausei

Flower,

Calvary,

a

Rodnej

Sullivar
be for the establishment o:
a musical fund for the general betterment o:
music in our town. Come and bring your chil
dren and enjoy an evening of good music witV
us as well as assist in a noble and uplifting
«

Lost

b

The

this writing, Monday, Mr. and Mrs. John
Clark are visiting in Ayer, Mass., on their
journey to Stockton from New Mexico, having
decided to make a permanent home among us.
They have long lived in the far west.

Chord.

proceeds

will

Mr. and Mrs. Marcellus Whitney and daughter, Mrs. Hall, and several grandchildren froir
Lowell, Mass., arrived in town a sjhort time
ago. Their many friends are pleased to sec
them back again.

Henry Prentiss, who had employment

j
:

Mr. Simeon B. Mernthew is enlarging his
house by putting an addition on to the western
end of the ell sufficiently large to allow making a kitchen therein. Old residents will remember it as the Samuel Lewis place on School

I

cause.

t--\
If you
thinkiug of buying
an

are

AUTOMOBILE
this spring write to

C. G. CARLEY, West Newton, Mass.,
for prices on

new

and 2nd hand

cars.

/

the

We have seen many men get into serious dfficultv
bv
following the advice of lawyets and others, who endeavored
to conduct them safely near the line of lawlessness.
The
John Bird Company of Rockland has for some years conducted an extensive
lottery in connection with their grocery business. They claim that their prize
scheme is lawful, but they do not dare to send the advertising for it
through
the U. S. Mail. We predict that something will happen in their
vicinity lata
if the scheme continues.”

WGyba

|

|

($3,427.32).

We say

how this
business that

sum was

just

|

we

we are

believe is

Whether

Motto:

given

willing

to prove this

away.

We say

not

you

j
i
!

|

i

j
|

j

;

|

The schooner Northland arrived at Cape LIBERTY.
The schools in town will begin May 3rd with
Jellison pier, April 21st, bringing a general I
the following teachers: Village Primary, Marj
cargo for Aroostook county. She is to load A. Brown; Lower Village, Mrs. Ayer; South
paper for New York. The schooner Mary Ann Liberty, Mrs. Powell; Davis Prescott, Mrs,
Wilhemina Eastman;
Bradstreet,
McCann came to Cape Jellison dock April 21st, McLain;
j Sherman’s Corner, Flora Sherman....Mrs.
light, to load lumber for New York.
I Daniel Low of Salem, Mass., has sent js> generMrs. Albion P. Goodhue remains critically ous sum to be expended on the church vestry,
feels
ill. Her physician, Dr. G. A. Stevens,
at Mr. Geo. Stevens, Mrs. Low’s brother, with his
| wife, has the matter in charge and are planthis writing, Monday, that her aged system !
ning a thorough renovation including papering,
cannot long resist the disease upon the vital
painting murescoing, etc.

only

a

by showing
conducting

we are

benefit, but

believe what Editor

a

credit,

Pringle

!

and

honorubl.

an

to this comniunii
or

says

JOHN BIRD COMPANY,
-^

not,

BELFAST

Rockland, Maine.

—__

PRICE CURRENT.

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
PAID

PRODUCE MARKET.

Apples,

per

LOOK! LOOK! LOOK!

PRODUCER.

Hay,

J .00
7

bu,

I AM SELLING THE

Clover

PORTS.

Seed,

15

Sugar,

7.00a8J)0 Salt, T. I.,
2.25 Sweet Potatoes,
13 Wheat Meal,

Flour,
H, G. Seed,
Lard,

Havana, April 16. Sld, sch. Josephine, Mobile.
Puerto Mexico, April 22, 3 p. m. Sld, stmr.
Californian, Delaware Breakwater for orders.

surprisingly

a

rat

figure.

Please
look them over.
make a special

ee

:.

PLUMBING ANO SHEET
METAL WORK

6
38
00
4

t

J.B.STICKMl!
60 CHURCH STREET

Store open

HORN

miscellany.

FAMOUS)

KINEO
RANGE

|

sch. Tofa, states that
In Washington, April 14, to Mrs.
Cramer.
his vessel was not Ashore on Romer Shoals
Henry Cramer, a daughter.
April 19, as has been reported.
Dyer. In Franklin, April 11, to Mr. and Mrs.
The rumor that ship Dirigo had gone ashore 1 Calvin A.
Dyer, a daughter.
on the Malokai coast, Hawaiian Islands, proves
Dyer. In Vinalhaven, April 17, to Mr. and
to be without foundation.
Mrs. Pearl Dyer, a daughter.
New London, Conn., April 21. The schooner
Gray. In Belfast, April 18, to Mr. and Mrs.
S. M. Bird, Captain Norwood, from Philadel- | Frances L. Gray, a son, Charles Francis.
phia for Calais, was towed into this port today
Hooper.
In Camden, April 18, to Mr. and
leaking badly. She was beached with nine feet Mrs. J. K. Hooper, a son.
of water in her hold.
Libby. In West Lincolnville, April 16, to Mr.
Key West, April 23. Sch. R. W. Hopkins, and Mrs. Arthur Libby, a son, Roger Milliken.
Balano, from Philadelphia for Port Tampa, is
Mullin. In Stonington, April 12, to Mr. and
reported stranded on Pickles Reef.
Mrs. Frank V. Mullin, a daughter.
Bermuda, April 19. Sch. Mary L. Crosby,
Shute. In Belfast, April 26, to Mr. and Mrs.
Lynch, from Wiggins, S. C., March 30, for New Stephen S. L. Shute, a daughter.
York, before reported towed in here by stmr.
Drumcairne (Br.), from New York for MonteMAKK1ED'
! video, &e., lost fore and main gaffs and sprung
I a leak in a strong northwest wind on March 31.
ALLEN-MORSEJ. In Montville, April 20, PerLeak increased and ths schooner was taken in
tow by the Drumcairne April 13th and towed ley C. Allen and Miss Lettice B. Morse, both of
in here. The Crosby has been libelled for sal- Montville.
In Rockland, April 21,
Bryant Shepherd
vage by the Drumcairne
Awaiting instrucI Percy Bryant .and Mary Shepherd, both of
tions from owners.
1
Bangor Craft in Collision. The schooner Rockland.
Freeman-Yoono. In Matinicus, April 14,
N. E. Ayer of Bangor.* bound from Stonington
to New York city, was in collision early Satur- j Charles I. Freeman and Mildred L. Young, both
j day off Plum island, with the schooner John A. of Martinicus.
In Rockland, March 24,
Larrabee-Flye.
Beckerman, New Haven for Norfolk. Both
i vessels were towed to New London, Conn., for Robert R. Larrabee and Etta Margaret Flye,
repairs. According to press despatches no one both of Matinicus.
In Vinalhaven, April 16,
Smith McRae.
on either vessel was injured, but both the Ayer
Goodwin Smith and Mrs. Jennie McRae, both
and the Beckerman were badly damaged. The
Ayer lost her port rigging, had her sails torn, of Vinalhaven.
Smalley-Marshali.. In Port Clyde, April
rail badly damaged and is in a leaking condition. The Beckerman lost her bowsprit, jib- 9, John Smalley of St. George and Winifred
boom, catheads and had several planks stove Marshall of Port Clyde.
Webster-Calderwood. In Vinalhaven, April
in. The Ayer, which is owned by F. W. Ayer
14, Ray Webster and Miss Kittie Calderwood,
; of Bangor, cleared from Stonington about two
weeks ago with a cargo of stone. She is com- both of Vinalhaven.
manded by Captain A. B. Mazerall of Bangor.
The Ayer is a schooner of 199 tons net and carDIED
ried a crew of fjfve men. She was formerly the
I schooner George Nevinger and was rebuilt at I
Jn Thomaston, April 18, Stacy
Burkett.
Belfast a few years ago.
Rurkett, aged 17 years.
In Vinalhaven. April 19, Reuel
Beverage.
Beverage, aged 63 years.
Clark. In Belfast, April 27, Walter B. Clark,
aged 73 years, 2 months and 2 days. Interment
in Hartford, Conn.
Smith. In Searsport, April 26, George F.
Smith, aged 75 years, 4 months and 19 days.
MANY MORE LIKE IT IN BELFAST.
Sylvester. In Razorville, April 13, Mrs.
Elizabeth Davis Sylvester.
Towle. In Appleton, March 31, Philura A.
The following case is but one of many simiTowle,
aged 78 years and 3 months.
lar occurring daily in Belfast. It is an easy
Thomas. In Belmont, April 23, Eugene E.
matter to verify its correctness. Surely you
Thomas, aged 20 years, 1 month and 4 days.
cannot ask for better proof than such conclusive evidence.
Mrs. T. S. Connell, 57 Miller street, Belfast,
Me., says: “In 19011 was taken with a complication of diseases and was laid up for several
months. 1 finally recovered, but was left with

ev

-of

"

of

repairing your WATCHES, CLOCKS, JEWELR \
We carry a complete stock.

H. J. LOCKE &
NATIONAL

SON,

HANK

Lost, Wednesday, about 9 a. m., between the
Marsano block on High street and the Howe*
block on Main street, a Maine Central mileage
book of 1,000 miles, nearly full. Finder will be
suitably rewarded on leaving with
J. STEWART,
;
Office Gas ft Electric Co.

j

BELFAST.

V.__

jliat in all the financial

?

t

ss. but 6 % is done with
°7t being done by means
drafts? If you do imt a.m
<•

\
|
i

mg account start one i-■
from its convenience :ii.-i
true. If you are not tar
tern come to ns and \\e

S
i

Searsoort Nat M

will give your business
small, careful attention
DEPOSITORS IN THIS B V

ABSOLUTELY S'
CAPITAL

$50,000.00.

000 3t

SURPLUS AND PROF
OKGANI/I

good lot of Baby Carriages
supply you with anything
market at the lowest possible

I have a

and

CASH

can

in the

prices.

Give

me a

call.

h.e. McDonald
70 MAIN STREET.

it

Store.

Grocery

CASH PAID F

COUNTRY

PRODUCE

-^===^

PRIME WESTERN BEEF CORNED
from 7 to 10 cents

POTA TOES

a

1

GRANT

SEEDS

is not the Star of Bethlehem

guiding star to guide you
to buy your

a

to the best

OPERA

large variety of finished
work ready to letter. Also the best and

HOUSE

designs, and can execute your
orders promptly and satisfactorily.

BELFAST.

printing

a specialty.

QUALITY

IN GREAT VARIETY

the grower and for less
none better to be had.

SEED

NOTICE. The subscrlb-

ADMINISTRATOR’S
hereby gives notice that he

has been duly
er
appointed administrator of the estate of/
ZILPHA T. BEBoEY, late of Brooks,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement,

Give us a call.

HEAL,
BELFAST.

and all indebted thereto

payment immediately.

are

requested

A

Cut

m 3*M

flowers and Designs

w

Occasions.
Potted

Tulips,

SEARSPORT SAVINGS BANK.

I

?£AS

SPECIAL n

All the New and Fancy Colors
Peas and Nasturtiums

CHARLES F. BE88EY.

The annual meeting of the corporators of
the Searsport Savings Bank, will be held at
their banking rooms Saturday, May 8th, at ten
o’clock a. m., for the choice of trustees for the
ensuing year and to act on such other business
as may come before the meeting.
JAMES P. NICHOLS, Treasurer.
2tl7

m

CORN and

to make

Knox, April 13, IttOtt.—3wl7

Card of Tnanks.
We wish to express our thanks to our friends
and neighbors in Brooks for their kind attention and sympathy for us in our bereavement
and sorrow at the death of our mother, Mrs.
Mary A. Hall.
Mr. and Mrs. William Hall,
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. H all,
George and Charles Hall.

BLOCK.

JOB PRINTING.
COMMERCIAL

latest

A. S.

AND

Successor to George W. Burgess,

a

BRIDGE STREET,

OF THE HIGHEST

Miss Grace [ Burgess,

place

MONUMENTAL
WORK
We have

pound

H

KNOWLTON &

THISbut

i

JEWELERS cind on

BUILDING,

a

Mileage Book Lost.

JoF]

WE WANT THE

A BELFAST CASE.

1

j

cent

books

our

i

Buy Three Crow Goods

14.00al5.00
Hides,
7a7^
dried, per lb.,
llal2
2.75a3.00 Lamb,
Beans, pea,
70
Beans, Y. E., 350.a3.75 Lamb Skins,
8
25a28 Mutton,
Butter,
50
Beef, sides,
5^a7* Oats, 32 lb.,
80a85
6 Potatoes,
Beef, fore quarters,
8
60 Round Hog,
Barley, bu,
10.00
14 Straw,
Eastman, Boston; 26; ar, schs. Grace Davis, ; Cheese,
26a28
16 Turkey,
South Amboy; Gilbert Stanchfield, Boston; R. Chicken,
3
L. Tay, Portland.
Calf Skins,
12,Tallow,
9al0
18‘Veal,
Stockton, April 21. Ar, sch. Northland, New Duck,
22
!
21 Wool, unwashed,
York; 22, ar, sch. Mary Ann McCann, Bangor, Eggs,
to finish loading for New York; 24, sailed, sch.
Fowl,
14; Wood, hard, 4.00a4.50
3.00
18iWood, soft,
Geese,
Mary Ann McCann, New York.
Stonington, Me., April 18. Ar, sch. Charlotte
RETAIL MARKET.
RETAIL PRICE.
W. Miller, Boston (to load for New York).
1.10
10 Lime,
Portland, April 22. Sld, sch. Jacob M. Has- Beef, Corned,,
4i
Butter Salt, 141b., 18a20Oat Meal,
kell, Baltimore and Bahia Honda.
4
85
Onions,
Bath, April 26. At, sch. Margaret M. Ford, Corn,
13al4
80 Oil, kerosene,
Cracked
Corn,
! Boston; sailed, sch. A*|ice Holbrook, N. Y.; tug Corn
6
80 Pollock,
Meal,
Bismarck, Bangor, i
18 Pork,
Searsport, April 24* Sld, sch. Davis Palmer, Cheese,
1.13
1.70 Plaster,
Cotton
Seed,
;
Newport News.
3b
8a9 Rye Meal,
Codfish, dry,
Bucksport, Me., April 25. Ar, sch. Nat Ayer, Cranberries,
1.55
00 Shorts,
New York.

marine

!

buy

not

thirty-two

Ames, Philadelphia.
Key West, April 24, Sailed, sch. J. C. Strawbridge, Port Tampa; $5, ar, sch. R. W. Hopkins,
Philadelphia for Port Tampa (before reported
ashore).
Bangor, April 21. $ld, schs. Mary E. Palmer,
Newport News; Mary Ann McCann, Stockton
and New York; 22, ar, sch. Livelihood, Rockland; 23, ar, schs. Zaccheus Sherman, Coombs;
C. B. Clark, Searspoft; Ellen M. Golder, Belfast; 24, sld, sch. Telumah, New York; 25, ar,
schs. Lucinda Sutton. Newport News; Reuben

Captain Kneeland,

!

Three Crow Goods and try vour luck ? You
may win. We sac
that the Three Crow brand is the best that can be produced, full weight, full
measure, guaranteed on every package to be up to the Food Law requirement
and more. We say that every package contains a premium. We say no
package
contains a blank. We say it is a profit sharing plan on a co-operative bask
We say that our books show that in 1908 we gave away in value tbe large sunof three thousand four hundred and twenty-seven dollars and

why

San Francisco, Cah, April 21. Ar, steamer
Columbian, Colcord, Salina Cruz.
Port Tampa, April 22. Sld, sch. Horace A.
Stone, Mountain Creek; 23, ar, sch. Harry T.
Hayward, Baltimore.
Georgetown, S. C., April 23. Sld, sch. Celia
F., New York.
Salem, April 25. Ar, sch. Gen. Adelbert

FOREIGN

■

If Editor Pringle Be Correct and Truthful

Philadelphia.

very serious case of kidney complaint. .1
doctored but the relief I received was temThe brick residence now owned by J. O
porary and I rapidly grew worse until I was ir
Pillsbury, and occupied by two families, cam* a bad
shape. For over a year I was unable tc
near catching fire a few days ago.
While en
do my work at all and Was practically helpless,
deavoring to dry clothes behind the stov< I suffered
terribly from backache and was
they caught fire, but it was discovered in tim< bothered by the too frequent and
|
distressing
to save damaging the house to any extent, al
! passages of the kidney secretions. I was ir
a
of
the clothing was this condition when I started
though
greater part
using Doan’s
burned before the fire was extinguished.
Kidney Pills which my husband procured foi
The Golden Rule Club is in a flourishing con
I had little faith
me at Wilson’s Drug Store.
dition. The last meeting was at the home o:
in them as I had previously taken so much
Mrs. E. E. McCauslin Saturday afternoon medicine without any benefit. Much to my
Nearly all the members were present and three surprise after using ojie box of Doan’s Kidney
candidates were received into the order. Fol
Pills, I was greatly improved. When I hac
lowing the business meeting a short candy pul taken the contents of several boxes I was able
was enjoyed,after which work on the quilt was
to be up and around and attending to my work
continued. Each member is requested to brinf I had no return of the trouble until last spring
a Bible to the meetings, as part of the tim<
At this time I again resorted to Doan’s Kidney
will be devoted to Bible study. Although th< Pills and two boxes cured me. I am now in the
best of health and believe that Doan’s Kidney
members of the club show much enthusiasm ir
Pills are the best remedy on the market”
the order they do not at the same time forgei
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents. Fosthe church or Sunday school. They met at th«
church last week, cleaned and filled the lamps ter-Milburn Co., Buffalo. New York, sole agentf
supplying chimneys where needed. The Sun- for the United States'.
shine class consists of members younger than
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take no
those the former order, but they also met and
other.
swept and dusted the church recently.

farming.

street.

Mrs. Manly Lancaster of Bangor arrived
j Saturday morning to visit Mr. and Mrs. John
She was joined in the evening
Obituary. George F. Smith, one of th« E. Lancaster.
her husband. They returned Monday by
oldest and best known citizens of Searsport by
train. Old friends welcome them in their
passed away at his residence on Bay View
native town.
Place Monday morning at 6 o’clock of hean
The traveling is somewhat better lately, alfailure. He had been in failing health foi
about a year. He was at his store Saturdaj though some dangerous .mud holes remain.
afternoon, had an ill turn Sunday night, and Last Saturday our road commissioner, Mr. C.
passed quietly away Monday morning. H« N. Fletcher, had to extricate a peddler from a
seemingly bottomless pit on Main street near
was the son of Henry D. and Clarissa (Soule']
Smith and was born in Belfast, now Searsport the railroad crossing.
December 7, 1833, and was the first child bap*
The tenement in Sprague Block, formerly
.tized in the First Congregational church ir occupied by Mr. M. R. LaFurley, is being
Searsport and is the last of the family of nine kalsomined and put in order for occupancy by
children. In early manhood he followed the Mr. Charles McGregor as a fruit ^nd confecsea as cook of coastwise vessels for three
tionery store, where ice cream will be on sale
years and on retiring he learned the caulker’£
through the warm weather.

in

Turner creamery here and had got very
w^l
settled in his rent secured of F. H. Bartlett
moved with his family to the home of his
father-in-law, Preston Prentiss, in Troy Iasi
week. On account of ill health his fathei
wanted him to spend the summer with hin

At

“Tamhaus-

er,"

(b
o

0

“

Qa|fea

1

Mrs. Clark Libby passed away very suddenly
last week. Her death was due to heart failure.

riving very unexpectedly a few days ago. It
is reported that he is ill with mumps.
served to her guests, who wished her many
Boston Tuesday, after spending the winter in |
home
for
happy returns of the day.
their
Guy P. Norton went to Lisbon Falls several
have
the city.
They
opened
days ago and visited his brother-in-law, Mr.
Jacob Ausplund is taking down the old the summer.
Sturtevant, arriving home a few days later.
blacksmith shop on the premises of Capt W.
Mr. J. H. Lane, agent forthe Great Northern
H. Goodell. This building was built in 1830
Mrs. Mary Hodgdon from Waterville, who
his
for
Boston,
Paper Co., left last Saturday
for a grocery store and was occupied by the
home, after being several days in town attend- spent a number of days at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. A. L. McManus, has returned home.
late Jonathan Gilmore, who was dealer in West
ing to the Northland’s business.
India groceries which wrere on sale in those
The next meeting of the T. S. C. Club will be
been
who
has
Mrs. Mary Harriman,
nursing
days. Later it was occupied by the late James Mrs. Walter F.
since the arrival of her held with Mrs. Joel Farwell Tuesday afternoon,
Trundy
W. Mosman. who dealt in New England grotwin .daughters, left Monday. Mrs. T. and April 27th. The time will be devoted to ritual
ceries. The building was built on the site of
work.
babies are in exellent condition.
the store now occupied by C. 0. Sawyer & Co.
Chester Gerry sold his farm recently tc
Mr. Goodere arrived last Friday from Limeon Main street.
It was sold in 1866 to Gen. F.
station Elmer Hillman of Troy and bought Allen RolS. Nickerson and was occupied at that time by stome and took charge of the Stockton
Saturday. Mr. E. J. Matthews, his predeces- lin’s home farm. Mr. Gerry will move anc
the late H. D. Smith as a drug and stationery
take possession soon.
sor, left Monday morning for Stacyville.
store. Mr. Smith having moved to /fluTbrick
store

H. N. PRINGLE, EDITOR,

Hilo, April 23. Steamed, stmr. Mexican, Tapley, Salina Cruz.
Port Royal, S. C., April 20. Sailed, sch. Robt.
H. McCurdy, Boston.
Newport News, April 20. Sailed, sch. Gov.
Ames, Portsmouth; 21, sld, sch. Helen H. Benedict, Bangor; 24, sailed, schs. Henry W. Cramp,
Bangor; Alice E. Cla«rk, do.; 27, ar, sch. Dorothy
i Palmer, Searsport.
i
Norfolk, April 23. Sld, sch. Prescott Palmer,
Searsport.
! Port Tampa, April 19. Sld, sch. Pendleton
Satisfaction, New YUrk.
Fernandina, Fla., April 21. Sld, sch. Pendleton
Brothers, Philadelphia.
|
New Haven, April 21. Ar, sch. American
; Team, Elizabethport.
!
Bridgeport, Ct., April 22. Ar, sch. Tofa,
! Belfast, Ga.
I
Charleston, S. C., April 21. Sld, sch. FredA
T1,-

STOCKTON SPRINGS.

j

THE CIVIC LEAGUE RECURD

New York, April 21. Ar, sch. R. Bowers, St.
John, N. B.; sld, sch; Adelia T. Carleton, South
Amboy for Rockland; 22, sailed, sch. Susan N.
ar, sch. Ira T. Ellems,
Pickering, -;
Stonington; 24, ar, sl:hs. Annie P. Chase, Stockton; Rebecca M. Walls, Stonington; cld, sch.
Gladys, Grand Turk; 26, ar, schs. Norombega,
St. John, N. B.; Sawyer Bros., Stockton; Abenaki, do.; James Young, Somes Sound; Geo. E.
Prescott, Spruce Head; 26, ar, schs. Holliswood,
Jacksonville; Maud Palmer, Fernandina; E. S.
Greeley, Bangor; 27, ar, schs. Lyman M. Law,
Femandftia; Frank E. Swain, Camden; Lizzie
D. Small, Stockton; Mary Augusta, Brooksville; Andrew Nebinger, Frankfort; Odell, Boston; Florence Leland, Sullivan.
Boston, April 21. Cld, sch. Lewiston, Jacksonville; 22, cld, sch. Margaret M. Ford, Hallowell and Galveston; sld, sch. William L. Douglass, Baltimore; 23, cleared, sch. Emma S. Lord,
Jacksonville and Laguayra; 25, ar, schs. Emma
S. Briggs, Wiscasset; Emily Staples, Winterport.
Philadelphia, April 20. Cld, schs. Hattie H.
Barbour, Bar Harbor; Henry S. Little, Bangor:
21, ar, sch. Young Brothers, Boothbay Harbor;
23, ar, sch. White Wings, Savannah; 24, ar, sch.
Laura M. Lunt, New York; 25, ar, schs. Annie
B. Mitchell, Rockland via New York; Frances,
Charleston; Maggie S. Hart, Mobile; 26, ar, sch,
James Roth well, Long Cove; 27, cld, tug Gettysburg, towing barges Enterprise for Brewei
and Glendower for Belfast.
Baltimore, April 21. Ar, sch. Winfield S.
Schuster, Port Taitfpa; 25, sld, sch. Mertie B.
Crowley, Boston.
Ponce, P. R., April 15. Arrived, sch. Herald,

Jonquil*

^
^

Hyacinth*

W. E.

HAMILTON

_r.jr/e11'
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